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Abstract
'!he dinensions of this internship report reflect experiences that
were made available to the carrlidate in both the Newfoun:ll.and and
Erqlish educational systems. '!he carrlidate had the opportunity to work
in the Newfoun:ll.and educational system as an assistant to a Fhysical
Education Co-ordinator with a SChool Board (three weeks); to work in an
administrative capacity at a centre dealirg with 'special needs'
children (two weeks); and to work as an evaluator in student teachirg
for Fhysical Education 311B course (one week).
In Erqland, the Carrlidate worked urrler the auspices of an Area
Education Authority. '!he areas of practical experience in which the
carrlidate worked were adrninistrative/teachirg in P"lysical education
(two weeks); a general teachirg practice at the infant, junior and
secondary schools (two weeks); and in a supervisory capacity dealing
with harrlicaHJErl students.
'!he insights gained in these educational envirorments helped the
carrlidate awly administrative concepts to the tasks that were given
within the internship. Part I of this report deals with those tasks.
'!he carrlidate, acting in the position of Ihysical Education C0-
ordinator of the fictitioos utcpian SChool Board, had to deal with SCIle
of the administrative responsibilities that are cx::mron to this role.
Each task was unique in itself, with 00 caU?a1 cormection to the
others. Task Ia required the carrlidate to provide details of a method
that cal1d be used in the evaluation of rhysical education teachers.
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Task Ib involved the development of a prelbninary selection process
that could be used for future appoinbnents of physical education
teachers. Task II concerned itself with problems arising from the
district's school sports programrrwa and the responsibility of the
physical education co-ordinator to ilnplement a specific school board
policy as a solution to these problems. Task III dealt with the
decision-making process of mainstreaming I exceptional children I into
the school system with emphasis on the physical education programme.
Some administrative responsibilities such as teacher inservice in
dealing with mainstreaming and proper access to pertinent information
about 'exceptional children' were also a concern.
Part II of this report is a review and personal analysis of the
internship which involved the candidate in a practical experience in
two independent educational systems. '!he candidate studied and analyzed
professional concepts and topics in relation to the Newfoundland and
English educational systems. A daily journal of these experiences is
found in Part II, Appendix A of this report.
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Fonnat of Internship Report
D.1e to the nature of the internship, arrl the irrleperrlent nature of
the assigned tasks, the carrlidate felt that it was necessary to
cx::arplete each task separately. 'Ihus, imnediately after each irrlividual
task follows the refereoces arrl awen:lices pertai.ni.rg to that task. If
all apperx:lices arrl references were placed at the errl of the report, it
may have resulted in confusion arrl :i.ncd1erence for the reader.
'!he Intenlship Report has been divided into two sections. section
I deals with the assigned tasks, la, lb, II, arrl III. Within section I,
the carrlidate felt that it was necessary to give some backgrourrl
infonnation cambined with a review of literature on the particular
subject of the task before applyi.nJ the administrative concepts in
deali.nJ with each task. section II contains a review arrl personal
analysis of the internship process. A daily journal of the internship
experiences is an apperx:lix to section II.
Foreword
Urrler the 1988 regulations for Ihysical Education Graduate
students, a new programme qJtion was awroved by the SChool of Graduate
studies which enabled students to study administration arrl supervision
of Iilysical education in different cultures. '!he new qJtion was to
CC!lplete an internship am it opened many new avenues to graduate
students. '!he cption's major strength was greater practical experience
than was provided by any of the other programme qJtions. With the
internship, students cal1d learn in a "harrls-on" environment, thus
~ it a valued ~ience.
'!he writer was the first carrlidate to select this internship
qJtion. '!he carrlidate had the practical ~ience of workinJ with the
Newfourrllarrl arrl Erglish educational systems in an administrative am
supervisory capacity. '!he carrlidate selected three areas of study,
administrative work as a Ihysical Education Co-ordinator, Special
Education with an elllilasis on mainstreami.rg 'special needs' children
into Iilysical education am general teacl1.in.J practice. '!he carrlidate
was also given the ~ience of evaluating university Iilysical
education students CCIlpleting their two-week teadllng block for the
urrlergraduate c::arrse P.E. 311B. '!hese areas of study were chosen
because the carrlidate did not have any ~ise in these areas, am
wanted to gain ~ience arrl insight. However, the number arrl
diversity of selected stl.rly areas made it difficult to sperd adequate
t:iIre on any one area. '!hus, the carrlidate did not fulfill all of the
objectives that had been set. '!he carrlidate also felt that because of
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the lack of expertise in these areas, a lot of background research was
needed before the set tasks could be attenpted.
As with ll'al1y new programmes, rules arrl regulations were modified in
light of the experiences gained. Many obstacles were faced within this
progranune, arrl at the onset, few guidelines were available. '!he major
obstacle to successful completion of the internship was that the
internship experiences had little or no relationship to the tasks that
had been set by the Internship Supel:Visor. '!he carrlidate was placed in
various administrative positions, arrl had to deal with tasks other than
those of the internship. '!his situation was unavoidable, due to the
fact that these administrative positions had job responsibilities which
needed to be completed arrl because of this, the internship tasks became
secondary. However, the carrlidate did experience ll'al1y of the
responsibilities that these administrative positions hold, arrl this
gave great insight into SOITe of the administrative concepts needed for
such positions.
When dealing with the tasks set for the internship, the carrlidate
approached these tasks as theoretical papers, because the practical
experiences in these specific areas were not applicable or substantive
enough to be helpful. '!he carrlidate felt that ll'al1y different approaches
could have been taken in the writing of these tasks, arrl that each task
was sufficiently complex that the carrlidate had to make a large number
of assumptions about the administrative techniques of the fictitious
Utopian School Board upon which the tasks were based.
'!he carrlidate approached the assigned tasks of the internship as
research based papers. '!he carrlidate followed the guidelines given in
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eadl task. Task la, anI Ib guidelines stated, IlPEspJrrl to his request
in writ~ after the awropriate research anI preparationll • 1hus the
carrlidate felt that it was necessary to give same backgrourrl
infonration anI a review of literature on the particular subject of the
task before awlying administrative concepts of dealing with each task.
In dealing with Task la, the carrlidate assumed that the utopian
SChool Board was urrler the Newfourdlam educaticoal system, am thus,
the Newfoorxllam Teachers' Collective AgreeIre11t was used as framework.
'!he carrlidate also asst.nned that the utopian SChool Board already had a
policy on evaluation in place, but the superintenJent wanted a specific
policy for -Ii"lysical education teachers, because of the nature of
physical education courses. 1he IntenlShip Co-ordinator suggest¢ to
the carrlidate that she should construct questiormaires that could be
used to evaluate the previous evaluation process am to devise criteria
for inplementing a new evaluation process. After constructing these
questionnaires, the carrlidate felt that distrihlting ~them was not
possible because the target g~ were fictitioos. It was therefore
felt that this part of the task served no useful p.rrpose.
In task lb, the carrlidate focused on a teadler selection process.
'!he carrlidate tried to link Task I with Task lb through using a cause
anI effect relationship to have effective teachers in our schools. Both
the evaluation process am the teacher selecticn process deals with
this there. Five Iilases of the selection process were devised and
criteria for each Ifulse were suggested.
Task II dealt with the problems arising fram the district's
schools sports programme, am tile responsibility of tile Fhysical
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Education1eo-ordinator to inplement a School Board Sports Progranvne for
elementary children as a solution to these problems. '!he cardidate felt
that the parameters of this task were too broad. Again, the cardidate
treated the task as a research based paper givinJ both a review of
literature an:} soma backgrourrl infonnation on children in sports
carrpetitions. '!he administrative concepts awlied to this task, were
based on the caIrlidate I s pulosq:hy about children in sports an:} her
experiences with elementary sports pl:'CXJrcUl1llle. '!he Internship C0-
ordinator suggested that the cardidate devise questionnaires that could
be used to provide feedback fran coaches, parents, officials, an:}
athletes. Again, these questionnaires were not actually corrpleted by
any of the above.
Task III dealt with the decision-making process involved in
integratinJ "special needs" children into physical education. '!his
portion of the internship report was totally research oriented. '!he
carrlidate spent time with both the Newfourrllarrl and En3'lish
administrators who dealt with "special needs" children, but the
infonnation gained was rrore of a technical nature an:} did not provide a
J<nowledge base upon which policies ca.1l.d be developed.
'!he carrlidate felt that the internship qJtion can be a great asset
to any graduate carrlidate. Graduate students on this qJtion will
receive the practical experience of beinJ an administrator which will
increase their awareness of the many obstacles they will face in the
administrative an:} curricular decision maJdn:J processes.
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SEcrION I
TASK Ia
EVAIDATION
Task Ia
To: Mrs. c. Parsons, Fhysical Education CO-Ordinator
From: I.C. Hall, Superinten:lent
At the last meeting of the school board, it was decided to
bnplement the new clause on "teacher assessment" which as you know is
nCM part of the collective bargaining agreement. Would you please
provide details of the method you inten:l to use to evaluate Fhysical
Education teachers within our jurisdiction.
Respond to this request in writing after the appropriate research
and preParation.
'!he candidate was given this task to complete after the internship
placement. HCMever, the candidate felt that the internship experience
was not of sufficient rragnitude to fulfill this requirement. '!he
candidate researched the topic and felt it was necessary to give some
background infonnation about previous evaluation procedures. A review
of literature concerning the proper procedures to follCM in conducting
teacher evaluation was also included.
Based on the candidate's PersOnal experiences in administration
and the resource rraterials available, the candidate outlined the steps
to follCM in devising an evaluation policy SPecific to physical
education for the Utopian School Board.
It is one of life I s ironies that those experiences which can
be most rewarding also have the potential to be most
frustrating. Teacher evaluation is like that. Done well,
teacher evaluation can lead to :iJrproved perfonnance, personal
growth and professional esteem. Done poorly, it can produce
anxiety or ennui and drive talented teachers from the
profession. (p. 9).
(D..1ke & stiggins, 1986)
:rnt.rc:xluction
Teacher evaluation in our educational system today is W1iversally
regarded by teachers with distaste, hostility, and resigned
frustration. Teachers perceive teacher evaluation in negative and
demeaning teJ::ms. Today, administrators often have feelings of
ambivalence. Both teachers and administrators tend to feel that teacher
evaluation is time-wasting and has little or no effect on the important
goals of education. Being realistic, teacher evaluation is seen by
most, as an ordeal to be endured, a necessary but essentially useless
exercise in which the teacher must role play his or her assigned part.
In essence, when little is expected of the exercise, little is
achieved.
There are several reasons for these misgivings about teacher
evaluation: a) teachers and administrators are not always clear as to
the purpose of the evaluation; b) teachers are naturally mistrustful of
the ability of administrators to judge their perfonnance accurately; c)
administrators are reluctant to put in writing, things that might
affect a teacher's career or jeopardize their own relationships with
their teachers; and d) administrators are often not committed to the
process, either because they feel they lack the necessary skill, or
because they feel that the process is not useful or effective for them.
However, evaluation is of utmost importance in the teaching profession.
Both administrators and teachers believe evaluation can be an asset to
teaching effectiveness, if properly conducted.
Teacher evaluation is a professional yet highly personal
undertaking for both teachers and administrators. '!he way evaluation is
conducted and its results reflect the judgment and expertise of both
parties. No teacher evaluation experience can be successful without a
clear sense of the goal or purpose of the evaluation. Teacher
evaluation systems focus on two goals, which are accountability and
improvine::; teacher effectiveness. Teachers are accountable for
demonstratine::; minimum levels of competence. School boards are also
accountable for protectine::; the due process rights of teachers and
providinc::; adequate teacher evaluation and management. '!he secord goal
for teacher evaluation is the ilnprovement of instruction by promoting
the professional development of teachers. Observations and evaluations
of teacher perfonnance are conducted to stimulate the professional
growth of irxiividual teachers and to promote overall school ilnprovement
through the collective development of teachers as a whole.
Definition of Evaluation
Evaluation can be defined as the process of collectine::; and
analyzine::; infonna.tion about past activities and events in order to plan
and control future activities and events. '!hus, evaluation becomes part
of a decision-making process which helps educators make better informed
decisions through the systematic, logical acquisition and appraisal of
infonna.tion. Teacher evaluation is also a means of detenninine::; the
extent to which educational objectives are beine::; accomplished. Many
irxiividuals and institutions have defined evaluation to meet their own
specific needs and abilities.
'!homelike and Hagein (1961) defined evaluation as:
'!he term "evaluation" as we use it is closely related to
rooasurement. It is in some respects IrDre inclusive,
inclt.lCl:inJ infornal am intuitive judgments... am ... the
aspect of valuing-of saying what is desirable am gocxl. Good
rooasurement teclmiques provide the solid foundation for sound
evaluation... (p. 27).
Another definition by Ebel (1965) also related evaluation to
neasurement.
. . . a judgement of merit, sometimes based solely on
measurements such as those provided by test scores, but more
frequently involving the synthesis of various measurements,
critical incidents, subjective bnpressions, am other kinds
of evidence. (p. 450).
In a recent edition of Psychology Today, this definition of
evaluation was given,
Educational evaluation: crucial to the bnprovement of the
learning process. A well-organized coordinated testing
programme can provide a lot of answers for a lot of people.
People like school administrators am curriculmn supervisors,
who need answers about student abilities to help them do a
better job of education planning. People like guidance
personnel am teacher, who need answers about each individual
student in order to help him take full advantage of his
abilities, am to do a better job of leading him. People like
parents. '!hey want am need to know about their children,
their achievement, and their ability. And finally, a gocxl
testing programme provides answers to students about
themselves. (p. 10). (Stufflebeam, Foley, Gephart, Guba,
Hammond, Merriman, & Provus, 1971)
Same educators believe that evaluation is a process by which one
determines the degree of success achieved in arriving at specific
goals. It also included the rreans by which they were achieved.
Evaluation goes beyond statistical rooasurements, encompassing expert
knowledge and value jUdgments.
Parsons (1972) defined evaluation as:
A broad continuous programme of seeking, valuing, and
sharing, involving all professional members in a carefully
ordered, ongoing inquiry to detennine (through a cooperative
effort) the effectiveness of educational content, process and
outcomes in light of clearly defined goals. (p. 9).
Parsons (1985) also believed that the evaluator or supervisor must be
aware of his duty to the person being evaluated. He defined this role
the efforts to stimulate, coordinate and guide the continued
growth of people roth individually and collectively, in
better understanding and rrore effective perform:mce of all
the functions of instruction, so that they will be better
able to stimulate and direct each individual's continued
growth ta.vards rich and intelligent participation in society.
(p. 3).
Historical Backgran'rl
Evaluation is not a new phenomenon in the field of education, but
its meaning has continuously evolved. At the turn of the century,
teacher evaluation systems "were often thinly disguised weapons for
getting rid of militant or nonconformist teachers, for slashing
budgets, or for enforcing authoritarianism in the schools" (Parsons,
1974). Teacher evaluation was intended to assist and justify critical
administrative decisions affecting teachers, such as renewal of
contracts, tenure promotion and dismissal. Only recently have clinical
supervision or fonnative evaluation approaches been attached to teacher
evaluation processes. Mitchell (1961) believed that the demand for
teacher evaluation appeared to be attuned to the business cycle. In
periods of prosperity, very few questioned the expenditure of monies
for education. However, when the pressure was placed on lowering
budgets, and at the same time providing quality education in the
schools, the public attention shifted to the astronomical expenditures
for schools, and particularly teacher salaries. Supervisory concepts
and practices have differed significantly because of variations in
organizational structures, prevailin:J social and economic conditions
and differin:J value systems (Parsons, 1984). '!he I institutional
control' phase of supervision concerned itself with decision-making at
the top, transmittin:J orders to the workers (teachers) who followed
directions or were evaluated as inadequate by their supervisors.
'!he first supervisory concept associated with 'institutional
control' was that of inspection. '!he function of inspection was more
judicial than supervisory in that the role did not exist primarily to
help the teacher. It had little or nothin:J to do with improving the
teacher's methods or the pupils' learnin:J. It was concerned with value
judgments about the teacher. since there was an abundant supply of
teachers, when teachers were judged inadequate, they were merely
replaced. '!here was little effort devoted to improvin:J the aims,
processes and outcomes of the teacher's work. As Eye and Netzer (1965,
p. 5) have stated, the definitions of inspection itself indicated "a
rather stern and forbidding relationship between the supervisor and the
supervised, or the inspector and the inspected".
The next phase of supervision was associated with the beginning of
progranune regulation at all levels. 'Progranune definition I became the
second supervisory phase. '!he enforcement of the first minimum
standards was an attempt to professionalize the schools (Wilson and
Byar, 1969, p. 2). Its purpose was to define the objectives, substance,
and methods considered by those in authority as most appropriate for
learning. Teachers were expected to follow courses of study and
curriculum with nothin:J added, nothin:J deleted. Both the method used
and the product achieved could be used by supervisors as criteria for
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evaluating the efforts of the teacher to follow the prescribed
curriculum design. Then, measuring devices of many tyPes had to be
designed to ensure that the course of study was followed. The
'programme definition' phase of supervision had moved from curriculum
design to development of teaching materials and then towards testing
and evaluation (Wilson and Byar, 1969, p. 28).
After the 'institutional control' phase, the I scientific
management' phase began to dominate the school scene. The philosophy of
the ' scientific management' phase stressed the achievement of the
highest possible rate of production at the lowest possible cost. The
best or most efficient method of producing a product was found and
applied unvaryingly to all similar tasks. The feelings and needs of
workers were ignored. Prominent educators, such as John Franklin
Bobbitt and Frank E. Spalding, followed the organizational designs of
Frederick W. Taylor, the efficiency expert for business. They
encouraged schools to adopt efficiency principles of business
management in their planning and operation (callahan and Button, 1964).
Spalding introduced a merit progranune in the schools of Newton,
Massachusetts, where he worked in the capacity of superintendent for
ten years (Mitchell, 1961). Merriam made the initial effort to measure
teacher competence by "scientifically" studying the concept of teacher
efficiency and atterrpting to take it out of the realm of opinion
(callahan, 1962, p. 99). John F. Bobbitt even advocated that, " ...
the business and industrial world should enter the schools and set up
standards... it was their civic duty" (callahan, 1962, p. 101). It was
not unconunon for school systems to have efficiency experts who demanded
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stopwatch accuracy and elaborate record keeping. Rating scales were
devised to rate teachers, superintendents, and even j anitors (callahan I
1962, p. 106). Rating became so popular that by 1915 about sixty
percent of the cities of the united states were reporting some type of
fonnal evaluation of their teachers.
Teachers under the 'cult of efficiency' management were regarded
instnnnents of production. It was felt that teachers should be
closely supervised to ensure that they dutifully and without divergence
used the methods and procedures detennmed by administrators to achieve
the highest possible rate of production at the lowest possible cost.
SUpervision was seen as a necessary aspect of administration,
specifically concerned with raising teachers' work to a certain
standard of perfonnance using set methods in an organization where
children were perceived as the raw materials and where teachers were
treated as the means of production. '!his phase was concerned more with
costs and efficiency than with human value. However, supervisors found
it difficult to discover the best methods for the perfonnance of
educational tasks and even when some 'best' methods were decided upon
it was not easy to demonstrate their effectiveness to teachers.
scientific management's disregard for the feelings and needs of
human beings resulted in the formation of the human relations theory
which stressed feelings, motives, and wants of the individual almost to
the point of exclusion of other factors. However, the human relations
phase endowed teachers as workers 'with feelings and motives, but often
gave less attention to their properties as reasoning beings' (Lucio and
MacNeil, 1962, p. 3). The new human relations philosophy encouraged
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participation through group dynamics. Instead of having central
administrators or supervisors develop purposes and methods, the
formulation of policy was developed by the staff, conunittees, and
general group meetings. '!he function of supervision then became that
of establishing I good I interpersonal and social relationships in a
relaxed setting, which was 5UpIX>Se to irrprove instruction. In spite of
the movement taNards participation and group dynamics, "the standards
for teaching procedures were still detennined at higher levels and
transmitted to teachers as supervisors gave conunendations and
condenmations following visits to classrooms and demonstrations" (Illcio
and MacNeil, 1962, p. 10).
Concepts and practices of supervision in the fifties utilized a
taxonomy which began with the three kinds of supervision - the
autocratic, laissez faire, and democratic (Neagley and Evans, 1964).
Research on supervision dealt with duties of supervisors, rating
procedures of supervisors, and desirable supervisory practices.
However, there was no assurance that if certain supervisory practices
were followed, the result would be irrproved learning.
In the sixties, there was a shift taNards the use of conceptual
models. '!he new approach to the function of supervision was planning an
enabling environment for the irrprovement of instruction or what might
be tenned the I institutional growth phase of supervision I. The
functions of supervision were defined as consulting, motivating,
staffing, planning, and developing. Yet, there were few guides or
theories on how to execute these functions.
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'!he stage that the educational system is now addressing is the
'personal and institutional growth' phase of supervision. '!he chief
element is in the planning of an enabling envirornnent for teaching and
learning. '!his can be accomplished by examining, analyzing and changing
'what is' to 'what ought to be' to achieve the goals of the schools.
Parsons (1984) alluded to the fact that throughout the years, the
process of teacher supeJ:Vision and evaluation has changed dramatically
in response to varying methods of evaluation. Parsons (1974) belieVed
that several stages in the evaluation of educational supervision have
changed over time. Evaluation processes may have changed because of
scx::iety's opposing philosophies regarding the nature of man and his
relationship with others in organizations.
Teachers are professionals and the process of planning is
concerned with removing structural impediments to professionalism by
restructuring the teacher roles and by a reconstruction of the
administrative role so that teachers may be able to acquire the
authority needed for them to function as professionals. '!he process of
detennining purposes, planning progranunes and restructuring roles, the
needs of pupils, teachers and administrators must be continuously
examined. '!hese processes will be the responsibility of the
organizational work team, the change agents, the supeJ:Visor or whatever
groups or individuals the organization considers necessary for its
continual growth. Crucial to this type of supeJ:Vision is "the
acceptance of a value orientation which views the human organization
not as a static system but as a continually innovating and self-
renewing organic-adaptive mcrlel" (Winn, 1968, p. 29).
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with reference to the popularity of teacher evaluation as a topic
for educational research, there has been little or no success in
obtaining criteria which are rrost effective. '!he evolution of and
increasing complexity of educational organizations resulting in
progranune diversification, specialization and new demands on teachers,
have resulted in making the evaluation criteria difficult to measure.
Biddle (1964) found that few facts had been established concerning
teacher effectiveness; no approved methcxi of measuring competence had
been accepted, and no methcxis of prompting teacher adequacy had been
widely adopted. Even though the definitive list of criteria of
teaching effectiveness still eludes educators, the evaluation process
is becoming a means for personal and professional growth. Thus,
evaluation will never die, despite the lack of scientific knowledge
about effectiveness and despite the failure of researchers to devise
reliable methcxis of teacher evaluation.
In the last decade, conditions have begun to change in several
respects. Educational administration progranunes have begun to make
important distinctions in their training progranunes between teacher
evaluation for dismissal/certification purposes and teacher evaluation
for the :ilIlprovement of instruction. Research and experimentation have
broUght forth scholarly frameworks for re-examining the process of
teaching and learning.
Types of Evaluation
At present, there exist two types of evaluation under Article 14,
of the Newfoundland Teachers' Collective Agreement. These evaluations
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are known as formative and summative. Formative evaluation is a process
which uses its results to bnprove the professional performance of the
teacher. '!his type of evaluation does not restrict itself to those
areas of the teacher's performance requiring bnprovement, rather it
also considers those areas wherein the teacher excels . Formative
evaluation should be diagnostic rather than judgmental. '!his type of
evaluation should encourage teachers to experiment with new ideas and
methods both in teaching and adrninistrative roles.
SUrnmative evaluation is used to rrake decisions in the area of
employment (such as tenure, transfers, and terminations) and in the
area of certification (such as permanent certification, suspension, and
de-certification) . '!his type of evaluation progranune provides an
opportunity for the teacher to discuss the results of the evaluation
with the evaluators.
Although the need for both types is reccgnized by the Newfoundland
Teachers' Association and the COllective Bargaining Agreement (1988),
the Association maintains that the formative evaluation is the more
bnportant of the two. Formative evaluation is a cooperative process,
including the person who is being evaluated as well as other teachers
and appropriate personnel. Formative evaluation may be used with both
tenured and non-tenured teachers. However, in the case of the
probationary and/or non-tenured teacher, it may be necessary to have
formative and summative evaluation in progress during the same time
frame. If such is the ease, the process, personnel, and purposes of
both evaluations must be made distinct and clearly separate from each
other at all times.
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If a tenured teacher has been placed on sununative evaluation, then
a new and separate process must be inplemented. No infonnation, data,
opinions, etc., that may have emerged during the fonnative process
should be used in the sununative evaluation. '!he initiative for
stm1I11ative evaluation should come from outside the fonnative evaluation
team unit and, preferably, should not involve personnel from the
fonnative evaluation team.
In the event of an unfavorable report, the teacher must be given
the opportunity to correct any weaknesses or deficiencies. If the
teacher feels it is necessary to respond to the evaluator's report,
then the opportunity shall be provided and the written response would
be included in the evaluator's report. In addition, an evaluation
programme must provide for an established methcxi of appeal. '!he
Association also feels that after the initial evaluation is conducted
for purposes of hiring, sununative evaluation should only be used again
to facilitate decisions related to advancement and terminations.
(Newfoundland Teachers' Handbook, 1987)
I:arling-Hammond et al. (1983) suggested that the public's demand
for sununative evaluation is associated with a teacher's job status,
Particularly selection, as promotion and dismissal makes fonnative
evaluation difficult. When negative findings are dOCllllleJ1ted, anxiety is
generated among teachers. Teachers want an evaluation system that
encourages self-inprovement, but at the same time protects them.
Principals want a system of evaluation that promotes staff morale, but
yet is accountable to the public. '!hey want an evaluation system that
is objective, not overly time consuming and feasible. The public
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desires an evaluation system that relates teacher performance to
teacher effectiveness and that guarantees appropriate treabnent of
children in classrooms. '!hese differing views make choices about
teacher evaluation processes difficult (Drrling-Hammond, 1983).
'!he teachers' collective bargaining agreement (NTA, 1988)
recognizes the necessity and :illlportance of evaluation within
educational system. '!he Teachers' Association believes that for
evaluation to be effective and neet the needs of all aspects of the
educational system, it must involve evaluation of progranunes, teaching
methods, facilities, administrators, coordinators, assistant
superintendents, and superintendents (NI'A Handbook, 1987).
Evaluation Glidelines
Comprehensive and systematic teacher evaluation procedures help to
ilnprove learning conditions for children and to facilitate adminis-
trative decisions. Evaluation procedures may be more effective when
they are planned cooperatively by teachers and administrators with
assistance from specialists, consultants, parents, and students. All
personnel involved should understand the purposes of evaluation, the
procedures, and the roles of the various people.
Evaluators should be well trained to participate in the stages of
the process; goal-setting conferences, observation and information
collection, post-observation conferences and comrm.mication, decision-
making, and assessment of the evaluation process. Problems arise when
teacher evaluation enphasizes fault-finding rather than helping. When
prejudice or poor judgment are used in collecting and analyzing
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information, or conununication is lacking, evaluation creates
difficulties. The most effective evaluation plan is one that
contributes to higher teacher morale while improving leanling
effectiveness.
Every teacher is evaluated infonrally by students, Parents, other
teachers, administrators, supervisors, and the public. This cannot be
avoided. However, the key to evaluation is how systematic it should be
in order to be most effective. Effectiveness must be judged in terns of
the purposes desired by the school district. The evaluation system
should include some way to collect and process infonration, to
conununicate with the people concerned, to make decisions, and to assess
how well the system is working.
Bolton (1973) believes that good evaluation is preceded by: a) a
determination of what is important (the criteria); b) measurement; c)
analysis; and d) interpretation. If the criteria are appropriate and
the data sound, the judgments will be useful. In evaluating teachers,
judgments should be made in relation to the objectives. The evaluation
should be analytic rather than corrparative in establishing whether the
teacher reaches various standards, and the emphasis should be on
helping an individual to improve hisjher contribution to the leanling
of school children.
Planning teacher evaluation procedures consists of determining: a)
objectives; b) people who will participate; c) activities that should
occur and d) time sequence of events. The decisions made predetermine
much of the effectiveness and acceptability of the eventual procedures.
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'!he first step to be taken in planning a revised teacher
evaluation programme is to determine how the present evaluation system
is functioning and to detennine what is considered irrportant in
teaching in the field of physical education. Bolton (1973) believes
that teachers should participate in this decision and in the total
design of the evaluation process. When they do, a better plan
develops, and teachers became more cammitted to the procedures. '!hey
know what they should do and they know what will be evaluated. School
districts which have involved teachers in planning have foW1d that
teacher output and procedural goals are better W1derstood and attained
when they are developed cooperatively and written in precise tenus than
when they are detennined unilaterally or written in very general
language. '!here is more cammibnent to goals and prcx::edures when goals
are specific and attainable, and when people who are to accomplish
these goals participated in their establishment.
Administrators should also be involved in planning the teacher
evaluation procedures. '!he design of an evaluation procedure should
begin with a critique of how principals and supervisors are presently
evaluating teachers. '!he insights gained from this experience can fonn
a finn basis for cooperation in developing a plan for future teacher
evaluation.
Anyone can have input into evaluation as long as that person has
knowledge in the area, and W1derstarrls the goals and objectives of the
evaluation process. Teacher behaviour as perceived by students, other
teachers, and paraprofessionals such as teacher aides, nay provide
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input into evaluation. Even parents could help in teacher evaluation
through observing student attitudes and outcomes.
Another step in establishing or revising a programme of teacher
evaluation is to detennine the purposes of the programme. These
purposes must be identified, discussed and agreed on by all involved in
the process. Evaluation programmes must have clear, precise written
statements in order for all involved to be able to communicate oPen!y
and COOPeratively. If the school district has a well organized
programme of evaluation, it should be of assistance to the teacher in
hisjher self-assessment and improvement. Teacher evaluation programmes
should not ignore other aspects of the school programme. A function of
evaluation is to facilitate the accomplishment of goals; therefore, the
purposes of evaluation should be established follCMing a complete
review of the goals of the school district. Goal setting conferences
should errphasize desired behaviours and desired consequences from these
behaviours. HCMever, rrost school districts expect different results
from different teachers, because of grade level and subject-matter
differences. Yet, they use unifonn evaluation fonns and observation
guides for all teachers. It seems reasonable for a school system to
expect certain behaviors from all teachers in the system, hCMever,
there should be some alleMances for the evaluation of different groups
of teachers, varying according to the objectives set for each group.
In setting objectives, the classroom situation and each individual
child must be taken into account. A teacher with less than ideal
conlitions must adjust the situation so that the activity is beneficial
to the students. Even though some teacher behaviours are beneficial for
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one group of children, they may not produce the same results with
another group. '!here are some teacher behaviours that precipitate
desirable pupil outcomes in a variety of situations. students seem to
profit from a teacher who accepts and uses their ideas and opinions;
who is flexible and adjusts his behaviour and strategies to varying
situations and students; who views teaching as a complex task that
requires goal setting, irxtividual student assessment and decision
making; and who provides students with a framework for interpreting
infonnation. 'These behaviours should be kept in mind when determining
teaching objectives.
Precision is crucial to the person being evaluated, the evaluator,
the principal, and even the school board. '!here are many different
measurement techniques in evaluation, some being more accurate than
others. Devices and procedures should be chosen according to the
precision desired. Measurement is often used synonymously with
assessment and is related to the quantified behaviour or outcome.
Teacher evaluation has to do with jUdgments about the 'goodness I of
teacher behaviour and/or the results of that behaviour in achieving the
agreed objectives. '!hese objectives usually are approved by a
particular school and the school board.
'!he tools and techniques used to collect infonnation for
evaluating teachers must be related to the purposes of evaluation.
Since teacher evaluation deperrls on systematic gathering of
infonnation, care should be taken to develop procedures and train
people so that appropriate instnnnents (checklists, rating scales,
questionnaires) are chosen and used effectively. '!he choice of
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instnunent used should be relevant to the district's goals, its
acceptability to the evaluation ParticiPants, the accessibility of the
infonnation it gathers, the time it requires to gather the infonnation
and its effectiveness.
In order to evaluate teachers effectively, the infonnation
available must be reduced from its 'raw' fonn to a fonn that can be
analyzed and interpreted. Raw data regard.inJ teacher behaviour might
be either the behaviour itself or an audio/video tape recording of
classes' activities. When' reduced' the infonnation might take the
fonn of a graph or conunents by an observer. '!he procedure used for
reducing data from its raw fonn influences the final interpretation of
the infonnation collected.
'!he range of classroom observation techniques has been increased
significantly by the mnnber and type of observation tools available to
evaluators. Sbnon and Boyer (1967-70) describe seventy-nine different
observation schedules; some measure very SPeCific aspects of classroom
behaviour (eg. verbal interactions), whereas others are broader in
scope. Classroom interaction analysis procedures have been used mainly
to help the teacher develop and control his teaching behaviour and to
discover explanations for the sequence of events that occur in his
teaching methods (Bolton, 1973).
Rating scales and checklists are used more commonly for measuring
classroom behaviour than systematic observation procedures. The major
advantage of rating scales and checklists is that the observer is able
to consider clues from a variety of sources before making any
judgments. Rating scales also make it easy to identify the very poor
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and the very good, but it is hard to differentiate in the middle range.
In order for rating scales or checklists to be valuable in teacher
evaluation, they must reflect the goals of the evaluation, and in
addition, the school board must provide adequate training for
evaluators .
Bolton (1973, p. 37) believes that pupil outcomes are usually
assessed by the traditional measures which include: a) knowledge and
ability; b) skill perfonnance; c) attitude; and d) interest measures.
Schools are established to facilitate pupil learning and the ultimate
criterion for teacher success is the aIroUnt of learning pupils have
achieved. Student achievements have usually been avoided as a means of
evaluating teachers, primarily because of other intervening variables
upon student success. However, with teacher accountability on the
increase, student productivity, and student measurement nay have a
significant bnpact on how teachers are evaluated.
Measuring 'out of classroom behaviour' of a teacher nay result in
sources of conflict between teachers and the conununity. The reliability
of the infornation is difficult to check and it is also difficult to
score or interpret. However, if this type of measurement is used, it
should be discussed with the teacher being evaluated.
Self-evaluation of teachers gives the teacher an opportunity for
inlprovement without external pressure from evaluators. This type of
evaluation can help a teacher to become lTOre creative. However, a
teacher must be aware that the starrlards used nay not meet the goals
and objectives of the school. Thus, self-evaluation nay not serve any
purpose. However, if a school district is to inlplement self-evaluation
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programmes, teachers should be trained to understand their goals in
measurement tenus. '!hey must be able to analyze and interpret their
goals and have the teclmical competence needed for operating various
new media for recording their behaviour (Bolton, 1973).
Training teachers and supervisors in the use of an infornation
collection system will help provide a COllU'OCln language for examining and
discussing the teaching-learning prcx::ess. Before every classroom
observation a pre-conference meeting should be held. Before collecting
infornation, the evaluator and teacher should have a clear, precise
understanding of mutual goals or objectives. '!he evaluator should be
aware of the situation to be observed and the teacher should understand
how the evaluation is to be conducted. After the observation period
both Parties should hold a POSt-conference meeting. '!his discussion
should take place as soon after the observations as possible. There
should be open communication about what will be reported to the central
office, and written copies of any reports should be given to the
teacher.
Pre- and POSt-observation conferences should be planned carefully.
A written guide should be provided to aid teachers, principals, and
supervisors in conducting the conferences. '!he primary problem that
occurs in conferences is conflict between the evaluator and the teacher
being evaluated. '!he teacher and the evaluator may not agree on roles
and responsibilities, the teacher may not have been given any
assistance in goal setting, or have been given a poor evaluation
report. If both the supervisor and the teacher establish open,
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Evaluation of teachers is an evolving process, and school boards
must pericxiically review their existing evaluation programme. To
analyze the difficulties in the total evaluation process, schools must
examine whether the goals of the process are realistic, the training
procedures are effective, and the procedures decided on are adequately
irrplemented. '!his can be done by interviewing teachers, principals and
administrators. Questionnaires can also be utilized by the same
professionals. Training or in-services in evaluation processes for
these professionals may also be held to help in the attairnnent of the
goals of the school district.
One task of the physical education co-ordinator is to promote
professional growth within the realln of physical education.
Professional growth involves maintaining a good collegial climate in
which the physical education teacher can work and grcM successfully in
obtaining the desired goals of the school. In order for any evaluation
process to be effective, teachers must perceive evaluation
beneficial. If teachers view evaluation as a positive aspect of
education, it can motivate them towards the organization's goals, set
directions by increasing the repertory of options available to them in
any given situation, which in turn would irrprove their effectiveness in
the classroom.
In developing a new evaluation policy for physical education, it
would be necessary for all physical education teachers and
administrators to have input into the development of the policy. with
this input, educators would be able to detennine the weaknesses in the
present evaluation process and refine the evaluation procedure if
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this input, educators would be able to determine the weaknesses in the
present evaluation process and refine the evaluation procedure if
necessary. When educators get involved, they become committed to the
process. '!hus, the evaluation process would, in effect, become self-
sufficient.
A graphic representation of the evaluation criteria is
shown on page 27.
Evaluation Criteria Used in
Teadler Evaluaticn
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Evaluation Procedure
'Ihe process that the !hysical Education Co-ordinator would use
would be to engage physical educators and administrators within the
district to fonn a conunittee to study the present evaluation system and
devise criteria that should be used in future evaluation. '!his will be
done by administering a questionnaire to the concerned parties and
evaluating the feedback. Also, a study of evaluation techniques used by
other school boards may provide insight into the revision of the
utopian School District evaluation procedures.
'Ihrough the use of questionnaires , given to all physical education
teachers and administrators within the Utopian School District, an
investigation of the effectiveness of the present evaluation system
could be conducted. A fifteen item questionnaire (Appendix A)
pertaining to the present physical education evaluation practices would
be distributed and administered along with a twenty-three item
questionnaire (Appendix B) asking for feedback in devising the criteria
for implementing a new evaluation process. 'Ihese two instnnnents
contain sections on observation (frequency, persons conducting the
observation, and length of observation), purpose of the evaluation
process, criteria for teacher evaluation, development of evaluation
procedures, and open-ended sections on how the evaluation process could
be improved. 'Ihus, guidance received from educators for developing a
new evaluation policy may, in effect, develop a more positive attitude
towards such a vital process. Also, the insights gained by such
introspection can serve as a basis for co-operation in developing a
plan for teacher evaluation.
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Once the questiormaires were returned, the next step for the
Fhysical Education Co-ordinator would be to set up a two day workshop
for all physical educators and administrators involved in the
evaluation process. In order for an evaluation system to work, everyone
involved in the process must have an opportunity to give feedback
before changing the policy. '!he feedback received from this in-service
would help in the development of a mandate and terns of reference which
would then be sent to the Superintendent for Board approval (ApPendix
C). A balanced position between the teachers and administrators must
exist in order for support and implementation to result.
This evaluation inservice would be used to analyze and interpret
the data received from the questiormaires and to develop guidelines for
the criteria to be used in evaluation. From this inservice, a committee
would be fonned to analyze the recormnendations that had been derived
from the evaluation inservice. The committee would also stUdy other
boards' policies which may give insight into the evaluation processes
that may be feasible for the Utopian District.
'!he Fhysical Education Co-ordinator and the Evaluation Committee
would COl1'plete the task of providing details for the procedures to be
used in evaluating physical education teachers. '!he proposed evaluation
process was devised.
A graphic representation of the proposed evaluation process is
shown on page 30.
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As a result of the research completed on teacher evaluation by the
Fhysical Education Co-ordinator arrl the Evaluation Committee, arrl with
reference to the feedback received from the evaluation inservice, the
following evaluation p:>licy arrl procedures for physical education
teachers have been adopted by the Utopian School District.
Evaluation Policy arrl Prcx::edures
(Utopian School District)
Fhilosophy of Evaluation
Evaluation is a process whereby a PersOn I s strengths should be
identified, commended, arrl recorded; arrl weaknesses should also be
identified, ~roved upon, arrl recorded. '!he errpl1asis of evaluation
should be on professional growth arrl continuous ~rovement of a
PersOn's Perfonnance. Evaluation should be PerceiVed as a positive
experience aimed at ~roving a PersOn I s Perfonnance which in turn
enhances the teaching/learning process.
Purpose of Evaluation
The ultimate purposes of teacher evaluation are to:
a) clarify educational aims arrl objectives;
b) promote professional growth arrl ~roved Performance in
school progranunes;
c) increase competence of staff PersOnnel;
d) ~rove co-ordination of total staff efforts;
e) promote better utilization of facilities, equipment arrl
resource PeOple.
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f) help in decision-making for employment purposes, prorrotions,
transferrals, and dismissals.
g) ensure correct procedures in promoting teacher
effectiveness... (Ine Process).
'!he degree to which these purposes are accomplished will detennine the
extent of brprovement of the educational opportunities offered by the
school.
Personnel to be Evaluated
a) First and second year probationary physical education personnel
b) Tenured physical education personnel
c) Promoted physical education personnel
Evaluation Corrunittee
'!he Evaluation Corrunittee should be adequately trained in the area
of evaluation. It is of vital brportance that a cormnon language exists
between the evaluator and the teacher being evaluated so that the
process of examination and discussion of the teaching-learning
environment can occur.
'!he evaluation team shall consist of the Fhysical Education Co-
ordinator and a mim:imurn of two of the following educators:
SUperintendent/Assistant Superintendent or School Board employee in
charge of Evaluation; Principal (SUpervisory capacity only); Fhysical
Education teacher within Utopian School District; and when possible, a
consultant in the appropriate field (not an employee of the School
Board). A number of combinations nay be arranged to assist in the
evaluation process. since observing and judging teacher performance are
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vital factors in teacher evaluation, feedback from students may also be
looked upon as a valuable asset in the evaluation process. '!his tool
may be used by the evaluation team as a supplement to their evaluation
or by the individual teacher as a device for personal improvement.
'!he evaluation team will also involve teachers in a self-appraisal
of their work through corrpletion of a questionnaire. This self-
appraisal form is to be used for the teacher's personal benefit. The
team members will be available upon request by the teacher being
evaluated, to discuss improvement goals. Apperrlix D gives an example of
an self-appraisal form.
Types of Evaluation
Fonnative evaluation is a process which uses its results to
improve the professional performance of the teacher. '!his type of
evaluation does not restrict itself to those areas of the teacher's
perfonnance requiring improvement, rather it also considers those areas
wherein the teacher excels.
Fonnative evaluation should:
be diagnostic rather than judgmental
encourage teachers to experiment with new
ideas and rrethods both in teaching and
administrative roles
place emphasis on professional grCMth and
development
summative evaluation is used to make decisions in the area of
employrrent (such as tenure, transfers, and terminations) and in the
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area of certification (such as pennanent certification, suspension, and
de-cert.ification) .
SUrnmative evaluation should:
facilitate decision-making for employment
purposes.
place an emphasis on collection and
analysis of data, diagnosis, perfonnance
appraisal, and procedural and substantive
due process.
Time-frame for Evaluation
As detennined by evaluators re adequate professional growth
and improvement.
b. As determined by evaluators re adequate due process.
Frequency of Evaluation
Probationary physical education teachers - once every year
b. Tenured physical education teachers - at least once every
five years
Procedure for Formative Evaluation
'!he evaluator 1TIUSt explain to the teacher who is to be
evaluated, the type and reason for the evaluation.
b. An orientation meeting 1TIUSt be held with the principal,
teacher, and the evaluation team to outline the procedures to
be followed and the criteria to be used. Also the teacher
should be made aware of when the evaluation is to take place.
A goal setting conference 1TIUSt be held with the teacher to be
evaluated and the evaluating team. At this meeting, the
goals and objectives for the evaluation should be clearly
defined and some guidelines given on behaviours that are
desired.
d. Teachers participate in self-assessment procedures.
A series of pre-conferences, data collection
(observations/questionnaires) ; data analysis and post
conferences 1TIUSt be conducted.
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f. Tead1ers must be given a progranrre of assistance arrl
a::m1Sellirg to help bTprove teacher effectiveness.
g. The evaluation process must be concluded, and a
recommendation made to either continue with formative
evaluation or recommend summative evaluation.
Procedure for SUImlative Evaluation - level One
(Probationcu:y teacher arrl tenured teacher who have not made sufficient
progress durirg a formative evaluation.)
'Ibe evaluator must explain to the teacher who is to be
evaluated, the type arrl reason for the evaluation.
b. An orientation meetirg must be held with the principal,
teacher, arrl the evaluation team to outline the procedures to
be followed arrl the criteria to be used. Also the teacher
should be made aware of when the evaluation is to take place.
Teachers participate in self-assessrrent procedures.
d. A conference must be held with the teacher to be evaluated
arrl the evaluatirg team. At this meeting, the evaluation
team must clarify the goals arrl expectations of the school
arrl school board.
Diagnosirg performance of teacher (pre-conference, data
collection, analysis of data, post-conference) . More
eJ'!{hasis will be placed on dOCl.IlreIltation arrl judgment-making
than is the case for formative evaluation.
f. Goal settirg conferences identifyirg desired results, how arrl
when adlieved, counsellirg arrl assistance, feedback, who will
provide feedback, am tine to achieve goals IlUSt be given.
g. Action plan for :iJll:>roving performance (pre-conferences,
c:amsellirg, data collection, data analysis, arrl post-
conferences.) must be carpleted.
h. I:bcumentation, recordirg, data collection arrl analysis, etc.
should be excl1arged between tead1er ani evaluator openly.
i. Concltrlirg conference should involve a surranary of all
available data, analysis, etc., upon which a decision is to
be based.
j . Decision-making procedure must be followed.
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summative Evaluation - Level '!Wo
(Tenured teachers who have not satisfactorily met the achievement of
their objectives dur.in;:J surmnative evaluation - level one) (Contract is
in jeopardy.)
'!he procedure is essentially the same as surmnative evaluation
- level one with the follow.in;:J additions.
b. '!he teacher is infonned in writ.in;:J that hisjher contract is
in jeopardy, the difference between acceptable Performance
and hisjher Perfonnance, the progranune of counsell.in;:J or
assistance to be provided, the time frame during which
improvement is to be expected, and to contact hisjher
professional organization.
A written report (summary of evaluation) must be submitted to
SUperintendent.
d. '!he evaluation team must refer to Schools Act and Collective
Agreement re: right of teacher, and follow the proPer
guidelines .
'!he evalaution team must ensure "due process".
f. Teachers must be given time for improvement prior to and
during this level of evaluation.
g. Teachers have a right to select an appointee on the
evaluation team.
h. If a decision on evaluation is positive, the teacher is
placed on fonnative evaluation for one school year; if it is
negative, the teacher is advised of the reconunendation to the
School Board via the SUperintendent to tenninate hisjher
contract.
(Identified by Avalon Consolidated School Board, 1988. Some
of the process has been modified by the author.)
UlOPD\N SCHlOL HWm
Criteria for Formative Evaluation of Ftlysical Educators
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Personal Elements
Appearance :
Teacher is well-groomed.
Teacher wears proper clothing.
Teacher has good posture.
Teacher is a good role mc:x:1el for
physical fitness.
voice:
Teacher projects his/her voice well.
Teacher speaks finnly.
Teacher I s voice is well mc:x:1ulated and
of good quality.
Subject Competency:
Teacher exhibits JmcMledge and
understanding of basic concepts.
Teacher indicates competence in
subject area.
Teacher uses current curriculwn
materials for planning the lesson.
Teacher sets and succeeds in
acx::orrplishing objectives.
Mannerisms :
Teacher displays some hum:>Ur in
his/her teaching.
Teacher displays confidence when
presenting new material.
Teacher shC1.YS enthusiasm about the
teaching/learning process.
Teacher displays leadership qualities.
Teacher is courteous to both students
and co-workers.
Teacher has a sincere interest in
his/her students.
Teacher is punctual.
Teacher promotes a good atmosphere
that fosters learning.
Teacher has a good rapport with students.
Teacher uses fair and consistent methods
of discipline.
Teacher encourages self-discipline.
Teacher encourages students through
praise and positive reinforcement.
Teacher reacts positively to
constructive criticism.
Teacher has the ability to comrm.micate
with each student at his/her level.
Yes No
When planning for the physical education
class, the physical education teacher considers:
a) the child's needs
b) the school's needs
c) the conununity's needs
'!he physical education progranune reflects
a balance in the development of:
a) physical skills
b) physical fitness
c) knCMledge and understanding
d) social skills
e) attitudes and appreciation
f) enjoyment
skill development must also be well planned.
'!he physical education teacher through the
teaching of skills implements the follCMing:
a) simple to complex skill development
b) sufficient practice time
c) plans a safe and organized routine
for students
'!he physical education teacher considers
the 'individual differences' that exist
within the class when planning lessons:
a) physical fitness levels
b) skill background
c) talent
d) body build
e) physical maturity
f) emotional maturity
In the physical education class, the
teacher includes:
a) introductory activity section
b) skill development section
c) a culminating activity section
'!he physical education teacher provides for
the involvement of students who are unable
to Participate in the physical education class.
'!he physical education teacher provides
opportunities for observation and demon-
strations.
'!he physical education teacher uses class
fonna.tions adequately.
'!he physical education teacher has a well-
planned, but flexible course of study.
Yes No
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Methodolooy and. Organization
To ensure :max:im.nn participation of all
students, the physical education teacher:
a) starts class on tbne
b) uses introductory activities for
students upon entering the gymnasirnn
c) restricts the length of explanations
d) utilizes small groups
e) utilizes adequate equipment
f) has many activity stations
g) avoids long lines to eliminate waiting
tbne
h) modifies rules to :maximize involvement
i) modifies court size
j) provides for remedial instruction
The physical education teacher provides for
various approaches to the teaching/learning
situation. These teaching methods may extend
from the direct (command) method to the indirect
(discovery) method:
a) experiment
b) selection
c) repetition
d) consolidation
Motivational aids such as posters and. displays
to promote the physical education programme are
well displayed.
Bulletin boards are utilized as a means of
conummication.
The physical condition of the gymnasirnn
reflects organization on behalf of the teacher.
The physical education teacher shows concern for
the safety of students:
a) safety procedures are well known by
teacher and. pupils
b) first aid kit is readily available
c) safety hazards are eliminated or
minimized
d) students are encouraged to wear
proper clothing for the activity
e) students are encouraged to wann-up
before atterrpting strenuous activity
f) teacher inspects equipment periodically
to ensure that it is safe
g) teacher has an efficient system for
recording and. reporting accidents
The physical education teacher reviews the skills
and. concepts to be taught during the lesson.
Yes No
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'!he physical education class encourages
students to:
a) help develop a positive learning environment
b) acknowledge good play
c) show COncenl for others
d) display sportsmanship at all tbnes
e) develop co-operation through teamwork
f) develop responsibility for equipment
and facility
g) develop self-control
h) show creativity
i) use leisure tiJne wisely
j) develop a sense of fair play
k) give input and feedback about the
progranune to the teacher
1) demonstrate quality effort
m) display a good attitude
n) enjoy the activity
0) show COncenl for safety
p) Participate in all activities
Yes No
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arrrieulum
'!he physical education teacher offers a variety
of physical activities in class instruction:
a) gymnastics
b) dance
c) track am field
d) outdCXJr activities
e) leadership
f) team games
g) individual sports
'!he physical education teacher is concerned with:
a) the intramural activities of the schCXJl
b) the inter-schCXJl activities
c) the c:orrpetency of other cx:>aches within
the schCXJl
d) involvement of parent/teacher association
of the schCXJl
e) CXJITIITIllJlity activities
f) other schCXJl relations
Yes No
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student Evaluation
students are informed about criteria used
for evaluation.
Teacher allC1.l1S for student input in the
evaluation process.
The evaluation progranuoo makes provisions for testing:
a) reasoning ability
b) skills
c) concepts and understanding
d) application
e) knowledge of content
f) generalization
g) attitudes and appreciations
Yes No
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Progranune evaluation has consideration of pupil levels of:
a) physical skills
b) physical fitness
c) knowledge and understanding
d) social skills
e) personal skills
f) personal values
Evaluation is used to:
a) analyze effective teaching
b) plan instruction and reviews
c) discover individual strengths
and weaknesses
d) plan individual instruction where necessary
e) seek appropriate groupings for instruction
('Ihrough researching a number of questionnaires, the writer has devised
this evaluation fonn.)
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AGE: _
SEX: _
NUMBER OF TEACHERS ON STAFF:
NUMBER OF YEARS OF TEACHING EXPERIENCE:
NUMBER OF YEARS OF UNIVERSITY TRAINING:
GRADE AREA IN WHICli YOU TEACli:
NUMBER OF TIMES EVAllJATED:
WHO WAS (WERE) THE EVAllJA'IOR(S)?
(TITlE ONLY)
1. Did you feel uncomfortable being evaluated?
WHY?
YES NO
2. Did you feel that the evaluator(s) was/were qualified to
evaluate you?
WHY?
YES NO
3. Did you feel that the number of tiInes evaluated was adequate?
YES
NUMBER OF FORMAL VISITS
NO
NUMBER OF INFORMAL VISITS
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4. Did you feel that the observation time was adequate?
YES NO
5. Did you feel the time of year was appropriate to carry out the
evaluation?
YES NO
6. Did you receive any positive or neg-ative feedback from the
evaluator?
YES NO
WAS IT HEIPFUL? _
7. What tyPe of evaluation process was used? (e.g. Observation,
measurement of student achievement, examination of records) .
8. Was the PUrPOse of the evaluation clearly stated?
YES NO
9. Did you feel that you were being evaluated against the evaluator 's
concept of the 'ideal' teacher?
IF YES, WHY?
YES NO
10. Did you feel that you altered your teaching strateg-ies to
accommodate the evaluator?
YES
IF YES, HOW?
NO
11. Did the evaluator hold a pre-conference meeting with you?
YES NO
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12. Were you infonned as to which type of evaluation (fonna.tive or
summative) was being used.?
NO
13. Did the evaluator make any judgments about your teaching style?
YES NO
14. Did you feel the evaluation was a 'waste of time and money'?
IF YES, WHY?
YES NO
15. ]):) you perceive teacher evaluation to be an integral part of the
professional growth of teachers?
YES NO
WHY? _
ADDITIONAL CXM1ENI'S:
APPENDIX B
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1. As an educator, rank order those whom you feel are in the best
position to adequately evaluate your work as a teacher?
a) SUperintendent
b) Fhysical Education Co-ordinator
c) Principal
d) Other teachers
e) Students
f) Yourself
2 . Do you feel that the pre - observation conferences should be part
of the evaluation process for:
Probationary teachers?
Tenured teachers?
NO
NO
3. Do you feel that the post - observation conferences should be part
of the evaluation process for:
Probationary teachers?
Tenured teachers?
NO
NO
4. How many observation periods during the school year, should be
adequate for teacher evaluation?
1-2 3-4 5-7 8-9 10 or more.
5. How long do you feel that an observation period should last for:
Probationary teachers?
Tenured teachers?
hours
hours
minutes
minutes
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6. How often do you feel tenured teachers need to be evaluated?
Tenured teachers
fNery every
__ yearly __ 2-3 years __ 5 years
7. To what extent has the present evaluation ilnproved your own
teachin:J performance? circle your answer.
a . Resulted in much ilnprovement.
b. Resulted in some ilnprovement.
c. Remained the same
e. Was never evaluated.
8. Listed below are four possible types of teacher evaluation. Please
rank them in tenus of the likelihood that they would help to
ilnprove teacher efficiency. (Please check answers)
Ranking: 1 - most likely to ilnprove instruction;
2 - more likely to ilnprove instruction;
3 - less likely to ilnprove instruction;
4 - least likely to ilnprove instruction.
Likelihood of ilnproving instruction
TEACHER SELF-EVAllJATION
AI:MINISTRA'IOR EVAllJATION
OF TEACHER
S'IUDENT EVAllJATION OF
TEACHERS
PEER EVAIDATION
9. Which of the evaluation types do you perceive to be a valid judge
of teacher perfonnance?
TEACHER SELF-EVAIDATION
AI:MINIS'IRA'IDR EVAIDATION OF TEACHER
S'IUDENT EVAIDATION OF TEACHERS
PEER EVAIDATION
OIHER CXI1BINATIONS
YES
YES
YES
YES
NO
NO
NO
NO
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10. Do you feel that the teacher being evaluated should receive a
written report at the end of each classroom observation?
YES NO
11. Do you feel that the teacher being evaluated should receive a
written report at the end of the evaluation period.
YES NO
12. Do you feel that the teacher being evaluated should be infonned
when hisjher perfonnance is to be evaluated?
YES NO
13 . Do you feel that the observation tilne should be scheduled by the
teacher and not the evaluator?
YES NO
14. '!he teacher being evaluated should have an established rapport
with the evaluator before the evaluation process begins.
AGREE DISAGREE
15. Feedback from the evaluator should be received by the teacher as a
helping tool to :ilnprove instruction, whether it be formative or
sununative evaluation.
AGREE DISAGREE
16. Do you feel that there should be more than one person responsible
for evaluating the teacher?
YES NO
17. If team evaluation were in place, teachers should be able to
choose at least one of their evaluators.
YES
18. Which evaluator would you choose?
NO
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19. Please rank the following statements in relation to the purposes
of teacher evaluation.
Rank: 1 - Very :in1portant
2 - Inportant
3 - Of little :in1portance
4 - Of no :in1portance
5 - Undecided
_ To iJrprove a person I s perfonnance if necessary and to conunend
perfonnance when appropriate.
_ To assist the teacher in identifying areas which need improvement.
_ To improve teacher effectiveness.
_ To iJrprove student learning and achievement.
_ To encourage self-evaluation.
_ To iJrprove school curriculum.
_ To make recarnrnerrlations for promotions and retentions.
_ To make reconunendations for permanent certificate and tenure.
_ To identify in-SEllVice education needs.
_ To recognize strengths in teaching and share with other
colleagues.
_ To portray acx::ountability to the public.
_ To COll'ply with central office policy and/or the Collective
Agreement with respect to evaluation.
To establish evidence where teacher dismissal is or could become
an issue.
_ To stimulate improvement in the teacher's overall perfonnance.
_ To iJrprove corrnnunication between educators.
_ To promote professional growth.
_ To achieve school objectives.
20. Do you feel that the evaluation process for 'effectiveness' and
the evaluation process for •promotion , should be based on the same
evaluation criteria?
YES NO
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21. '!he following are several innovative sources that an evaluator
could use in teacher evaluation. '!hese are sources of information
that could be used in addition to classroom observation. Which
sources do you feel should be involved in the evaluation process.
(Place YES or NO next to each of the options).
A standard fonn (checklist) is used to record data from
classroom observations.
Results from teacher made tests.
Results from standardized tests.
Use of video-taped lessons.
Teacher's daily plan book.
student achievement.
student attendance records.
Number of complaints (Parents and/or Students)
Number of compliments (Parents and/or Students)
Speed in task completion.
Parent interviews.
Library checkout records.
Student notebooks and work samples.
Student attitude surveys.
Teacher's goals and objectives.
22. Wham do you think should have the power to establish criteria for
evaluation?
School Board
Dept. of Education
Newfoundland Teachers' Association
Individual teachers
Select committee of School Board personnel and teachers.
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23. The following statements reflect some criteria that could be used
in teacher evaluation. Please check (.;) the statements that you
feel should be used in teacher evaluation.
voice== Quality of grammar used
sense of h11llPUr== Leadership qualities
__ Dress and appearance
__ Personality of teacher
__ wyalty
__ Deperrlable
__ The energy, force and enthusiasm displayed in teaching
__ The degree of c:o-operation of the teacher with other staff
members
__ Teacher punctuality in carrying out duties
__ Willingness to take part in extra-curricular activities
__ Teacher attitude toward suggestions
__ Teacher's flexibility in hisjher approach to teaching
__ Creativity
__ Ability to make decisions and acx:::ept responsibility for
decisions made
__ Objectivity and applied diplomacy
__ Pupil attitude of courtesy, industry and self-reliance
__ Attitude towards authority
__ Concern with student character development
__ Pupil's appreciation of moral and ethical standards
__ Pupil's can work well without supervision
__ Pupil participation in lesson
Examination results== Teacher-pupil relationships
__ Learning of the pupils in self~ression
__ Concern for all-round development of pupils
__ Rapport with pupils
__ Creates student attention, interest and response
__ Academic qualifications and knowledge of curriculum
Class control== Methods of lesson presentation used
__ Teacher's level of intelligence
__ Lesson preparation and planning
__ Use of teaching aids
__ Keeping up with modern teaching methodology
__ Ability to corrununicate
__ Organizational ability
Use of feedback== Appropriateness of lesson content for age or skill level
Use of demonstrations== Motivational techniques
__ Class participation
__ Concern for safety
__ Achievement of objectives
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Provision should be ll'ade for individual differences and
group needs
__ Degree of self evaluation of processes employed
__ Kr'lcMledge of objectives of school and class
__ Attitude tcMards suggestions and criticisms
__ Professional co-operation with associates
__ Teacher participation and standing in the
conununity
__ SUpervision and chec:kin;J of written work
Professional activities of the teacher
== Teacher's standing with pupils
__ Teacher's lifestyle outside school activities
__ Ibysical conditions of classrooms utilized by a teacher
__ Dedication to teaching (enjoyment)
__ Devotion to professional responsibilities
__ Teacher experience
__ Ability to get to core of problems effectively and
efficiently
__ Ability to teach in several subject areas
__ Renders voluntary professional service
__ Continually sells the professional areas
__ Broad appreciation of culture
Follows the Code of Ethics
== Serves willingly on conunittees
__ Perfonns in a spirit and ll'anner of objective fairness
__ Open-minded and unbiased in analyzing problems
APPENDIX C
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Reflecting the philosophy, values, principles and objectives of
the Utopian SChool Board, and the teachers' Collective Agreement, the
goal of the planning corrnnittee is to develop and implement an
evaluation policy that would improve the clilnate of the evaluation
process, promote teacher morale and, as its main goal, help improve
teacher effectiveness.
1. To set a goal-oriented approach to teacher evaluation.
2. To follow the guidelines of evaluation as outlined in the
collective agreement and Utopian SChool Board.
3. To develop co-operatively, an evaluation program that
acknowledges good teaching practices and promotes
professional growth .
4. To keep at the forefront, the primary purpose of evaluation
which is to increase teacher/learning effectiveness.
5. To assist the school district to prepare for and conduct
inservice on evaluations by establishing a fiscal support
system.
APPENDIX D
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TEACHER SELF-Y.VALUATION
A. PLANNINC AND PREPARATION
I AM WELL PREPARED AND ORCA!fIZED FOR THE LESSONS I TEACH.
- I have all uteriah for the lu.on ready before the
le..on beain••
- I u.e lon~ ren.e p1annin~ to .pedf, content ana.
to be covend and ti.e. of expected cOllpletion.
I use short tera plannin~ and plan lesson. on a daUy
basil.
- I integrate with other .ubject ana. where Appropriate.
- My tiaetable 11 plannecS to provide a balance within and
amon~ all sub.1ecu. .
~ r.oALS FOR SELF-IMPROVE!'<F.t."T
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B. TECHNIQUES OF INSTRUCTION
I USE VARIED AND EFFECTIVE METHODS OF PRESENTATION APPROPRIATE
TO THE LESSON CONTENT.
- I provide a variety of learnin~ experiences to .ctivate
students; such as, lectures, delllOnstratioRs, role playing,
discussions, questioning. panels, debates, sti.ulation !tames
and independent study.
- I provide for differences in ability and experience.
- I adiust lIy vocabulary to the level of my class.
- I provide for appropriate mix between teacher-talk and
student participation.
- I accept answers in suC"h 3 way 35 to e~coura~e !urt~er
student participation.
- I guide my students to enable them to discover principles.
Reneralizations and concepts.
- I relate new topics to previous learning experiences.
- I ensure that an adequ:ltp. summary is made at the enc! of
each class or unit of work.
I UTILIZE RESOURCES TO ENRICH THE CLASSROOM PROGRAM•.
- I use audio-visual aids and illustrative materials where
available.
I utilize community people who have expertise and/or
special experience.
I lIake use of the environment of the _school area for
aeaningful field trips.
I PROVIDE GOALS AND WRITTEN ASSIGNMENTS REQUIRING
ANALYTICAL AND CRITICAL THINKING.
I use quest1.ons to elicit student responses aimed at
developinR interpretative. analytical and evaluation
skills.
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I provide 'for thinking time after posing a question.
I give assignments when and where appropriate.
- The assignments I give require students to use a variety
of cognitive processes in answering.
I EVALUATE EFFECTIVELY. THEilEBY IMPROVING BOTH TEACHING
AND LEARNING.
I evaluate students on a reRUlar basis in all sub.1ect
areas.
I use student achievement as one measure of my teaching
effectiveness.
- My tests are used for both diagnosis of' student problems
and evaluation of their pro~ress.
I use the result!' of evaluation to determine the suit-
ab1:ity of lIy objectives tn planning further instruction.
I correct tests pro!!lptly.
- My testinjt procedures are constantly modified and improved.
I U!le a variety of ~uestionin~ techniques in designing
teacher-made tests.
I maintain an accurate record of student progress.
- The evaluation methods I use are appropriate to the
students I teach.
MY GOALS FOR SELF-IMPROVEMENT
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C. CLASSROOM "MANAGEMENT AND DISCIPLINE
I AM ATIENTIVE TO THE PHYSICAL CONDITIONS OF MY CLASSROOM
My classroom is maintained at all times to ensure the
physical well being of each student.
I try to make provision to accolIIDIodate the special needs
of any student.
The physical condition of my classroom reflects organ-
ization.
The appearance of my classroom is designed to provide the
best possible learning atmosphere.
I HAVE DEVELOPED CONSISTEN'!' CLASSROO"{ ROUTINES
I keep accurate records.
I have developed effective methods of dealing with
attendance, lateness and excusing students from the
classroom.
I make provisions for su~!';titute teachers by suptllying
lesson plnns, class lists and seatinR plans.
I see that mv class observes all appropriate safety
procedures.
MY DISCIPLINARY PROCEDURES ARE DESIr.N~D TO DEVELOP A
POSITIVE LEAR.'UNG EXPF.RIF.NCE.
Each student is aware of the standards of behaviour I
expect to be followed in lily classroom.
I use fil"1ll but fair and consistent methods of discipline.
My disciplinary procedures are based on ·respect for the
rights of others.
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I aake every effort to resolve .y own classroo. discipline
prob lems wherever possible.
I avoid destructive criticf.n. ridicule and sarcasllI. and
control sy use of elllotional outbursts.
I set And aaintain a high standard of decent and courteous
language. .
MY GOALS FOR SELF-IMPROVEMENT
D. TEACHER-PUPIL RELATIONS
I AM CONSISTENTLY FAIR AND IMPARTIAL WITH SnroENTS.
I ctit1che in a discreet and private manner, concentrat-
ing on correcting the improper behaviour.
I respect the student's point of view even though I 118)'
disagree with it.
I ensure that any rewards and punishments used are
appropriate to the situation.
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I RECOGNIU MY RESPONSIBILITIES IN HELPING STUDENTS TO
MATURE SOCIALLY AND 1'0 ACHIEVE SELF-REALIZATIOS.
I use praise to build se If-confidence in each student.
I strive to understand the special needs and interests
of each student.
I am available to help and advise when necessary.
I try to establish a Itood rapport with all ay students.
MY GOALS FOR SELF-IMPROVEMENT
E. CLASSROOM ATMOSPHERE
I PROVIDE A MOTIVATIONAL ENVIRONMENT FOR MY STUDENTS.
I approach my lessons lind the class with enthusiasa.
I am conscious that certain aspects of teacher perfona-
ance such as manneriS1lls and tonality of voice affect
,;tudent motivation.
I endeavour to involve every pup11 in the activity of
each class.
I make use of desirable digressions and discussions on
topics of student interest and current events.
II)
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I encouraKe a reasonablf! lIeasure of hUlllOur in .y classes.
I encouraRe student creativity, exploration and individ-
uality.
MY GOALS FOR SELF-IMPROVEMENT
F. PUNCTUALITY AND SUPERVISION
I HAVE A.'l EFFECT!VE !'tETHOD FOR DEALING WITH CLERICAl. MATTERS.
t keep accurate record~ of administrative matters and
am prompt in replyinR to office requests.
I return equipment promptly and report any damages.
I RECOGNIZE TilE IMPORTANCE OF ADHERING TO ALL TIKE SCHEDULES
WHICH APPLY TO MY SCHOOL.
I arrive at school on time.
I start classes on time.
I avoid early dismissals.
I avoid leaving unnecessarily before the desijtnated time.
I conscientiously avoid action which could inconvenience
others, such as detaininR students at the conclusion of a
class.
~
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lIl~<§I UNDERSTAND THAT SUPERVISION DUTY IS NECESSARY TO CHILD .....WELFARE••
I start supervis ion duty prompt ly.
I remain in my desi~nated area for the duration of the
supervision period.
I consistently enforce the school rules •.
MY GOALS FOR SELF-IMPROVEMENT
G. PROFESSIONAL GROWTH
I TAKE ADVANTAGE OF OPPORTUNITIES TO IMPROVE MYSELF
PROFESSIONALLY.
I am interested in planninll:. attending and participatinjt
in inservice educational activities.
I read professional materials.
I enhance lIy academic development throujth continued formal
education.
1 am a member of and participate in professional orRan-
izations.
I endeavour to improve my instruction as well AS the
curriculum.
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. I TAKE AN" ACTIVE PART IN CURRICULUM OEVELOPKENT
I discuss and share with fe l low teachers Itnd sub1ect
co-ordinators ideas and activities designed to improve
myself and the curriculull I teach.
I reco~nize the 1I8jor objectives to be achieved in .y
sub.iect areas. .
I make use of self-evaluation to improve instruction.
I make efforts to maintain an awareness of new lIIethod-
oloRies in my subject areas.
I evaluate the effectiveness of the courses of study that
I teltch with a sensitivity for student interest and rele-
vance to the modern scenp..
I contribute to ~rade level meetings.
MY GOALS FOR SELF-IHPROVf.!o{EST
H. INTERPERSONAL RELATIONS
I AIM TO FOSTER GOOD TEACHER-PARENT RELATIONS
I communicate with parents to keep them informed of
their child's pro~ress and development.
z
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1 notify vaunts as early &l'l possible concerning a
probhll - acaderdc or otherwtse.
t create an atmosphere in which parents feel at ea5e
1n discussing a concern they aay bav••
When possible. 1 give parents ..ple noUc. of extra-
curricular activities. field trips. etc •..
1 refrain froll discussing with children private and
personal Mtters which do not affect their emotional
or acade.ic well being.
t RECOGNIZE THF. NEED FOR PROFESSIONAL TEACHER-
ADMINISTRATOR Rr.LATIO~S.
I discour:lRe hllT"mful lI:ossip and chronic. complaininR
in the st.1fC room.
I support school policies llnJ ensure that my students
are avat'lL! of &lnd undeutand these policies.
When I have a complaint or concern. 1 deal vith it
through the proper channels.
I SHOV RESPECT FOR OTHER STAFF MEMBERS AND THE TEACHING
PROFESSION ,\S A WHOLE.
I attellpt to be enthusiastic. friendly and to promote
hanony in the school.
I a. ready to accept .y fair share of respondblliUes.
1 treat each staff .ember with respect and dignity.
I velcoae new teachers and offer .y support and a.sistanc.. __
1 accept fair and constructive criUct... Usten openly to
suggestions for improvement and show iniUative in
any new ideas.
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1 follow the Teacher Code of Ethics and refrain from
critic1zinR the school or individual teachers in public.
1 am considerate of the workload and feel1n~s of support
staff.
I am wlllinR to express lily opinion in staff meetings.
I demonstrate a neat clean appearance and acceptable
habit of dress.
I become involved in district-wide committees and
activities when requested.
MY GOALS FOR SELF-IMPROVEMENT
(Reprinted rrom Avalon Consolidated School Board. lY88)
TASK Ib
TEACHER SEIEcrION PROCESS
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Task Ib
To: Mrs. c. Parsons, Fhysical Education Co-ordinator
From: I.C. Hall, SUperinterrlent
As you are aware from our recent meeting, there have been a few
Fhysical Education teacher appointments that have turned out to be less
than satisfactory. In one case, the teacher in question perhaps would
have been more suited to secorrlaly rather than elementary physical
education placement. In another case, the appointment was just found
to be unsatisfactory. I would be grateful if you would give some
thought to further appointments and develop some criteria which Mr.
Jones might refer to when a) selecting candidates for shortlisting and
b) interviewing candidates for future appointments.
c.c. Mr. T. Jones, Assistant Superinterrlent, staffing
Respond to his request in writing after the appropriate research
and preparation.
In this task, the candidate felt that a new approach to the
teacher selection process was a necessity. The candidate believed that
Task Ia was directly related to Task Ib in its goal of having effective
teachers in our schCXJls. Both the evaluation process and the teacher
selection process deals with this theme. Five phases of the selection
process were devised and criteria for each phase were suggested.
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Introduction
Teacher effectiveness not only plays a vital role in evaluation,
but also becomes the major fcx::us in the preliminary selection process.
The quality of education is deperrlent upon the quality of teachers
employed in the schools. '!hus, the evaluation of the preliminary
selection process should, in introsPect, result in having effective
teachers in the classroom setting. When there is a surplus of teachers,
the selection process must be adequate to ensure that the candidate
selected for the position is the most suitable. In contrast, when there
is a shortage of teachers, the selection process may not be as
effective.
School Boards have been given the responsibility of selecting
teachers for employment in section 12 (c) of the Schools I Act. How
this process is completed, depends on the quality of the preliminary
selection process used. '!he main purpose for the selection process
should be to obtain the person best qualified and best suited for the
particular teaching position.
When considering an applicant for future employment, the selection
conunittee must always bear in mirxi the laws against discrimination.
Both Federal and Provincial governments have passed laws which make it
illegal to discriminate because of an applicant's race, religion,
national origin, age, sex, or physical and mental disabilities.
However, Denominational Education in Newfoundland has been protected by
Section 93 of the canadian constitution. Denominational school
authorities have the legal right to treat teachers differently from
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teachers in a non-religious setting. '!his was canada I s attempt to
accomodate various denominations in the hiring of teachers with similar
goals and objectives to transmit these values to their children through
the educational system. '!he Human Rights COde of Newfoundland and
Labrador confinns the right of school boards to discriminate on the
basis of denomination for employment of teachers.
'!he utopian School Board should stress the need to have a clear
idea of what qualities to look for in the person to be appointed, as
well as the duties to be perfonned. It is also essential that the
selection process prepared for the candidates should be designed to
identify the most suitable candidate. '!he School Board must show that
the criteria for a specific job are actually related to that job and
are unifonnly required of all who are hired in that particular
position. '!hus, the rec::onuoon:Iation is that the following preliminary
selection process be followed in future hiring of Fhysical Education
teachers.
'!he preliminary selection process has five phases. '!hey are as
follows:
FHASE I
FHASE II
FHASE III
FHASE IV
FHASE V
Job Description
lDngHsting
Shortlisting
Interview
Ongoing Evaluation of the Selection Process
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IHASE I: JOB DESCRIPI'ICN
A definition of job description is a fo:rmal management document
that gives a description of the duties to be undertaken. However, it
may not specify all job requirements, frequency, and aInOtmt of time to
be SPent on each duty. A job description should contain sufficient
info:rmation to enable the PerSOn to understand what is expected of that
particular position. However, it should be sufficiently flexible to
allow for natural development and individual growth, while meeting the
aims and objectives of the organization. Another function of this
document would be to assist staff in Performing their contract of
employment. It is also a statement that the staff can rely on as to
what is reasonably required of them in their teaching position. '!he
legal status of the job description is to give a description of
management's expectations and requirements, against which a staff may
be judged or appraised for accountability. Any job description may be
amended to a reasonable degree by management. '!he duties of a teaching
position may vary to meet the changing demands of the school. However,
'reasonable degree' should iJrply meaningful consultation with the
teacher; reasonable time allotment for the change; reasonable
circumstances, and the opportunity for both parties to obtain advice.
'!he Principal, in consultation with the School Board should be
responsible for designing the job description. However, the initial
draft for the job description should be in meaningful consultation with
the staff. '!he PrinciPal and staff PerSOnnel should take into accotmt
the needs of the school, the organizational structure of the school and
the qualities and abilities needed by the applicant to work within its
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stJ:ucture. '!he initial draft should identify the particular duties of
the teaching position, and any other assets that may be required. Once
the initial draft is completed, the job description can then be
forwarded to the SChool Board for approval. '!here, the specific labour
laws pertaining to advertising for jobs can be complied with. Article
8.01 of the Newfoundland teachers' Collective Agreement states that:
SUbject to 9.09 and 9.10, all vacant teaching positions,
except substitute and replacenalt positions, shall be
advertised at least once in the weekend edition of a daily
newspaper on the east and west coasts of the province.
Except during the period of sununer vacation, a copy of the
advertisement shall be forwarded to each school in the
district concerned for posting on the bulletin board at least
two (2) weeks prior to the closing date for accepting
applications .
'!he goverrnnent felt that job advertising should be the responsibility
of the SChool Board and that the Board may advertise wherever they felt
the need. Hence, the Newfoundland teachers' Collective Agreement
believed that the province's East and West Coast papers would be
available in most districts in Newfoundland and Labrador.
'!his is a process whereby the Principal is able to consider
applications so that he/she can identify which candidates seem most
COITg:latible in relation to the needs of the school in both a
professional and humanistic capacity. Being one of the major designers
of the job description, the Principal, in his role as manager, would
have a clear idea of the qualities necessary, as well as the duties to
be perfonned. Even though the Principal may not be an expert in each
subject area that the job description covers, he/she may be able to
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obtain expert advice from either the deparbnent heads, co-ordinators at
central Office, or outside professional experts or agencies. '!his input
from other professionals will help in the satisfactory selection of
potential candidates.
A perusal of the r~will help in detennining the strengths and
weaknesses of each applicant. It would be wrong not to take into
account, the nature of the school, the needs of students, the
commtll1ity, and the staff PerSOnalities. strengths and weaknesses of the
school should be kept in mind, along with the direction the school must
take in accomplishing the aims and objectives of the school and school
board. '!he Principal must also be satisfied that the applicant has
enough of the background and experience for the particular teaching
position, and that the candidate is suitable to the school, staff and
students. '!herefore, the Principal may focus on the PerSOnality traits
of applicants which may lead to conflict with stUdents, and/or staff.
Any conflicts arising from an unsuitable employee can lead to problems
in both the management and the organizational flow of the school.
'!he Principal may be the important link in the preliminary
selection process. He/she is responsible for the day to day interaction
of the successful candidate within the school, and therefore, becomes
the authority figure within that particular school. '!hus, the
Principal will usually have a lot of input in the decision-making
process of future teacher selection.
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mASE III: SHJRI'LTSTING
Once the Principal has completed the task of longlisting, the
successful candidates may then go through the next phase of the
selection process - shortlisting. It is recorrrrnended that a selection
cormnittee be fonned, and that the cormnittee members be selected from at
least three of the following educators: the Principal or vice-
Principal; School Board Co-ordinator for Ihysical Education; Department
Head (if applicable); the SUperintendent; an outside expert in the
field. However, if the position is a replacement position, the
Principal may wish to get some input from the present physical
education teacher. Thus, the Principal may ask the present physical
education teacher to assist in the selection process.
Once the Selection conunittee is in place, the next step is to
ensure that the panel know and agree upon, the nature of the post to be
filled. A job description should be available to each member and the
school's interests and needs be known by all. A list of applicable or
desired traits should also be given to the conunittee as guidelines in
selecting appropriate candidates. The value of such a perspective is
fundamental to the role of the Selection conunittee.
since the Principal has recorrrrnended these candidates for further
assessment, quite probably, there will be several candidates who, in
strictly professional tenns, could fulfill the job requirements.
However, the team's jUdgement is to narrow in on spheres beyond that of
professional abilities. other diInensions that may be looked at are the
ability to teach other subject areas, professional or managerial
skills, and personal qualities. There may be a missing link in the
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school; of general skills such as administrative, pastoral, public
relations, curriculrnn planni.n] or extra-curricular activities.
Obviously, if a school lacks a staff member with concern for sport,
music, or SPeCial needs work, expertise or experience in this area will
help make a strong case for any carrlidate. '!he selection Committee must
try to find the most suitable carrlidate for that position, for that
school, and for that community.
In reading the application letter and attached resurre";' the team
must keep in mind that the 'paPer application' cannot possibly describe
corrpletely the applicant it represents. The re.stnner is just a
dimensional sketch of a rnulti-dimensional individual. Yet, many
iltportant decisions are often made upon this written application fonn.
Perhaps, the best possible carrlidates may be lost, if the team
detennines not to give the applicant an interview because of what is
written on the 'paPer application'. To avoid this happening, the
selection Committee must consider what status the references hold in
relation to the applicant, receive feedback from the references, and
thoroughly check the application for any inconsistencies in dates, job
experiences, or professional training.
Before receiving the necessary information from the references and
the job application, an agreement on the number of candidates for
interviews should be detennined. Thus, a ranking may be conducted by
each individual committee member on the applicant's professional and
personal qualities. If the committee's top rankings are similar to the
number of agreed interviews, then these candidates will enter into the
next phase of the selection process. If there is disparity in the
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rankings, then the Conunittee must discuss the reasons for and against
the specific rankings, and come to some type of compromise. '!he
. professionals on this Conunittee should be in agreement as to which
candidates receive an interview. If a concensus cannot be reached, the
Principal, as manager, should make the final decision. It is the
Principal who will have daily contact with the successful candidate.
It may be easy to discard some r~. However, before placing
the application in the reject file, the following questions should be
answered:
1. Is the reason for rejection based on the applicant's lack of--
qualifications?
information?
concise and clear writing?
job experiences?
2. Is there any irrlication that the applicant's experience has
been too narrow? (e. g . large school vs. small school, number
of subjects taught in school)
specialiZed?
Is the applicant too
3. Has the experience or training been acquired in a setting
comparable to that of the school organization?
If the applicant has many of the qualifications that are needed, but a
key qualification is missing, it may be wise to check if there was an
error on the :resurne". Time must be taken to ensure the best person is
selected for the teaching position.
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Before chec::kinq the references, the selection Conunittee should
prepare a plan of action. In order for the reference to give pertinent
infonnation about the applicant, specific questions relating to the
qualifications and attributes for this particular job should be
checked.
Feedback from references may be conducted through the use of a
specific questionnaire used by the Selection Cormnittee. However, the
telephone may be a more direct and effective tool for this purpose.
'!he purpose for contacting the referees is to verify the infonnation
obtained in the job application and to learn as much as possible about
the applicant from people with whom he/she was associated in previous
jobs. A thorough background investigation will give the conunittee an
idea about what the prospective employee can reasonably accomplish in
the future.
'!he purpose of Phase IV of the selection process is to conduct a
smooth, effective, legal, fact~thering, employment interview. '!he
interviewer should be able to draw a wide range of responses
(attitudes, values, ideas, methodology, etc.) from the applicant.
However, the panel should have had some prelllninary discussion of the
school's objectives, so that the school may develop as a result of this
appointment. '!he Cormnittee should appoint a chairperson to control the
interview, and also settle their method of working, including any
sharing of 'territory' for questioning, and the order of questions. '!he
way in which illclividual questions are framed, is vital in using the
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tiIre profitably and in getting deep into the can:lidate's prilosophy of
education and attitude. A proportion of questions should be fairly
specific, concentrating on relevant facts and discouraging irrelevant
informa.tion. '!he questions should give the candidate an opportunity to
develop an approach to some aspect of the job without too rigid a
frame. More informa.tion can be obtained if the can:lidate is not
restricted in hisjher answers.
Generally, most applicants are very nervous at the interview.
Putting the candidate at ease, and establishing a collegial clilnate may
help the cormnittee draw better responses from the applicant. In
interviewing an applicant, the Committee must always bear in mind the
laws against discrimination. '!he interviewing process must be based on
the criteria specific to the job description.
Once a good rapport is established, the C1airma.n of the selection
Committee should control the interview. Each Committee member may ask
questions dealing with a specific area such as: background informa.tion,
job-related informa.tion, and personality informa.tion (motivation,
stability, resourcefulness, discipline, attitude, etc. ) . A skilled
interview c:onunittee should have the ability to understand the
requirements for the job position, and to look at the candidate as a
whole person. Too often, candidates are dissected into discreet
components and thus discarded. The skilled interview cormnittee
recognizes that the whole person should be evaluated. candidates
should also be given a chance to ask questions about the school or the
teaching position. Once the necessary informa.tion is obtained, the
chairma.n should close the interview. '!his may be done by letting the
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applicant know when the selection will be made. If further information
is required, then the Committee may set up another intErrview.
It is llnpossible to remember every person that the Selection
Committee has interviewed. '!herefore, it is essential that some method
be devised to record the highlights of the intErrview. Each applicant
should have been duly noted during the intErrview so that the Committee
may remember who each applicant is, what Il'akes one different from
another and how each applicant measures up to the job specifications.
Keeping good records may also help in the decision making process. By
corrparing notes instead of making mental corrparisons, the Committee
will be able to make a more in-depth analysis of the candidates. '!hus,
a consistent system of recording information should be adopted. One
system that may be successful in recording information is that of
rating each of the answers given by the candidates. After the
interviews are over, the team may rank order the applicants. At this
point, the decision making process begins. '!he Chairman must be
skillful to ensure that an ordered discussion leads to the maximum
degree of unity in making a finn decision, and that nobody feels
aggrieved at the end. A brief recap on the nature of the job and the
priorities is helpful. Some of the team members may modify their
opinions by the statements colleagues have made or remi.rrlers that may
have been over-looked. At this stage, it may be useful to see whether
there are any candidates who should be eliminated. '!hus, the Committee
may then make corrparisons on the rankings of the applicants, and if
necessary, a compromise may be necessary to select the candidate best
suited for the teaching position. '!he most difficult part is always
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steering" a discussion to a finn conclusion when there is not clear
unanimity. If a committee nenber is less than fully satisfied, bear in
mind that there will often be IOClre than one candidate who could do the
job, and that in any case, the confidence and support of the group will
be a great strength to the successful candidate.
A notification letter should be sent to all applicants, advising"
them of the Cormnittee's decision of acceptance or rejection. For
unsuccessful candidates, it is not necessary or desirable to detail why
they were not offered the job. Rejections should be ll'ade
diplomatically. The letter should also thank all applicants for their
interest in working with the school board.
mASE V: EVAIIJATIOO
'!he evaluation process is very irrportant in detennining haw
effective the selection procedure was at accomplishing" its ll'ain
objective of obtaining" the best candidate for the teaching position.
Developing" a planned strategy for the selection of candidates is of no
benefit if the effectiveness of the process is not assessed.
One sinlple device for validating" selection procedures that has
been used, requires the collection of two kinds of data: 1) estill'ates
of success for each person at the t:iJne of employment, and 2) rating"s of
perform3.nce on the job. At the t:iJne of employment, the interviewer and
others responsible for the selection procedure, would categorize
candidates who were hired into 'promising"' and 'rni.niInum acceptable'
groups. PerfOrll'ance rating"s (poor to exceptional perfOrll'ance)
aCCLnTtUlated over a period of t:iJne would then be compared with original
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estilrates. The data gathered would then be placed on an ellipse
(Appendix A). A person's position on the grid would be determined by
narking the point where the selection estilrate and perfomance rating
coordinates intersect.
Appendix (B) shows how the grids can be used in the selection
prcx::ess. In diagram A, the dots which represent intersected coordinates
for each of the teachers in a given school, fonn an ellipse pattern
which tilts from the lower left quadrant to the upper right. SUch an
ellipse indicates that selection procedures are effective indeed.
Diagram B shows an ellipse pattern with characteristics opposite to
that of the ellipse which appears in diagram A. Here the inverse of
what is predicted at selection occurs in perfomance. The teachers
judged to be most promising perfonned poorly and vice-versa. Diagram C
illustrates the kind of chance pattern which be expected if
teachers are hired a random basis or interviewer
administrative intuition (Sergiovanni & carver, 1973).
'!his system could be modified to include specific areas of
~tence of the successful candidate. The selection Committee would
estilrate the success of the candidate in the following areas:
curriculum planning and development, classroom management, discipline,
techniques of instruction, subject ~tency, overall contribution to
the school, teacher/pupil relations, personal characteristics and
student evaluation. '!he ~tence of the successful applicant in each
of these specific areas would help categorize the candidate into
'promising' and 'minilnum acceptable' groups. '!his will also encourage
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the principal to assist the new teacher in the areas that may need
iJrprovement.
At the end of the year, the evaluation of the teacher 's
performance rating (poor to exceptional performance) in each of these
specific areas could then be compared with the original estimates.
'!hus, any change in CClll'petency will detennine if the selection
procedure was successful in obtaining an effective teacher.
'!he relationship that exists between teacher selection and teacher
evaluation is a crucial one. Both processes try to accomplish one
specific goal which is to have effective teachers in the school system.
If one of the processes fails, the other process cannot be effective.
The selection process is a means of choosing the best candidate for a
teaching position. '!he teacher evaluation process is a means of keeping
effective teachers in our schools.
General overview of Selection Procedure
A. Advertisement
Must be advertised. at least once in the weekend edition of
the daily newspapers on the East and West Coast of the
Province.
Tillie Allobnent: 'TWo weeks
B. Receipt of Applications
Received by SUperintendent posbnarked before the closing date
of application.
Acknowledgement of applications.
Applications passed. to Principal for longlisting.
Tillie Allobnent: 'Ihree days after closing date of application
c. Lonalisting
Principal reviews applicants and selects possible candidates
based. upon their qualifications and suitability for the
particular job description.
Tillie Allobnent: 'TWo days
D. Shortlistina by Connnittee
Connnittee members read applications that have been longlisted
by principal.
Intensive screening of candidates
1. credentials
2. references
3. personal qualities
Individual members reduce candidate list individually and
then collectively .
Shortlist determined.
Applications screened out are notified.
Tillie Allobnent: 'Ihree days
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E. Interview
selection Committee compiles possible questions to ask candidates.
Establishes a wann clilnate tCMards candidates during interviews.
Recording infonnation on each candidate.
Selection Committee appraises and ranks each candidate
individually and then collectively.
Decision-making for selection of successful candidate.
SCreened. candidates notified..
Appointment of prime candidate.
Tllne Allot:IIent: '!Wo days
F. On--aoing Evaluation of Teacher Selection
Selection Cornrnittee pred.ict the successful candidate I S
attributes on a graph.
After a set pericxl of time, a perfonnance rating should be
conducted..
Perfonnance rating should then be compared. with original
estilnates.
Feedback will detennme if teacher selection was successful.
Tllne Allot:IIent: Ongoing to one year
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the coordinates of his selection estimate ani subsequent performance rating
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(Redrawn fran 8ergiovanni & carver I 1983)
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Task II
To: Mrs. C. Parsons
From: I. Basham (Principal, Utopia Elementary School)
I am becoming increasingly aware of the excessive attention being
given to competitive and elite sport at the elementary school level,
within our school system. Only last week I observed three cases where
school games had to be stopped because of fights between participants.
In another game, I noticed an overly enthusiastic parent trying to
interfere with the referee concerning one of his decisions.
After discussing this problem with Mr. Black at st. Joseph's, and
Mr. White at Crosby Road, it is clear to me that these type (sic) of
incidents have become a threat to the effectiveness of our inter-school
sports program. I would respectfully request that you investigate the
matter with a view to implementing a specific policy concerning inter-
school sports within our school board.
C.c. I.C. Hall, Superintendent
All Elementary Principals
TASK:
Describe the actions and steps that you would follow, in your
role as a Physical Education Co-ordinator, from the receipt
of the above letter to the implementation of a specific
school board policy concerning the above. This assumes, of
course, that the complaint as outlined by Mr. Basham,
actually was of sufficient magnitude to justify such action.
The candidate looked 'at various definitions of competitive sports and
the emergence of children's organized sports programs. This background
information and review of literature provides the reader with insight
into haw competitive sport is perceived by society. The candidate then
applied the administrative concepts needed for devising a School Board
Policy for inter-school sports.
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Introduction
'!here is nothing wrorg with c::x::xnpetition. What natters is the
way corrpetitors behave and the way they c::x::xnpete.
Prince Fhillip (British Institute of Management)
since the beginnirg of ti.rre, nan has been faced with the reality
of competition which will remain ingrained in nan I s nature for as lorg
as nan exists. It has been suggested that c::x::xnpetition and the desire
to win is only present in the adult world, and not in that of the
child. However, one must realize that as soon as a child is born, he
is subjected to a very corrpetitive world. He begins by competirg for
the attention of his parents over other siblirgs. As soon as he enters
school, he is faced with the elements of c::x::xnpetirg for grades,
promotion, approval, or rewards. '!his fom of c::x::xnpetition seems to be
accepted by scx::iety. However, as soon as a child enters corrpetition in
the sportirg world, he or she nay come under sc:rutiny from society.
sportirg corrpetitions are not inherently bad for the child. It is the
system and delivery of progrannnes which is at fault if there is a
negative competitive envirornnent.
I.earnirg to compete successfully is an integral part of human ego-
development, and nany children who fail to learn how to corrpete early
in life develop serious emotional problems later on. A sense of self-
respect and esteem is central to healthy emotional development and the
way children gain that essential self-respect is by competirg
successfully with peers. For the unfortunate child who cannot corrpete
well, competition becomes a terrible hurdle, an obstacle which elicits
nothirg but unhealthy, self-destructive urges and desires. '!he
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successful competitor can often feel like a winner even when he loses.
Thus, in terms of mental health, it is more irrportant to learn how to
compete than how to win. Ruben (1980) believes that since nobody can
possibly win all the time, it is far more crucial psychologically to
learn how to play competitive sports well, than to silTlply add up a
string of victories.
Sport is viewed by society as a social organization. '!hus, sport
reflects the values of the society in which it appears. Piaget (1951)
has made it clear that it is primarily through physical activity that a
child learns how the world works and how to function within that world.
When one takes part in sports, the individual's behaviour is influenced
by the SPeCific codes or rules of the game. '!he values to be derived
from such competition is dependent upon the needs and expectations of
the particiPants.
Havighurst (1976) has also pointed out that sports are essential
in learning human morals. Havighurst 's model "Developmental levels of
Play" (Appendix A) could be helpful in organizing and supervising
competitive situations for youth. In the following quote, Havighurst
describes some of the problems of competition for youth in our society.
Playing to win, in a competition, enhances both skills
and strategy. '!he competition provides motivation to
practice and ilTIprove skills, and it also encourages careful
planning of strategy to win. Although some PeOple decry
competition, this writer sees it as a highly valuable and
desirable experience in the lives of growing youth, as long
as it is regulated and spread out over enough activities so
that practically every youth can achieve some degree of
success in some area or areas of competition.
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'!herefore, the activities in which competition takes
place should be planned ani administered so as to maximize
opportunities for sua::ess in sane areas. '!his suggests the
importance of a wide variety of activities in which
competition functions ...not only in dramatics, music,
scientific experience, debates, sports, etc (p. 24).
Competitive sports reflect the faith that society believes would
be beneficial to the overall development of their children. '!he joy,
freeness ani innocence of the youthful competitors are
desirable characteristics of sport itself. Society also believes that
young children would carry their interest ani desires with them into
adult life, which would be subsequently passed along to their own
children. Snyder ani Spreitzer (1978) believed that:
the general achievement of sport has been its ability to mold
the life style of children ani adolescents towards such
desirable values with a strong carry-over in the adult years.
(p. 47).
Definition of CClIpetitive Sports
'!he word competition comes from the Latin words 'com' and I petere I
which means "to seek together" (Thlbois, 1980). However, many
definitions have bec:ome prominent within the world of sports. Berryman
(1978) used the definition that the National Recreation Congress
committee CCllTpOSed.
Highly organized competitive sports have been defined as any
athletic activity which involves a considerable amount of the
leisure time of the youngster in fonnalized practice, which
encourages extensive attendance by adult spectators, which is
limited to the outstarrling players ani which involves the
selection of winners on a state, regional, or national basis.
(p. 1).
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Sherif (1976) believed that:
corrpetition consists of activities directed more or less
consistently towards meet:ing" a standard or achiev:ing" a goal
in which perfomance by a person or by his group is compared
and evaluated, relative to that of selected other persons or
groups. (p. 82)
Competition has also been defined by Slusher (1978) as:
a 'contention of interests', that is, it is a rivalry between
oppos:ing" forces (man, anilnal, or nature) in which the
interests of both are not mutually obtainable. (p. 98)
However Rarick, (1978) believes:
competition extends beyond the world of play and games ... for
most children recognize at an early age that competition is a
significant force in our social order. (p. 114).
~ of arildren' s Organized Sports Progra:iIma
'!he rise of highly corrpetitive sports progranunes for boys below
the age of twelve was a phenomenon of the first half of the twentieth
century and was indicative of the fact that sport had finally
Penetrated all levels of the American population (Berryman, 1978).
Organized competitions were Part of the American school system as
early as 1900, and through this corrpetition, the child began to accept
and proIrote sport. '!he major reSPQnsibility for organized sport was
provided by professional physical educators, recreation people and
athletic directors.
By the middle 1930's, sports progrannnes that were in the schools
came under attack because they were not in line with educational
objectives. '!here was an increased enJFhasis on winn:ing" which resulted
in physical educators question:ing- the validity of the progranunes that
were be:ing" offered. '!his over-emphasis be:ing" placed on winn:ing" resulted
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in undue emotional strain being placed on the participants. Eventually
physical educators began denOlll1cing the very sports progranunes they had
created, advocating replacement by a broad-based physical education
progrannne for all children. '!heir philosophy was to have maximum
participation and llwolvement rather than high level competition in an
organized setting. As a result of this change in philosophy by the
physical educators, society looked towards corrnnunity agencies to fill
the void left by the schools' lack of llwolvement in organized
competition.
Berryman (1978) believed that:
It was an unfortunate misjUdgment for educators to asst.nne
that limited physical education progranunes in the school
would satisfy the recreational needs of children. As more
elementary and junior high schools curtailed interschool
sports progranunes, corrununity agencies developed increasingly
larger and more diverse progranunes for sport. (p. 4)
'!he movement that was fotmded by educators was no longer being run
by trained professionals. Instead, the sports progranunes of children
were being administered by well meaning, but untrained volunteer
agencies. '!his trend continued from the late 1930' s through the
1960's. D.1ring this time, when educators were most critical of
children's sports progranunes, all the najor children's sports
organizations were born. Little League baseball was introduced in 1939
and grew to one-half million participants by 1952. Today, there are
over forty national minor sports organizations in the United states
with 30.4 million participants, aged 6-16 years of age.
Radical changes occurred in the sponsorship of boys' sports
progranunes. By the 1960' s, the most prominent sponsors of the sports
progranunes were: sports bodies, youth seJ:Ving organizations, YMCA,
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youth sport development organizations, quasi-conunercial organizations,
and individual or CO!lUTlI.lllity sports progranunes. Each sponsor claimed. to
support children's sports for many reasons: physical fitness,
citizenship, character, sportsmanship, leadership, fair play, gocxi
health, democratic living, and t:eaJrr..1ork. It was evident that some
sponsors took advantage of the 'two-way street' concept. Boys' sports
were beginning to be a rreans of training for future athletes and
preventing juvenile delinquency. '!hey also acted as proselytizing
agents, as attractions for new members, as methods of advertisement, as
means of identification and glory and as methods for financial gain.
Parents also began to get deeply involved with children's sports
progranunes. Berrynan (1978) believed that the major cause for parents
increased interest was: a) their awareness of the athlete as a viable
professional endeavour; b) parents being overly competitive; and, c)
the desire to ensure 'victory' for their children.
Past FOlicies am 0Irrent Practices
Parents and lay groups have, in general, tended to respond
favorably to varsity sports progranunes (SCott, 1953), while educational
and medical organizations have been consexvative in their viewpoint.
'!he policy statement of the Joint Committee of the American Association
for Health, !hysical Education and Recreation and the Society of state
Directors of Health, !hysical Education and Recreation (1952)
disapproved of interschool or interagency competition of the varsity
type for children below the ninth grade. '!he statement was based on
the results of a questionnaire seeking the opinions of cardiologists,
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orthopedic surgeons, psychiatrists, psychologists, and child
development specialists regarding the hazards and benefits of
children's sports. While the vast majority of the responding
physicians recognized the potential values of a well-supervised sports
programme in the schools, the possibility that the activity might be
continued to the point of exhaustion was a concern. The orthopedists
rated the vulnerability of the joints and the danger of damaging
epiphyseal structures as primary hazards.
The opinions of the psychiatrists and the child development
specialists were oriented to the 'high pressure aspects of the sports
scene which they deemed undesirable for children I. The concern of these
groups was that competition which involved chan'pionship play with the
accompanying media publicity not only put undue psychological stress on
the ParticiPants, but also terrled to distort the ParticiPants' sense of
values.
Educators assmne the responsibility for the intellectual,
spiritual, emotional, and physical well-being of the child. At times,
practices associated with competitive athletics have conflicted with
the overall aims of the total education of the child. Educators also
stressed the danger that the total educational experience of the
children might be jeopardized by the pressures of c::onununity groups to
provide programmes of interschool competition for the athletically
talented few, at the expense of a broad programme of physical education
for all- (Rarick, 1978).
The Educational Policies Cormnission (1954) published a doct.nnent on
school athletics stating that athletics do sel:Ve a valuable function in
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the schools, but the Cormnission pointed out that much of the
educational potential in these prograrranes was not being used. The
importance of serving the physical activity needs of all children was
stressed, errphasizing that such prograrranes should be under the
supervision of qualified teachers who worked directly under school
administrative authority.
A report by the American Academy of Pediatrics Cormnittee on School
Health (1966) stressed the susceptibility of children and early
adolescents to bone and joint injury, which might lead to faulty bone
growth. Concern was expressed that since a child's threshold of chronic
fatigue is not high, the threshold could easily be passed with
attending interference of bodily functions and a predisposition to
illness. The report also raised serious questions about leadership,
pointing out that in many instances, there was undue stress on winning,
unhealthy adulation of skilled perforners, and coercion placed on some
children to perfonn beyorrl their interest and ability.
In 1968, the American Association for Health, Fhysical Education
and Recreation, the American Academy of Pediatrics, the American
Medical Association Cormnittee on the Medical Aspects of Sports, and the
Society of state Directors of Health, Fhysical Education and Recreation
had a m:>re liberal attitude tcMard organiZed athletic competitions for
children than they had sixteen years before. The statement they gave
errphasized that supervision should be provided for participants in each
athletic activity by persons competent to provide instruction in the
sport. Equipment, facilities and rules should also be appropriate to
the age and maturity of the participants and commensurate with the
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hazards of the sport. '!he authority an::l responsibility of school
administrators, parents, physicians, an::l coaches must be clearly
defined. '!he guidelines stated in this report stressed the irrportance
of the following:
a) proper physical conditioni.rg of all those entering
competition;
b) proper grouping of the young athletes according to body size I
skill an::l maturation;
c) good protective equipment; an::l,
d) availability of medical help during games an::l practices.
'Ihroughout the report, eIl'phasis was placed on the need for exemplary
supervision, both educational an::l medical. '!he report stressed that
unless this could be assured, schools an::l COIl1lIllIDities should neither
initiate nor continue sports progranunes for children.
'!he trend in canada has followed a pattern similar to that of the
American school system. '!he role of organized sport was left mainly in
the hands of volunteers an::l minor sports governi.rg bodies. In canada
today, there are still a number of sports governing bodies who are
responsible for the development of competition in their area. However,
the role of the school system has changed to meet the ever-increasing
need for competitive organiZed competition.
'!he School Fhysical Activity Progranune Committee of CARPER (1976)
reported that over seventy percent of the elementary schools across
canada have interscholastic progranunes of some form. '!his has resulted
in a tremendous inq:>act on participants, parents, an::l upon those
segments of society responsible for the education an::l health of youth.
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Effects of CCIIJletition
'!he aim of competition is to provide the youth of today with a
competitive envirornnent aimed at developing physical, physiological,
mental, social and emotional growth in that child. It serves as a
meditnn for the total development of the child, who, through those
experiences becomes a well-adjusted person who is able to cope with the
competitive realities of the real world.
'I'c:day, there is little doubt in the minds of the medical
profession that physical activity has a positive effect on growth and
development of children (Rarick, 1973). It is clear that physical
activity is essential for the normal growth and development of bones,
muscle tissue, heart, lungs and other internal organs. It has also
been stressed that rigorous exercise of the fundamental tnmk and limb
muscles was absolutely necessary for the normal growth and development
of the entire body (Zeigler, 1987). '!his is made clear by studies that
have identified the abnormal growth and development of subjects who
have been bedridden for extended periods of tbne, or have had body
parts inunobilized for long periods of tbne (stewart, 1981). It is also
obvious that intense physical activity is vital to the development of
such important concepts as bodily control, strength, endurance, motor
skills, and most of all, total physical fitness.
'!he effects of vigorous physical activity on the heart of the
youth sports participant was of major concern at the turn of the
century. Until 1937, it was believed that the young child was in
danger if the heart was overloaded. However, Karpovich (1937)
demonstrated this statement to be a fallacy . Fortunately, damage to
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the heart of a child through exercise is typically avoided because the
skeletal muscles fatigue first.
Research has shawn that children are capable of working at
extremely high intensities without sha;"ring any negative effects
related to the function of the heart (Hanson, 1967). Jokl, (1957)
believed that exercise never caused death in a nonnal heart and
exercise is, in fact, desirable to maintain a healthy one.
Errlurance type training for children has been shawn to improve
their physical working capacity (Ekblom, 1969). Also, studies done by
Adams, Linde, and Miyake, (1961a, 1961b) sha;"red that children were
capable of reaching and maintaining high heart rates without signs of
negative effects.
Despite the fact that these studies have shawn that rigorous
training regimens do produce substantial fitness gains in children, one
must be careful not to overgeneralize the results. Astrand, et al.
(1963) found that children under the age of nine years often quit
during vigorous testing before they were physically exhausted.
O1ildren do not seem to understand the importance of working to the
point of exhaustion. '!he intrinsic value of training, or participating
with physical pain is not present in young children. '!hus, there is
little value in getting children to do vigorous exercise if the net
result is a decrease in future willingness to participate in exercise
and/or activity.
'!he sporting arena offers a child many opportunities to engage in
a variety of social encounters. Not only will a young athlete meet and
learn to co-operate and compete with other athletes and adults, he/she
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will learn what is acceptable and unacceptable in tenns of behaviour
and how those behaviors must confonn to the rules and regulations of
the game. According to McEherson, Guppy, and McKay (1976), children
learn to interact within a number of social systems, each of which has
values and nonns which dictate what roles they will play, with whom
he/she will interact, and how they will interact.
Youth sports programmes act as an agent for developing
socialization skills. Children may learn to be co-operative with their
coach and t.eanulates, to be persistent in achieving their goals and if
necessary, to be assertive to attain their goals. The world of
competition allows children to learn to deal and cope with the
competitive reality of the world in which they will have to live in
their adult years.
Children through the meditml of competitive sport learns to develop
close friendships with their t.eanulates, opponents and coaches. The
positive aspects of sportsmanship may also be generated through
competition. Children have the opportunity to learn responsibility and
upon han::lling that responsibility, develop confidence and self-worth.
When children are competing, they are developing character that will
hopefully, help them build a positive self-image that will benefit
society. Other factors that may affect their self-concept are how they
regard themselves, and how other people evaluate each child I S
perfonnance. Also, another area of concern is their experience of
success or failure. To many young people, the concept of losing,
autOJ'llCl.tically refers to failing, while winning leads to success.
However, when children know that their worth as a person is not
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dependent on perfornance, they feel confident to risk failure in
pursuit of the benefits of sport participation. Personal experiences
will be a determining factor in the extend to which the athlete
experience confidence and content.Irent.
'!he intrinsic rewards that can be obtained from competing in
sports should be the driving force that encourages children to
participate. '!hey may experience fun, exciteIrent and enjoyment through
competitive sports. Olildren may unknowingly increase their fitness
level, gain confidence, learn self-control, but most of all, develop a
positive self-esteem. 'Ihese characteristics are hidden within the
dimensions of competition and an experienced coach can help instill
these attributes in young athletes.
'!he process of competition should be errphasized more so than the
product of competition. '!he process errphasizes the inportance of
participation. COrrpetitive sports can become meaningful and valuable
simply by the act of engaging in sport with the proper spirit. '!his
intrinsic value of active participation develops other intrinsic
values.
When one strives for personal excellence, the child develops his
skill level and cognitive ability to think of strategies to be used. A
process-oriented competitor is satisfied not by winning but by
perfonning as well as he can (Weiss, 1969). Aesthetic sensitivity is
also a quality that emerges out of the competition process. Competitors
develop an appreciation of their artistry and the aesthetic nature of
the sport. Hannony, rhytlun, balance, non-verbal communication and
emotional peaks can be discovered through the process of competition.
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'!he developnent of a rapport between competitors is a must.
Competitors work tc:Mards a mutually attainable goal which is high
quality athletic perfornance.
It is interesting to note the factors that affect a child I s
initial interest in joining a sports programme. "While having fun is a
primary reason for many to participate in sports (Aldernan and Wood,
1976; Gould and Horn, 1984; Orlick and Botterill, 1978), research
indicated that the encouragement from parents and peers is also an
inportant motivator for athletes under age eleven" (Gould and Horn,
1984). In addition, peer groups and school personnel have also been
reported to be agents that are responsible for arousing an initial
interest (McPherson, Guppy, & McKay, 1976).
North American society has traditionally held the view that sports
participation makes an inportant contribution to the character and
psychological make-up of the competitor. Society expects sports to
develop motor skills and physical fitness in children. Sports should
promote and comley the value of our society by teaching children how to
cornpete and co-operate. 'Ihrough sport, moral behaviour, leadership and
initiative is fostered. Most inportantly, sports progranunes will help
children develop healthy, strong identities so that they may have an
opportunity to fully realize their potentialities. Sports and games
may also help children learn haw to deal with the problems in adult
life. Through sports participation, children are given the opportunity
to resolve the psychological conflicts they encounter by exposing them
to the emotional and cognitive polarities of these conflicts (Martens,
1978) .
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'!he increased enphasis on competition may also have tremendous
negative effects on the child athlete's enotional, psychological and
moral development. Orlick and Botterill believe that:
...when winning becomes too i.ITp:>rtant, the child learns that
he has a better chance of emerging victorious if a talented
opponent is hurt or frightened of injury. Likewise, kids may
learn to trip or interfere with an opponent rather than try
to catch hbn or allow an opportunity to score. (Is there
really such a thing as a good penalty?) Youngsters may learn
to lose respect for others, (officials, opponents, fans or
coaches), enroute to victory. A child may learn that bending
the rules is more effective than trying one's best... (p. 34).
'!his statement by Orlick and Botterill (1978) surmnarized some of
the problem areas associated with competition for young children. '!he
idea originally behind competition for the young child was not designed
to be devastating or detrimental to the well-being of the young
athlete. '!he philosophy of competitive sports for young children
should not be, "survival of the fittest".
Conpetition itself, is not the problem. '!he outlook and emphasis
our society has on competition has cast a gray shadow over it. When a
team emphasizes 'winning at all costs', then the most i.ITp:>rtant aspect
of the game is lost; that being 'fun'. Many people in our society
portray the attitude of "win at all costs", which then filters dawn
into children's sports because some of these adults are the influencing
factor within our sporting society. '!he children are being treated
like miniature adults. Children also become labelled as winners or
losers and as a result they realize that it does not matter if you play
well, as long as you win. In this regard, sport is being exploited
since the game becomes more i.ITp:>rtant than the participants and,
therefore, such competition has a destructive irrpact. When this occurs,
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elements or characteristics of dishonesty, cheati.rg and fighti.rg sneak
into children I s sports.
When competition is over-emphasized, the safety, health, and well-
bei.rg of every participant is jeopardized because of the strong desire
to win. Competitive sports should be a healthy way to develop.
However, with pressure from society for the child to be a winner, the
child may use unsportsmanlike tactics in order to become victorious.
One of the most critical problems that exists in children I s sports
today is the elimination of participants or drop-outs. Adults sometimes
lose their perspective and treat children like miniature adults.
Unrealistic expectations, chastisi.rg athletes, a win-at-all cost
philosophy, lack of playi.rg time, long hours of practice and constant
punishment will eventually cause children to drop out.
Orlick (1974) revealed that hockey statistics over a five year
period indicate that only about ten percent of the players continue
participation in organized hockey beyond their fifteenth birthday, and
similar trends exist in other organized sports like little league
baseball and minor soccer.
A study by Orlick and Botterill (1975) interviewed sixty athletic
drop-outs who were at one time members of a swinuning, hockey, soccer,
baseball, basketball or ski competitive team. Results indicated that
sixty-seven percent dropped out of sports for over-ernphasis on
competition and thirty-one percent quit due to development of other
interests. Included in this area were such thi.rgs as the seriousness of
the progranune, the lack of enjoyment, over-ernphasis on winni.rg and
bei.rg the best. seventeen percent mentioned the coach as the prirPary
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reason for leaving. '!he coach was said to leave people out, criticize
too much and push too hard. Fifty percent blamed the programme. '!hey
perceived the programme as being too serious and having too much
errq:>hasis on winning. '!hey had also experienced a sense of failure.
For those who reported conflict of interest as their reasons for
quitting, twenty-one percent dropped out because the sport conflicted
with other pursuits (job, social life) while ten percent indicated they
developed a greater interest in other sports.
In another study, Orlick (1973) fourrl that the reasons children
dropped out of sport differed by age. For example, between ages 12 and
16 years, sixty percent dropped out due to errq:>hasis on competition and
thirty-nine percent dropped out due to a conflict of interest, whereas
at the elementary school level, all children discontinued participation
because of the over-enphasis on c:orrpetition. In personal interviews,
elementary school children indicated that the stress on winning "led to
a feeling of unworthiness, unacceptance, and unfun, which in turn, led
to a rejection of sport as a viable alternative" (Orlick, 1973).
'!he reward system which now exists in organized sports does not
appear to be consistent with what is in the best interest of the
majority of children. An over-enphasis on winning at the expense of
fun and involvement gives rise to an elitist atmosphere wherein many
children eliminate themselves before they start, while others begin to
withdraw at seven or eight years of age (Orlick and BotteriU, 1975).
'!he findings of a study by Orlick (1972) indicated that a major
change in errq:>hasis is needed in children's sports in order to operate
in the child's best interest with regards to Irotivation, programme and
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personnel. Extensive interviews corrlucted with eight and nine year-old
organized sport participants, non-participants and drop-outs showed
that children stron:JIy felt that they had to be good either to make the
team or to play regularly. seventy-five percent of the non-
participants, all of whom thought they were not good enough to make the
team, indicated that they would go out for a team if they thought they
would surely make it. Fear of failure or the psychological stress of
disapproval, appeared to influence certain children to the extent that
they were afraid to participate.
Another :najor problem area is that of social pressure placed on a
yoUn:J athlete by peers, parents, and coaches. Too often, fans, parents,
and coaches become so involved in the sport, that they fail to realize
that the people cornpetin:J are children with very special feelin:Js. The
possibility of exploitin:J children through highly organized sports
progranunes is an ever present danger. OVerly ambitious parents, coaches
and community boosters :nay unintentionally precipitate this problem.
Michener (1976) pleaded with fathers and mothers, volunteer coaches and
others to listen to knowledgeable professionals in physical education
and recreation.
. . .They are not against rugged games for boys; they want
their sons to en:Jage in rough and tumble of childhood
sports ...BUr '!HEY ARE AGAINST HIGHLY STRUCIURED IEAGUES RUN
BY HYPERI'ENSIVE AIXJUI'S, URGED ON BY OVER-ENIHUSIASTIC FATHERS
AND MOIHERS. (sic) (p. 27).
A case before the Ontario Human Rights Conunission (Globe and Mail,
1988) reinstated a banned thirteen year-old soccer player on condition
that her parents stop abusin:J game officials. In another incident in
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Atlantic canada, the parents of two hockey players were barred from the
arena because their sons were umnanageable with the adults present.
If sports programmes are developed to satisfy the whilllS of parents
and corrnnunity groups, the legitimate purpose of such a progranune may be
lost. Progranunes oriented to this purpose often require long and
arduous training sessions, and frequentiy lead to sports specialization
at too early an age (Rarick, 1973). '!hey may also give the child a
distorted sense of values, for the child's interpretation of the
iltportance of the event may in no way reflect its true value.
The relationship between coach and player is a primary determinant
of the ways in which children are ultimately affected by their
participation in organized sport (Martens, 1978). Coaches not only
occupy a central and critical role in the athletic setting, but their
influence can extend into other areas of the child's life. Drring a
developmental period in which children are seeking varying degrees of
independence from parental influences, the child I S relationship with
the coach may become highly significant and influential. '!he results on
psycho-social development are highly variable (Ash, 1978) and depend
upon a mnnber of factors, including the manner in which programmes are
structured and supeJ:Vised. '!he manner in which coaches structure the
athletic situation, the goal priorities they establish explicitly and
ilrplicitly, and the ways in which they relate to their players, can
markedly influence the likelihood that the outcome of participation
will be favorable to the child.
The existence of extrinsic rewards (trophies, medals, jackets, and
trips) often promote negative characteristics of competition. If a
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child can win the championship, then he/she may receive some of these
rewards. Some children will push themselves to the limit to obtain
victory, even if it means playing unfairly. In certain competitions,
there is too much errphasis placed on obtaining something tangible and
the end result is destroying the basic objective of the game.
Coaches must realize that winning is not the only objective of
children's sports programmes. In fact, Orlick and Botterill (1975) have
indicated that over ninety percent of young athletes reported that they
would rather be on a losing team and play than sit on the bench for a
winning team. School sports programmes should put winning in
perspective and errphasize fun, participation and effort. These
variables are under the coach's control. Coaches should use the Bill of
Rights for Young Athletes ('Ihornas, 1977) when preparing objectives for
inter-school competition.
1. Right of the opportunity to participate in sports regardless
of ability level.
2. Right to participate at a level that is conunensurate with
each child I S developmental level.
3. Right to have qualified adult leadership.
4. Right to participate in safe and healthy envirorunents.
5. Right of each child to share in the leadership and decision-
making of their sport participation.
6. Right to play as a child and not as an adult.
7. Right to proper preparation for participation in the sport.
8. Right to an equal opportunity to strive for success.
9. Right to be treated with dignity by all involved.
10. Right to have fun through sport.
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Based on this review of research infonnation on early competition
and feedback from questionnaires (students, teachers, coaches,
officials and spectators), the followirg procedures were followed to
inplernent a School Board Sports Policy.
utopian School Board
It has been brought to the Board's attention that there have been
increased amounts of aggressive behaviour and other unsportsmanlike
conduct in the inter-school league. 'Ihrough observations, interviews,
questionnaires and careful study of the results, problems have been
identified within the inter-school programme.
From the research c:orrpleted by the Physical Education Co-
ordinator, the effects of competition have been outlined. However, the
Board hopes to maintain the positive effects of competition but also to
eliminate or minilnize the negative effects. '!he Board realizes that the
feedback from students, teachers, coaches, officials and spectators can
be an asset in acknowledgirg and alleviatirg the negativity that has
been displayed within our sports programme. It is the School Board I s
philosophy that the welfare of the child, on and off the field, should
be the main concern within our community.
study of the Prd>lem
a) A notice of the situation in question was submitted
to the Physical Education Co-ordinator from a
concerned principal.
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b) '!he Ihysical Education Co-ordinator visited the
playing field and observed and identified some of
the problem areas.
c) Research was CClIlg?leted by the Ihysical Education
Co-ordinator into the effects of corrpetition on
elementary school sports programme. A review of
other school board policies concerning sports
programmes for children was also conducted.
d) '!he Ihysical Education Co-ordinator designed and
distributed a questionnaire to Parents, students,
officials, and coaches involved in the inter-school
sports programme. Feedback from the questionnaire
was tabulated and analyzed.
e) A Sports Committee was set up by the Co-ordinator
to study, access and develop a sports policy
dealing with the present problems.
f) '!he Sports Committee drafted a policy for inter-
school sports corrpetitions which was submitted to
the Superintendent for approval.
g) '!he Corrunittee received School Board approval for
the Sports Policy.
h) An evaluation of the inter-school sports programme
would be conducted after the Sports Policy was
adopted.
'!he :ilTIplementation of an inter-school sports programme policy came
about as a direct result of the interest, response and concern shown by
teachers, administrators, coaches, Parents, and athletes in the school
district. '!he procedure used to gain this support was initiated as a
result of a fornal complaint letter received by the Ihysical Education
Co-ordinator concerning over-competitiveness in the elementary school
sports prograrmne. As a result of this letter, further investigation
into this problem was conducted by the Co-ordinator. Observation of the
inter-school sports programme, interviews, and questionnaires designed
and randomly distributed to Parents, coaches, officials and athletes,
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were the tools used in the investigation of this problem (Appendix B) .
After receiving all the information from the interviews, observations
and questionnaires, the data were tabulated and analyzed. statistics
were compiled and problem areas were identified. It was evident that
the philosophy of the school sports progranune had been altered in
regards to the educational objectives of the school district.
'!he Ibysical Education Co-ordinator organized a Sports Policy
Conunittee to study, access, and develop a draft policy that would solve
the inunediate and any future problems concerning over-competitiveness.
'!his Conunittee consisted of: the Ibysical Education Co-ordinator, three
physical education teachers, three principals, one official, one coach,
and one parent representative. '!his Conunittee was selected on the basis
of the following criteria: experience with school board sports
progranune, expert knowledge in sports progranune, active involvement
with the school sports progranune, and concern for the child athlete.
'!he Ibysical Education Co-ordinator researched the positive and
negative effects of competition on elementary sports progranunes. '!he
Co-ordinator also studied other school boards' sports policies
concerning inter-school sports progranunes for children (Appendix C).
'!he findings were then presented to the Sports Conunittee.
With this research information at hand, the Conunittee discussed
the educational objectives of the school district, objectives for the
school sports progranune, the needs of the students, and the inunediate
problems. '!he Conunittee's aim was to promote a positive educational
experience which would meet the needs of the students and promote
public interest. With this goal in mirrl, the Sports Conunittee drafted a
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school sports policy that would eliminate or miniInize the negative
effect of over-campetitiveness within the school sports programmes.
With this stnlcture, aJIlUTlUI'lication between all levels of authority
would have input into the sports progranune. With support and
acx:::eptance by the SUperinterrlent, the draft policy was acx:::epted
bmnediately for the inter-school sports progranune. '!he following
diagram illustrates the cormnunication system to be used.
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COMMUNICATION SYSTEM
SChool Board
t
Ihysical Education Co-ordinator
P. E. Co-ordinator I
P.E. teachers (3)
Principals (3)
Coach (1) .-- Sports Policy Ccmmittee
Official (1) / \Parent (1)
Liaison Person for each Officials for
elementary school in district AJ::peals am Rule
\ IOxIifications~l~tiOO, \
/ ~ InpitamParen~JT:achers I 7 Fl~~MtiOO~ /~
A'IHIEI'ES
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Draft IUlicy for :rnt:er-sd1oo1 Sports
'!he Utopian School Board feels that inter-school sports prograrrnnes
are an integral part of a school's curriculum. Sports are viewed as a
logical sequel to regular instnlction designed to meet educational
objectives. Sports programmes contribute to the educational prcx::ess
during the participant's fonnative years. '!hus, the goals of the
athletic prograrrnnes must be in balance with the educational philosophy
of the school district.
'!he educational experience provided through sport is strong
justification for its inclusion within the academic system.
'!hose responsible for the athletic prograrrnne must therefore
be ever vigilant that the philosophy and practices of sport
remain within the educational framework. Student-athletes
deserve the full benefit of their education. Helping
athletes become students increases the credibility of
education through sport (Renwick, 1984, p. 1).
At present, there is evidence of a conflict of philosophies in
regards to the inter-school sports prograrrnne at the elementary level.
Coaches, parents, administrators and local governing bodies must share
the same philosophy of school sports programmes if these programmes are
to be beneficial to the grcMth and development of the child to hisjher
fullest potential. Many times, the people involved in the prograrrnne
tend to temporarily lose sight of other important objectives and values
of their prograrrnne by placing an over-errphasis on winning. There is no
place in our schools for the concept of 'winning at all costs I •
To create the most valuable experience for young athletes, adults
should help children understand that there is m:::>re to get out of sports
than just a win-loss record. If young athletes enjoy relating to the
coach and their teanunates, feel better about themselves, llnprove their
skills and look forward to future sports participation, then the
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progranune has accomplished SCll"Cething far more important than a winning
record or league championship.
Sports can also help the child value vigorous activity and develop
positive values and attitudes that will be carried into adult life. It
is the wish of this Board that children in our schools learn that the
true value of athletic endeavour is two-fold: the joy of being a well
exercised and disciplined individual and the satisfaction of corrpeting
successfully with peers.
It is admirable to see the concentration, the self-discipline, the
hours of practice and the total involvement of a student involved in a
school's sports progranune. SUch physical prclWess is only admirable when
it is accorrpanied by an equally detennined moral conviction to play the
game fairly, honestly and with respect for other players.
'!he evaluation of the school's sports progranune can be measured by
the number of students actively participating in our prograrrunes. It is
incumbent on teachers and coaches to show good sportsmanship so that
parents and spectators will also take pride in the sports prograrrunes.
Every child within the school system should have an opportunity to
participate in some type of sports activity. Intramural prograrrunes must
also be accessible to meet the needs of the individual students.
'!he Utopian School Board recognizes the need for, and the
desirability of, exposing all children within the
jurisdiction to the benefits of physical education and
recreational activities. '!hus, the Board actively encourages
the development of a strong co-curricular activities
progranune .
'!he future of inter-school sports is inextricably linked to the
commibnent, dedication and expertise of those individuals functioning
in a volunteer capacity as administrators, coaches, and officials.
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Even the athlete and spectators have an i.nportant responsibility to the
sports progrcumne.
'!he administration, in reality, has the ultimate responsibility
for all aspects of the athletic progrcumne. '!he administration must:
a) ensure that the athletic progrcumne is c:orrpatible
with the goals and purposes of the elementary
(Grades 4-6) school policy;
b ) involve other school personnel in decision-making
regarding the inter-school sports progrcumne
(policy, personnel, budgets, etc.);
c) support the athletic progrcumne and recognize the
educational value of the athletic progrcumne by
defending progrannnes against internal/external
pressures;
d) ensure that communication is open to all people
involved in the progrcumne (league, governing
bodies, coaches, officials, etc.);
e) actively participate in the policy making affairs
of the athletic progrcumne;
f) become a visible and active supervisor at athletic
events, and;
g) provide recognition for athletic progrannnes and
participants .
'!he coach's responsibilities are unique and all i.nportant. To the
members of his team, he must:
a) offer inspiration and sound judgement as well
teach skills and techniques;
b) be an exemplary m::Jdel for young children;
c) be knowledgeable in the sport;
d) demand and receive respect from all concerned;
e) teach skills and techniques and inspire excellence
in performance, and;
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f) make decisions involvinJ team nenbers' behaviour in
a fair and impartial manner, regardless of the
probable effects on the winninJ or losinJ of
contests.
If the coach neglects any of these starrlards, it could result in a
negative effect on the values inherent in athletic programmes.
'!he student athlete is representinJ the school in the athletic
progranune, and therefore has responsibilities placed upon hinVher. The
student athlete has the responsibility to:
a) represent the school and abide by the regulations
set by that school;
b) represent the school in relation to itself and the
community, and;
c) represent themselves as iIrlividuals. '!hey must act
in a way that will not discredit themselves, the
school or the community. '!his includes personal as
well as group activities.
Spectators also have a responsibility to the school and to the
participants in the school sports programmes.
a) Spectators are not to be disrespectful to their
opponents, coaches or officials;
b) '!heir conduct and actions are to be in line with
the acceptable conduct of the school, and;
c) Spectators can lend voc:al and emotional support to
athletes and are also able to receive vicarious
benefits from sportinJ activities. '!hey can learn
an appreciation for the skills involved in an
activity and relate them to their own experiences.
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Aims am et>jectives
of Irrt:er-Sdlool Sports PrograIIIDes
1. To provide an opportunity for all students to participate in a
variety of sporting activities.
2. To provide an avenue where personal skills and fitness levels can
be increased.
3 • To ensure that the sports programme encourages participants to
have fun and enjoyment.
4. To allCM all participants the experience of success and
leadership.
5. To help children practice safety in a healthy environment.
6. To develop an interest for children which may can:y-over to their
adult life.
Rec::x:mIenjations for Irrt:er-Sdlool Sports Prog:raniIE
'!he follCMing rec:ormnerrlations have been devised by the School
Sports Conunittee for the implenaltation of an effective school sports
progranune .
1. All students who express an interest in playing sports, should be
given an equal opportunity to participate. Levels of competition
should be divisionalized to include children of different levels
of skill, experience and physical maturity. No cutting of children
from teams.
2. Sports and games progranunes should be based upon the development
level of children.
3. Sports progranunes should provide a variety of activities
throughout the school year.
4. Adaptation should be made to the rules and equipment to suit the
maturation and skill level of the participants. '!he progranune
should benefit the grCMth and development of the total child.
5. Adequate competitive progranunes organized by the school should
meet the needs of children. Regional tournaments are not
recommended for children under twelve.
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6. Inter-school competitions should be in the fonn of play days or
sports days where social values are the prinary purpose of the
event.
7. '!he practice of providing a reward for each child, regardless of
the quality of perfonnance is an acx::eptable method to I'OC)tivate
children to continue as participants, if the organizers feel that
such I'OC)tivation is necessary.
8. All coaches, parents, administrators arrl officials should be well-
versed arrl, in agreerrent with, the Board's philosophy conce:rning
the school sports progranma.
9. All parents should be educated to the benefits of the sports
progranma so they may instill in their children the ilTIportance of
respect arrl cooperation when dealing with officials, other team
members, opponents and coach.
10. Education and recreation authorities have the responsibility to
develop the school's sports progranmas arrl to provide competent
leadership for the participants.
11. Professional supervision and instruction must involve accredited
coaches and administrators. No teachers or parents should be
pennitted to coach a youth team unless a minimum Level I Coaches I
Certificate (National Coaching Certificate Progranune), has been
received in that particular area or sport.
12. An evaluation of the sports progranma should be carried out
annually. However, every team's perfonnance should be appraised
during and after the athletic contest.
Coaches, parents and officials must employ the competitive sports
experience for children and ensure that the inherent values are
accentuated. '!he inter-school activities must be structured to have a
positive effect upon the lives of children. It must be remembered, that
a love of competition must never be degraded by a passion for winning
the game at all costs.
'!he School Board is not against competition for youth, as long as
children receive the positive benefits of competition. '!he school,
coaches, officials, and spectators must work to achieve the available
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positive values through a properly led, adequately equipped and housed,
school sports progranune. Sport is only worthwhile if it serves youth
and all society as a socially useful servant (Zeigler, 1987).
FOlicy for Deal:in.J with Unsportsmanlike Corrluct
Note: Thle to the unnecessary increase in rough play and
unsportsmanlike conduct, it has been detennined that a strict set of
guidelines must be adhered to. '!he following is the Board's policy on
the inter-school sports progranune:
1. Each participating school team must have a teacher sponsor or
representative working with the team at all times. An outside
coach is pennitted providing there is a teacher sponsor.
2. '!he teacher sponsor must ensure that all board and school
policies are followed.
3. '!he teacher/coach must see that the philosophy of 'win at all
cost' is not present, and that a higher emphasis is placed on
participation and sportsmanship.
4. No team is pennitted to select a Most Valuable Player.
However, if an award is given, it should be for good
sportsmanship.
5. '!he following guidelines will come into effect inunediately:
a) Any player exhibiting rough or unsportsmanlike conduct will
be sent from the game inunediately.
b) If the unsportsmanlike conduct occurs in the last ten minutes
of the game, the player will be sent off for the rerrainder of
that game and also the next.
c) A second offense of fighting will result in removal from the
game and a two game suspension.
d) A third offense of fighting will mean suspension until the
case has been reviewed by the discipline conunittee and a
decision made on the duration of the suspension by this
conunittee.
e) Any gross misconduct as deemed by the referee will be
assessed by the discipline conunittee.
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f) A referee is responsible for the control of the game. It is
his duty to ensure the safety of all players. Officials must
hold a Level I Official's certificate in that particular
sport.
g) Any coach who is involved in a verbal or physical altercation
with any official, player, or coach, will be suspended until
the case is dealt with by the Discipline Committee.
h) '!he Discipline Committee will consist of an odd number of
people (five maximum):
1. !hysical Education Co-ordinator;
2. One principal involved in the district I s elementary
school progranunes;
3. Two physical education teachers involved in the
district's elementary school progranunes but not involved
in the dispute, and;
4. A representative of the officials to be elected by the
referees.
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'!his model relates key developrental concerns across age levels.
Recreation and school professionals in physical education and coaching
should work with volunteer groups in understanding developmental
concerns in organizing and supervising youth sports prograrmnes.
FIGlRE 1
Age
Birth to 5
Forms and F\1nctions of Play
Self-initiated. Exploration of body and
:iImnediate surroundings. Sensory basis for
building concepts of physical reality.
5 to 14
12 to 20
Social Play
Getting along with peers
Social maturation
Individual Play
Reading for pleasure
Playing with musical
instruments
Developing skills in
physical games and
activities
Games of skill and strategy
Beginning of competition
Development of strategy
Acquiring more mature moral
judgement through working
out rules for games
Team Games
Cc::n1plex strategy
Danger from over-develoPed
competition
(Redrawn from Havighurst (1976)).
Reading contributes to
intellectual and social
maturity
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utopian School District
Reality Lane
Deadman's Bay, Newfoundland
Parents and Coaches within
the utopian School Board District
Newfoundland
Dear Parents/Coaches:
An increasing amount of violence and unsportsmanlike corrluct in
our inter-school sports progranune has been brought to the School
Board's attention. As Fhysical Education Co-ordinator, I have had
cxx:asion to witness such acts as rough and violent play, abuse to
officials, and the increase in Parent abuse to officials, players, and
coaches.
'!his is not the intent of our inter-school progranune and after
careful examination of the situation, I have found it necessary to
institute a strict board policy in relation to corrluct of
players/coaches, both on and off the playing field.
'!he intent of such a policy is to make sport for your child
enjoyable, competitive and yet safe for all involved. I hope that you
will support the inplementation of this policy. If this policy does not
alleviate the current problems, then serious consideration of
disbanding the sports progranune may be inevitable.
Yours truly,
Orristine Parsons
Fhysical Education Co-ordinator
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Questionnaire for Parents
Please answer the followinJ by placinJ an (X) next to the appropriate
response.
Yes No
1. Do you feel your son/daughter is playinJ at a
too competitive level for hisjher ability?
2. Do you attend every game that your son/daughter
participates in?
3. Do you feel that the games are too rough?
4. Does your son/daughter CClll'plain of the
competitiveness or over-enphasis on winninJ?
5. Do you feel the coaches are too serious?
6. Does your son/daughter become upset if
he/she loses?
7. Do you feel that the games that you have seen
have an orientation toward 'win at all costs'?
8. Would you rather see your son/daughter play
in an intramural progranune over the varsity
progranune?
9. Do you think the officials are competent?
10. Should a player be suspended for any rough play?
11. Should players be suspended if they constantly
persist in rough play?
12. Do you feel it is the coach I s fault if children
display unsportsmanlike corrluct?
13. Do you feel that all children should have equal
playinJ time?
14. Has your son/daughter ever complained of not
beinJ 'good enough' for the coach?
15. Has your child ever been injured or CClll'plained
of injuries suffered durinJ a school game?
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Questionnaire for Coaches
Please answer the following by placing an (X) next to the appropriate
response.
1. Do you feel there is an over~is on winning? _
2. Do you feel that every player on the team should
have equal playing time?
3. Have you ever shouted at or abused officials,
coaches or players?
4. Do you feel the officials are competent?
5. Have fans or Parents ever complained to you
about unfair practices to their players?
6. Do you feel that games are fun-oriented?
7. Do you feel that some players will try to win,
no matter what the cost?
8. Do you feel that Peer/fan pressure rrakes the
game more competitive?
9. Do you feel that the games are too rough
in nature?
10. Should the School Board adopt a policy on
rough or violent play?
11. Do all children who try-out for your team
make it?
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Questionnaire for Referees
Please answer the following by placing an (X) next to the appropriate
response.
Yes No
1. Are you a certified official?
2. Have you witnessed an increase in rough
arrl violent play?
3. I)) you feel there is too much ~is
on winning?
4. Have you received abuse from any of the
following:
a) fans
b) players
c) coaches
d) all of the above
e) none of the above
5. I)) you feel that players could be seriously
injured if the rough play continues?
6. I)) you think there should be strict rules
introduced for unsportsmanlike conduct?
7. If the game or rules were modified, do you
feel the game could ilTprove?
8. I)) you feel that coaches place too much
emphasis on winning?
9. Have you had to give out severe penalties
for gross infractions of the game?
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Questionnaire for Athletes
Please answer the following by placing an (X) next to the appropriate
response.
Yes No
1. Ib you prefer the inter-school c:onpetition
over the intramural progrannne?
2. Ib you feel some players are too rough?
3. Ib you think that you may, at times, be rough?
4. Have you ever received Irore than one penalty
during a gane?
5. Ib you like to win?
6. Ib you get an equal opportunity to play in
the gane?
7. Have you ever sat on the bench for most
of the game?
8. Ib you feel that your coach is a gocx:l coach?
9. Ib you feel that you have to win to please
your parents, friends, or coach?
10. Ib you have fun arrl enjoYJrel1t playing against
other schools?
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AVALON CONSOLIDATED SCHOOL BOARD
SPORTS POLICY
STATEKENT
Sports playa vital role in our educational system. Not only are
we teaching young people about the value of a virorou. body; we are
also teaching them about .ocietal attitudes that they will take with
them into adult life. It is the wish of this Board that children in
our .chools learn that the true value of athletic endeavour i.
two-fold: the joy of a well exercised and disciplined body and the
satisfaction of a game well played.
It is admirable to see the concentration, the self-discipline, the
hours of practice, and the total involvement of a student in learning
the skills of a particular sport. Such physical prowess, however, is
only admirable when it is accompanied by an equally determined moral
conviction to play the game fairly, honestly, and with respect for
other players.
There is no place in our schools for the concept of "winning at
any price". Winning has many connotations, the least important of
which may be the public honour of receiving awards. The individual who
has passed the ball to a team mate in a moment of judgement is a
winner, even though someone else scored the winning basket. The pupil
who could not throw a ball at the beginning of the term and yet masters
the skill in succeeding months is a winner. The lonely student who
could not make friends until being a part of a team is a winner. And
the person who is able to incorporate the athletic experience from the
playing field or gymnasium into his or her own lifestyle is a winner.
These are the sorts of accomplishments which we hope our sports
programs in the schools will achieve.
Boys and Sids in our .ystem must have the opportunity to
participate in 81 aany sports a. possible. Intra-llUral programs must
be strengthened so that all of our schools offer like advantages.
Success will be measured not by trophies alone but by the number of
children actively participating in sports programs. It is incumbent on
teachers and coaches to .how, by example, regard and respect for the
quality of good .portsmanship .0 that parents and spectators will also
take pride in this accomplishment as well as in the physical skill
itself. In this way we will be able to demonstrate to our children,
cleady that every child can be a winner.
The Avalon Consolidated School Board recognizes the need for, and
the desirability of, exposing all children within the jurisdiction to
the benefits of Physical Education and Recreation.
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The Board will endeavour, .s far as its resources will penH, to
fulfill .11 of the requirements of this subject area as outlined in
existing legislation and regulations within the present Schools Act,
1970, Article 12(F) and Article 13(S).
In addition to prOViding a quality core program in Physical'
Education in all !lchools throughout the District, the Board actively
encourages tbe development of a strong program of co-curricular
activities.
The voluntary nature of the involvement of teachers and other
personnel in tbe co-curricular program is hereby recognized and
gratefully acknowledged. Furtber, the co-curricular program" should not
be seen as being tbe responsibility of .one or ~W9 persons but rather as
part of tbe total school program which requires the co-operation and
support (I~ the entire staff. It is the principal's responsibility to
see tbat the necessary personnel are in place to carry out the best
possible program the school can deliver.
The prime purposes of the co-curricular program are:
1.
3.
To provide for a .q~4d range of participation among all
students.
To provide fun and enjoyment for all participants.
To promote skill development in, and physical fitness
through, the various activities.
To promote sportsmanship and other positive social attributes.
To this end all scbools should:
a) provide as broad an intra-1IIUral program as possible. A wide
range of activities should be offered throughout tbe year and
participation of all students should be actively encouraged.
The following activities are recommended (among others) for tbe
seasons indicated:
Soccer
Volleyball
WINTER
Basketball
Floor Rockey
Badminton
Gymnastics
Fitness Clubs
Dance Clubs
SPRING
Softball
Track & Field
Swi1llllling
i) Equal emphasis should be placed on girls' and boys'
programs and where appropriate co-ed activities should be
offered.
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11) All activities should be IIOnitored and properly un.ged.
To this end schools should seek the a..istance of a volunteer
teacher(s) whose responsibility it vill be to administer and supervise
intra-alral programs.
b) Provide a broad inter-school program. The inter-school
program should grov out of the intra-mural program and provide
opportunities for the more talented athletes to develop their
sltills in their particular area of interest to a higher level.
It should be borne in .ind that tbe prille purpose for
offering competition in a vide variety of activities is not to
benefit the fev but who l18y be talented in a number of sports but
to involve as many different students as possible and to cater to
a broad range of interests.
The following activities may be included in the inter-school
program in the season indicated:
Soccer
Vollevball
Basketball
l.'restling
Indoor Soccer
Water Polo
Hockey
Ringette & other
arena activities
SPRING
Softball
Track & Field
Swimming
i) All schools should participate in all the ma.10r sports
leagues or tournaments (1.e. basketball, volleyball, soccer,
track and field). Other areas will depend on the interest of
students and availability of coaches.
11) All teams should vear school colours.
i11) All teams must be adequately and properly monitored and
managed.
iv) Equal emphasis should be placed on girls' and boys'
activities.
League Divisions/Age Requirements
1. Where poss~ble there should be a separate division for each grade
level (7, 8, and 9).
Generally speaking, age limits should pet'1llit the oldest student
to have repeated at least one year. Thus the age requirements
should be as follows:
i) Grade VlI
11) Grade Vill
i11) Grade IX
13 & under as of Dec. 31
16 & under as of Dec. 31
15 & under as of Dec. 31
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2. Where separate divisions for each grade level are not feasible
there should otherwise be a junior and senior division for all
sports.
a) In order to ensure that younger students are given an
opp(\rtunity to play. teaas should be made up as follows:
i) Senior teams Il8de up of grade eight and nine students
with a minimU1l of 5 lrade eights.
ii) Junior teams made up of grade seven and eight students,
at least 50% of the team should be grade seven students.
Grade nine students may not play on the junior teams. Once a
player is registered with and plays for one team he/she may
not transfer to another team.
b) Age requirements will be
Junior Division
Senior Division
It. & under as of Dec. 31
15 & under as of Dec. 31
3. All schools should enter a minimum of two teams - (Junior and
Senior) in each sport. Schools wishing to enter additional teams
will be accommodated 1£ at all possible. Participation in outside
leagues is permitted , provided such participation does not
interfere with commitments to the Avalon Consolidated School
league. When conflicts in scheduling occur, a team's first
loyalty must b.· to the Board operated league.
Registrat ion Fees
1. Registration forms for each division of each sport should be
completed and returned to the convenor at least one week prior to
the starting date of each league or tournament.
2. Fees will be assessed for each student (or school). The fee for
each sport will be stated as a certain amount per team. Each
school is responsible for payment of these fees and may either
charge students on a per capita basis or absorb the cost out of
school funds.
In any event the total fee assessment for each sport should be
sufficient to cover at least 50% of the operational costs of the
flports for that year. The balance will be paid by the
School Board.
All fees together with a copy of the team registration form should
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be forwarded to the Co-ordinator of Physical Education prior to
the start of league play. Disbursement for all league expenses
will be aade through the Board Office.
The operation of each league or tournament will be run by a
convenor. The dut ies of convenors are detailed on page 7. Where
necessary a separate convenor will be appointed for each division of
the sport. The responsibility for convening the various sports should
be shared equally among representatives fro the various schools.
All teams should be under the direction of adult coaches. !t is
preferable to have all teams coached by teachers. Where this is not
possible qualified respons ible adults may be engaged for this purpose.
Such coaches should be well appraised of the school's and Board's
phllosop~y toward sport and be advised of all pertinent rule
modificat ions and requirements for his/her particular sport. In all
cases where outside coaches are assigned, a teacher sponsor must also
be assig~ed responsibility for that team. Depending on the
circumstances, the principal may specify duties for the teacher sponsor
ranging from contact person for the team to attendance at all ga:les and
practices.
It ,,;ill be the convenor's responsibility to provide and schedule
competent officials for all league and/or tournament games. Ho~e
schools ~;'ll be responsible for all minor officials.
Qualified officials may be arranged through the various local
referee associations or through the Board's own officials' program
where applicable. Convenors should submit payment requests for
officials to the Program Co-ordinator and all payment of officials
should be done through the Board Office.
Roles anc Responsibilities
The following guidelines are listed to indicate the role and
responsibilities of personnel who volunteer to fill the positions as
indicated below:
a) Teacher Sponsors
All teams under the direction of an outside coach must also
be assigned a teacher sponsor. Depending on the competency of the
coach, the principal in consultation with the P.E. teacher cay
assign any or all of the following responsibilities:
1. To act as the school contact person for that particular tea::.
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2. To be responsible for advising students of practice and galle
schedules.
3. To register players and collect fees.
t.. To supervise team practices.
5. To attend all team games.
b) Coaches
1. To prepare their tea.. to the best of their ability and to this
end to arrange, plan and attend ample practice sessions prior to
anc! after the c01llDlencement of league operation •
., Te be knowledgeable of all rules pertaining to the particu:ar
spc::-ts and to be familiar with all rule modifications adepted by
the league.
3. To attend and be on time for all scheduled games and practices.
t.. To cct as a role model for his/her players.
S. To instill his/her players with the concepts of sportsmanship and
fa!::- play.
c) Convenors
1. In conjunction with the program co-ordinator to call a meeting of
Phy!1cal Education teachers and coaches at the be~inning o~ the
season.
2. To be responsible for scheduling aU league or tournament games,
arranging venues, and obtaining and scheduling qualified officials
for all games.
3. To sub.it payment requests for officials and other league expenses
to the Program Co-ordinator.
t.. To act as and/or to appoint a site convenor for all tournament and
play-off games.
S. To provide a written report on league operations to the Program
Co-<:'rdinator at the end of the season.
d) Athletic Director
The Athletic Director will be responsible for the initiation and
general !upervision of all athletic activities under his/her
jurisdiction. These responsibilities include:
1.
3.
4.
s.
6.
7.
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Acting .as llaison or contact person for the school for all sports;
and as such to attend all league organizational meetings.
In cC'njunct ion with the principal, the select ion, appointment, and
supervision of all coaches.
Where necessary coaching various school teams.
To ensure that teams are registered with league convenors and that
all fees are paid.
Schedullng and assigning practice and game time for all teams.
When necessary acting as site convenor for events held at his/her
school.
Acting as convenor (or at least one league/tournament per year.
While it is the policy of the Board not to give elaborate
recognition to winning teams or individuals, the following awards 101111
be provided for various sports:
(1) Gold and silver medal10ns presented to the members of the league
championship team and the runners up respectively.
(11) For track and field school plaques will be presented (or each
division as well 1st, 2nd and 3rd place ribbons will be awarded to
individuals in each event.
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During the past fev years a number of rule .odifications
and adaptationl have been aade for the varioul Iport leagues
operated by the Avalon Consolidated School Iyste.. No doubt
changes and modifications viii continue to be .ade and updated
each year. It is important that all coaches be .ade avare
of current rule .odifications.
One rule adaptation that has implications for all sports
is the one that reflexes the Board's desire to provide for
equal playing time for all members of a particular team.
Players shC'uld not be forced to sit on the bench in order
for a schoC'l to win a championship.
The idea of having a fi fth "quarter" appears to have
a great deal of merit in certain sports and should be
instituted where applicable and appropriate. In other sports
other measures to achieve the same end should be adopted.
Below are listed the current rule modifications for
the sports indicated;
1.:. !!~
a) Teaas shall not be per.itted to playa zone defense.
Offending teaas vill be given one varning by the
official, further infringe.enta of this rule viii
result in technical fouls being caUed againat that
tea••
b) Tbere sball be no preas alloved after a basket is
scored. Tbe teaa vhich bas just sc(\red .ust t'etreat
back past the centre line. This rule sball apply
tC' junior dh'ision throughout the ga.e. In senior
it will coae into effect vhenever there is a spread
o! 20 points ot' more betveen the tvo acorea.
Teams sball dress a ainimua of 10 players per game. and
a maximum of 15. Teams vhich dresl .ore than the mini.u.
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number ehould ensure that all players get equal playing
time.
1.:. ~!~~Q!.!!.!.
a) Each lame shall conaist of 5 eight-minute quartera.
The last minute of each period vill be stop time.
The fifth period vill have atop the throulhout.
b) Players vho play in the first period aust play in
t!':e third. Thos. who play in the second p.riod lIust
p!ay in the fourth. During th. fifth period
cC'aches lIay use any cOllbination of players they wish.
c) The first half of th. game will be considered to be
tbe first thr.e periods. The second half shall be
l~st two periods.
3. Bonus shots (one and one) will be awarded on th. ninth
foul C'f each half. There shall be stop-tille for all
free throws.
lo. No more than a 20 point apread vill be shovn on the score
clock. All points acored will be kept in the score book
vhich will reflect the official score but one-sided scores
with a differential of more than 20 will not be shown on
the clock.
Each team viii be permitted one time out per half.
Unused time-outs a.y not be carried over froa one
half to the next.
!.:. !i!!
a) In the event that the score is tid .t the end of
the galle each t.am wi 11 be avarded one point.
b) 11'1 the event of tea.s beinl tied ill poinU vhen
pC'eitions are beinl deterailled for playoff purposee
tbe follovinl procedure viII be applied to break
the tho
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1) In the case of two-way ties the result of the
previous match(es) between the teams concerned
11) Moat win.
i11) Point. spr ••d (total points for ainus total
points .g.inst)
tv) Points for
v) Points against
7. Cance lled Gallle s
Teallls are asked to avoid cancelling gallles if at all
possnle. If a gallle has to be cancelled, however, the
tealll ~hich caused the cancellation will be responsible
for re-scheduling.
8. In order to speed up the gallle there will be no jUlllP
balls except at the beginning of each period. In cases
where there norlllally would be a JUIlP ball, the b.ll
will !:-e awarded out of bounds to the defendinfl tealll,
i.e. the one that caused the tie-up. In all other
instances the regular (F.I.B.A.) rules of bask.tball
shall .pply.
!~ !as1tetball
The .bov. rule 1I0dification••hall apply to all junior
division or Grad. VII .nd YIll g•••••
For tbe senior divi.ion tbe regul.r (F.l.B.A.) rul ••
sball apply witb tb. following modifications:
1. No press peraitted by Tea. bolding a 20 point or gre.ter
level.
Regular rules of the Canadian Volleyball Association
will apply in all cases.
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All "uch•••h.ll couiet of 2 ••••••
E.ch t •••••y r •• i.ter •••xi.u. of IS pl.y.r ••
!~! (Outd~~ ! £!!!!
1. T••••••,. pl.,. witb 'D,. au.b.r up to ..cI incluclia•• la.,.a.
A tt••••,. r ••ht.r •••xi.u. of 17 play.r ••
2. Th.re .h.n b. unU.lted .ubetituta ••
3. C.IDes will con.ht of 2 thirty-ainut. balv •• with
5 .inut •• at h.lf ti ...
'. .) lound lobin play w111 for.ulatl each divlaion with
h'o point ••w.rded for. WIR. one point for • TIE •
• nd 0 for • LOSS.
In the .vent of • til .t the .nd of the I.IDI overtia.
vill not be played .nd ••ch te •• w111 bl .w.rded on.
pe-int •• ch.
b) Should te ••• til in .tandinl at the .nd of the round(.).
th. r ..ult of th.ir previous ••• tinl(') will det.rainl
th.ir fin.l placina for playoff purpo ....
If • th .Ull .xilta or in tb. cu. of • three-va,.
tho the fol10vlnl prioritta. vill b. u .. d to detar.tn.
po.itlonl:
1) Mo.t win.
11) Coal .pread (total .o.la for .inu. total .oall
••ainat)
i11) Goal. for
tv) Goala a.ahlt
.,) Dr.w n••• out of • bat
5. A ...,.. a '0.1 h.d w11l t.rain.t•••••••nd relult ia
.utoaath .,ictory for tb. h.din. t ••••
6. The tv," top t ••••• t the .nd of round robin pl.,. vill
play-"ff of the 1 •• ,u. cb••pioD.hlp.
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AVALON CONSOLIDATED SCHOOL BOARD
-----!!!£!-! FIELD HEET - ---
1. Athletes must report to the Chief Judge of his/her Field
event, or the Starter's Assistant at tbe starting line
10 minutes before the event is scbeduled. Athletes are
asked to remain in the competition area until tbe event
C(\1tmences.
2. If an athlete is to compete in a Track event and a Field
event at the same time, the Track event takes precedence.
RO~'ever, athletes sbould report to tbe Cbief Field Judge,
to explain the conflict, and then report to the Starter's
Assistant. At tbe end of the Track event, the athlete
car. then resume his/bel' Field event.
3. Nu!:.bers are to be worn on the back of the jersey for
Field events, the 100 metres, "00 metres and the relay.
In the 800 and 1500 metres, numbers are to be worn on
the front of the jersey. Numbers must be worn by all
co::petitors and fastened securely at each corner with
the safety pins provided. (Remember to bring extra
pies) •
". Wh:le it is preferred that all athletes should arrive
changed, facilities for changing are available for boys
an~ girls at the POOL LEVEL in the Aquarena. Under
no circumstances are athletes or coacbes permitted into
the pool area or the weight training room at any time.
5. The infield area must be left vacant by athletes. The
High/Long Jump area is of course available for the
cOt:petition, but when the event i. over, competitors
must leave the area.
The Shot Put circle and s'urrounding area may be used
during the competition. Athletes must leave the area
when their event is over. Under no circumstances
should any athlete use the infield for warming up or
jogging.
6. Any protests concerning the announced results should
be made verbally to the Referee within 30 minutes of
the posting or announcement of the results.
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Tuesday or Wednesday of the last week of school in
June at the Canada Games Park.
Junior Division - 13 years and under as of Dec. 31
Senior Division - 15 years and under as of Dec. 31
100m (spring start)
1.0011I
800m
1500111 (senior only)
t. x 100 Relay
!!!!~
High Jump
Long Jump
Shot Put
Discus (Standing throw)
(Senior only)
Each school may enter a maximum of 2 competitors (1.e.
2 boys and 2 girls) in each event.
Each student may enter a maximum of 3 events (2 Track
and 1 Field or vice-versa) plus the relay race.
~.:. !!!!!! and !!~!!!.:.
Heats will be run in all events except the 1500m. The
final in eacb event will be made up of the first three
finisbers in eacb of two beats plus tbe two next best
times (total of 8).
Tbe registration deadline is one week prior to tbe meet.
N.B. On that date a meeting of all Junior Higb Pbysical
Education teacbers will be beld at tbe Board ROOlD,
87 LeMarcbant Road, at 3: 15 p.m. Each teacher will
submit his/ber registration at that meeting as
follows:
16L
7. Results will be posted near the entrance to the equip-
ment area, at track level.
8. Coaches must supervise their athletes when they
not competing.
9. A copy of the official Tille Schedule is shown on the
next page.
10. The top 3 finishers of each heat are guaranteed a place
in the Final. Other positions will be given to those
who record the next fastest times.
11. The Starting height for junior boys and girls, and senior
girls in the high jump will be 1.10 metres. Starting
height for senior boys is 1.25 metres. The bar will
be raised either 5 centimetres or 3 centimetres, at the
discretion of the judges.
12. In the 800 metres, the stag~ered start will be used
(blue line), and runners may cut towards the inside
lane only when they reach the blue line on the back-
stretch, and have two full strides' advantage.
13. Weight of shot will be I. kilograms for boys and 6 lbs.
for girls in junior and I. kilograms for boys and girls
in the senior division.
It.. Points will be awarded first to eighth place finishers
as follows: 10, 8, 6, 5, I., 3, 2, 1.
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a) A master sheet listing the names of all compe"titors
in alphabetical order; Rirls and boys on separate
sheets.
b) Individual file cards listing the names of the 2
competitors entered in each event.
!.:.. Points and !!.!!.~.:.
Points will be awarded to participants finishing 1 to
8 in each event as follows: 10,8,6, 5. A, 3. 2. I,
respect ively.
Award ribbons will be presented to First. Second, and
Third place finishers in each event and a perpetual
plaque will be awarded to the school accumulating the
highest total points.
8. Each school should designate 2 interested teachers (or
4 teachers for a half-day each) who can be assigned
such responsibilities on the day of the Meet.
9. Students not participating in the Meet, will attend
as spectators. It should be made clear, however. that
the Physical Education teachers' responsibilities (and
that of "officials from 8 above) will lie with the
competitors. Other teachers will have to be assigned
to supervise the (student) spectators from each school.
Part of this supervision will include the lobby of the
Aquarena where the restrooms are located.
(Permission given by Avalon Consolidated School Board)
TASK III
MAINSTREAMING - FHYSlCAL EI:UCATION
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Task III
Newfoundland law nON states that the education of all children is
the responsibility of school boards in whose jurisdiction the students
reside. "All children" in this context refers not only to nonnal
children, but also to those children previously referred to as special
populations who, until recently, have been outside the jurisdiction and
control of school boards.
As a consequence of this legislation, children of special
populations are being integrated into the schools of this province, and
the modern physical education teacher is nON being presented with the
task of physically educating these students.
In order to accornrnodate this change in societal mood towards a
more humane approach to special populations, the problems of the
physical education teacher are, to some degree, being overlooked. 'The
decision making process involved in integrating "special needs"
children into physical education classes is in need of some over-haul
and one task within the internship will be concerned with addressing
this problem.
Prepare a progranune that will concern itself with the follONing:
a) A policy statement concerning the integration of
special population children into the educational
process under the jurisdiction of a school board.
b) A policy statement concerning the integration of
children, formally referred to as special
populations, into regular physical education
classes under the jurisdiction of the school board.
c) A process for collecting and evaluating all
relevant infonnation before children can corrunence
physical education activities during the nonnal
school day.
d) A process whereby all relevant and necessary
infonnation can be gathered and accessed by
teachers directly involved in decision making in
physical education activities for all children
within their school jurisdiction.
e) An inservice type progranune concerned with
providing teachers , involved in the teaching of
physical education in schools, with a means of
increasing their knONledge and expertise in the
area of educating children with special needs.
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The candidate researched the concepts of mainstreaming and
integration in relation to the Newfoundland educational system. A
review of literature was CClllpleted to provide some background
information into the realities of mainstreaming. '!he candidate placed
emphasis on integrating exceptional children into the physical
education envirornnent. The present Newfoundland Special Education
Policy Manual was used by the candidate as a guideline for devising the
policy statements.
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To possess a handicap is to be different from the majority.
'!here is a deep need in human bein;js to be one with and of
the community, and anything which prevents one from doin;j the
thin;js which others do, tends to isolate one... it affects
their relationships with other people... it affects other
people I s relationship with them.
(McMichael, 1971, p. 15)
Note on Tenninology
Mainstreaming, integration and nonnalization are three inter-
related tenns that may be used interchangeably to refer to the same
phenomenon, the social trend of brin;jin;j exceptional people into the
world of nonexceptional people. Mainstreaming is the more popular word,
but there has been some concern that children may be placed in the
mainstream and never really become part of it. Integration is becoming
part of the mainstream and implies joint efforts on behalf of special
and general educators to assist in meaningful integration. Normal-
ization is the "utilization of means which are as culturally normative
as possible, in order to establish, enable or support behaviours,
appearances, experiences and interpretations which are as culturally
normative as possible" (Wolfenberger, 1972). However, because of the
frequent use of these words, and the necessity of their use when
quotin;j others who use it repetitively, these inter-related tenus are
used interchangeably throughout this text, and should be construed to
mean the same process.
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'!he tenns bnpaired, disabled, arrl handicapped are often used
synonomously arrl interchangeably. '!he tenn exceptional student is also
used to describe children with 'special needs'. Scx::iety categorizes and
stereotypes. It imposes labels, particularly upon individuals with
various physical, mental, emotional, arrl scx::ial conditions. The
definition of exceptional children given in the Special Education
Policy Handbook (1987) will be used as reference to this paper, to
include all exceptional children. '!he definition states:
A student whose behavioral , communicative, intellectual,
physical, or multiple exceptionalities are such that shejhe
is considered by the pro::JTIll1U1le plannin::J team of a school to
need a special education pro::JTIll1U1le. '!he term exceptional
refers to both handicapped arrl gifted students.
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Introduction
Until recent tiIres, the fate of the handicapped was one of social
indifference and neglect. Today, there are substantial, if not dramatic
changes in social attitudes tcMard the handicapped. These changes may
be credited to the advance in medicine and psycholexy, to broader
htnnanitarianism, increased litigation, and to changes in federal and
provincial laws.
'!he past thirty years have witnessed an increasing interest and
involvement in the education of exceptional children in all stages of
development. Generally the creation of societies in which handicapped
persons can enjoy productive and fulfilling lifestyles is now seen as
an inperative, rather than a dream (Ward, 1980).
At the turn of the century, when the first special classes were
established, segregated special classroom envirorunents were the most
favored pattern for the delivery of education to exceptional children
(Chafforn, 1974; Kavale, 1979). In recent years, there has been
increasing doubt concerning the validity of segregated special classes
(Kavale, 1979; lane, 1972; Orristopolas & Renz, 1969; Dunn, 1968).
Thus, there has been a movement away from special schools for
exceptional children, and even partial integration is now being
overshadowed by a move to "nonnalize" the educational envirorunent of
these children into the regular classrooms as much as possible (Weins,
1974; Doll, 1973). '!he self-contained special classes are no longer the
primary fonn of education for exceptional children (Gickling &
Theobald, 1975).
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Definition of Mainst:rea:min:
Mainstreaming as officially defined and approved by the CoW1cil
for Exceptional Orildren's Delegate Assembly (1976) is as follows:
An educational placement procedure for exceptional children
based on the conviction that each child should be educated in
the least restrictive environment in which his or her
educational and related needs can be satisfactorily
addressed. '!his concept recognizes that exceptional children
have a wide range of special educational needs, vary greatly
in intensity and duration; that there is a recognized
continuum of educational settings which may, at a given time,
be appropriate, for an individual child's needs; that to the
maximLnn extent appropriate, exceptional children should be
educated with non-exceptional children and that special
classes, separate schooling, or other removal of an
exceptional child from education with nonexceptional children
should occur only when the intensity of the child I s special
education and related needs is such that they cannot be
satisfied in an environment including nonexceptional
children, even with the provision of supplementary aids and
services. (p. 8).
Kaufman, et al. (1975) gives a definition of mainstreaming as:
'!he temporal, instructional and social integration of
eligible, exceptional children with nomal peers. It is based
on an ongoing, individually determined educational needs
assessment requiring clarification of responsibility for co-
ordinated planning and programming by regular and special
education, administrative, instructional and support
personnel. (p. 3).
'!he definition Kaufman uses provides a vision of how mainstreaming
should operate and suggests a number of asstmptions and beliefs that
shape our understanding of mainstreaming. It points toward an
operational philosophy of mainstreaming in which:
1. Every child, regardless of handicap, should be educated on the
basis of individual learning needs.
2. It is preferable for an exceptional child to be educated with
nonexceptional peers where possible.
3. Integration occurs in all areas of school experience--temporal,
instructional and social.
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4. Appropriate programmes can be providecl for all children in a
mainstrearned classroom.
5. Regular classroom teachers can learn to educate exceptional
children with the right supports.
6. SUpport services will be providecl to mainstrearned children and
their teachers.
7. Special programmes will be set up to meet the special eclucational
needs of exceptional children in the regular classroom.
8. Education is strengthenecl by unit~ the skills of general and
special education.
'!hus, integration strives to provide the most appropriate
education for each child in the least restrictive environment. It
consists of educat~ exceptional and nonexceptional children in the
same classroom but provides special educational services based on
specific needs rather than on one category of harrlicap. Integration is
not a return of all exceptional children to the regular classroom, but
a process which creates alternatives to help educators serve
exceptional children in the regular sett~ with the supportive
services they require.
Develqmert: of Mainstrea:m:in:
Integration began to gain prominerx::e after the pass~ of Public
law 94-142, (Education for all Handicapped Children), in the Unitecl
states in 1975. '!his legislation mandatecl that all children in the
country between the ages of three and seventeen, have the right to an
education in the "least restrictive environment" , wherein their
learn~ and relatecl needs can be satisfactorily met. Both state and
individual school districts are required by law to make it possible for
..
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children with special needs to receive lTOSt, if not all, of their
education in regular classrooms with their "nonnal" peers (Wang, 1981).
It should be noted, however, that while the impetus for
mainstreaming in the united states carre from the courts, and state
governmental policies (Reynolds, 1974; Yaffe, 1979; Basazi et al.,
1979; Kaufman, 1975), it becarre popularized in canada as a result of
the changing attitude in the North American educational conununity about
educating the special needs student.
Evidence of the extent to which a mainstreaming philosophy has
been accepted by canadian educational authorities is apparent from an
examination of a number of major reports published by several agencies,
provincial governments, and teacher organizations.
A 1971 report, published by the canadian Council for Exceptional
Children declared that "the current errphasis on universal education and
the right of every child to be educated to the maximum of his ability
means that every teacher will frequently, and may continuously, have
exceptional children as members of his class" (Council for Exceptional
Children, 1971).
'!he findings and conclusions of a joint Atlantic provinces report
(1973), to the Ministers of Education reflected the same philosophy.
'!he first reconunendation of the report was:
That the government of the Atlantic Provinces recognize and
endorse the right of all handicapped persons to be educated
to the maximum of their potential and develop a comprehensive
range of services and prograITllOOS sufficient to meet the
educational needs of all handicapped persons. (p. 135).
'!he report goes on to recommerrl that, ''wherever possible and practical,
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handicapped persons be educated in regular school progrannnes" (Crocker
& Riggs, 1979).
'!be author of a white paper entitled "Opportunities for the
Handicapped" (1974) Goverrunent of New Brunswick, observed that while
special classes may be required for a few educable mentally handicapped
children, the majority should be helped in the regular classroom.
'!be Goverrunent of Saskatchewan in 1977, in its Special Education:
A Manual of Legislation, Regulations, Policies, curl Guidelines stated
that:
When integration in a regular class setting is possible and
profitable, it should be the predominant mode of education.
(p. 9).
'!be Montreal Teachers' Association Task Force on Special Education
(1978) reconunended that "Integration should be a goal at every level of
the educable mentally harrlicapped programme".
A 1980 report corrunissioned by the British Coltnnbia Teachers I
Federation revealed that sixty-five percent of British Columbia
teachers anticipated the placement of special needs children in their
classrooms in the following two years. '!be report pointed out, however,
that anticipation does not iJrplY readiness for or acceptance of
mainstreaming.
In the province of Ontario, legislation exists which makes the
provision of special education a specific responsibility of school
boards curl requires that special education fonn part of the nomal
school programme. Handicapped children must be integrated wherever
...
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possible, into the regular school envirornnent rather than segregated in
separate buildings (Perry, 1985).
'!he 1982 Annual General Meetirg of the Newfoundland Teachers I
Association strongly supported the notion of mainstreaming. "We feel
that urrler the right corrlitions, it would not only be possible, but
educationally desirable."
In 1984, the Deparbnent of Education put together a Task Force to
examine the issue of Integration and Education. '!he purpose of the
study was to develop policies, procedures, resources, personnel,
places, and educational practices which would ensure that exceptional
children would receive an appropriate education. One major intention
of this task force was to design an education that would comply with
their strengths and needs as individuals placed in the least
restrictive or most enhancirg envirornnent (Newfoundland Teachers
Association, 1988).
Until recently, mainstreaming has been advanced in canada without
the direct aid of legislation. In 1985, section 15 of the canadian
O1arter of Rights and Freedoms became law. Section 15 (1) clearly
states that:
Every individual is equal before the law and has a right to
the equal protection and equal benefit of the law without
discrimination and in particular without discrimination based
on race and national or ethnic origin, color, religion, sex,
age or mental or physical disability.
section 15 (2) states:
SUbsection (1) does not preclude any law, programme, or
activity that has as its objective the amelioration of
conditions of disadvantaged because of race and national or
ethnic origin, color, religion, sex, age or mental or
physical disability.
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As bnplied in this legislation, persons with physical or mental
disabilities cannot be denied the right to an education. '!hus, in
canada, the integration of exceptional children into the regular
educational milieu is n.cM policy. CUrrent!y, six Provinces have some
fonn of mandatory legislation regarding exceptional children. '!he other
Provinces and the two Territories have pennissive legislation, bnplying
that they may provide services, but are under no legal obligation to do
so (Goguen, 1980).
Mainstreaming is the rrDSt prevalent pattern of instnlctional
organization for Special Education programming. Nearly seventy-seven
percent of canadian exceptional children are placed in integrated
classroom settings (Council of Ministers of Education, 1983).
Approximately fifteen percent require special educational service at
some point during their school career.
'Ihe Newfcmrllani ani Labrador Perspective
In the past, the education of exceptional children was the
responsibility of several Provincial departments (Education, Health,
and Corrmmity and Social Services) and Associations dealing with
specific disabilities. This responsibility has been shifted to the
Department of Education and in recent years, the education of
exceptional children has been turned over to the local school boards
through Provincial statutes.
In Newfoundland and Labrador, the basic statutes which express the
rights of the handicapped student, include the Schools' Act, the
Department of Education Act, and '!he Buildings Accessibility Act.
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In 1979, the Province of Newfouncllam am Labrador enacted the
following amendment to the Schools' Act (R.S.N.) 1970 in which S.
12 (a) (1) stated:
Every School Board shall ••. organize the means of insb:ucting
children who for any physical or mental cause require special
classes either by the establishment of special classes in its
schools or by making arran:]ements with another school board
or with any educational body or authority within canada for
the education of such children.
'!he Department of Education Act, section 50(1) states:
'!he Minister may, if he considers it necessary,
school to be established in any hospital or similar
institution operated by or for the Department of Health am
in any prison or similar institution operated by the
Department of Justice.
'!he &1ildings Accessibility Act, (1981), has several provisions that
further eliminate the obstacles that once stood in the way of the
harxlicapped person's right to equality am, in particular, education:
Section 4 states:
Every public building be accessible to physically disabled
persons am shall corrply with the requirements for building
standards for physically disabled persons contained in the
National &1ilding Code of canada, 1980 am with the &1ilding
Standards for the Harxlicapped, 1980.
Administrative law includes the formal rules am regulations
developed by the Department of Education, or School Boards in
corrpliance with federal am provincial statutory law. '!he Aims of
Public Education for Newfouncllam am Labrador state:
Education is the process by which human beings are enabled to
achieve their fullest am best development both as private
individuals am as members of human society.
Every school board under the auspices of the Newfoundlam government,
must provide opportunities for all children, including exceptional
children, to develop to their fullest potential.
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In 1986, the Department of Education released a draft edition of a
Special Education Policy Manual. with the release of this draft, they
actively sought reaction from the educational field. On the basis of
this reaction some changes were nade, arrl the finalized edition of the
Special Education Policy Manual was released in June, 1987. This policy
provides a IOCldel for the devele>prtelt of school district policies arrl
procedures for special education services. Specific guidelines dealing
with the responsibility of school districts for special education
services arrl the process of screening, identification, referral,
assessment, arrl progrannne iIrplementation are outlined in this policy
handbook. '!he intent of this policy is to m:JVe the special needs
student into the integrated environment whenever appropriate.
'!he plan for integration as developed by the Department of
Education reconunends that once a student with special needs has been
identified arrl assessed, a detailed Individual Progranune Plan (IPP)
will be developed for that child. As a result of this plan (IPP) , team
members would decide on the appropriate educational environment which
is best suited to the student's needs. Team members must then evaluate
the extent arrl quality of integration resulting from the iIrplementation
of the student's progrannne in the most "enhancing environment". The
policy clearly states that ''when an exceptional student is integrated
into a regular class, the individual progrannne planning team is
responsible for ensuring that the placement is appropriate arrl that
support services are provided" (Special Education Policy Manual, 1987).
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Mainstreaming is a very complex concept at both the theoretical
an:l the practical levels. Mainstreaming involves changing the policies,
structures , administrative behaviours, teaching practices, languages
an:l classification system, an:l referral an:l placement procedures of the
entire public school system (Paul, 'I\u:nbull, an:l Cruikshank, 1977).
Mainstreaming must never be the placing of handicapped children
into classrooms without support. However, in many school systems,
mainstreaming has been ilnplemented by the wholesale return of I special
needs'students from special to regular classes an:l with limited
planning an:l training, no monitoring an:l a total lack of alternatives
for teachers an:l students. '!his process can best be described as
dunping rather than mainstreaming (Paul, 'I\u:nbull & cruikshank, 1977).
It is this type of procedure that causes teacher concern.
cruckshank (1977) has conunented that many educators have leaped on
the bandwagon of mainstreaming without thoroughly examining the
underlying educational issue. According to Kaufman et al. (1975), the
organizational, administrative an:l instructional components of
mainstreaming progranunes have not been given adequate attention because
of the emphasis placed on the legal, philosophical an:l social concerns
of mainstreaming. '!bus, the burden of mainstreaming is hoisted on the
shoulders of regular classroom teachers to make integration a success,
without changing the current structure of the schools. Bogdan (1983)
concluded:
For the most part, mainstreaming is ilnplemented by
integrating students without changing the schools. With a few
notable exceptions, mainstreaming in the schools we studied,
meant the piecemeal addition of children defined as disabled
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to classes of their nonharrlicapped peers. '!he children were
add-ons to existing arrangements. New programmes were
appendages to the school system without alterations to its
structure and values. Criteria for successful programmes
included fitting into the existing arrangements. (p. 428).
Unfortunately, unless furrlamental changes occur in regular
education, there is little likelihood that students being returned to
the nainstream will be any more successful than they were before the
advent of special classes. Many special educators have bnplemented a
number of programmes to assist in the nainstreaming movement,
(individualized prograrnmeming, cooperative activities, adapted
environments), preparing regular classroom teachers and providing
consultative help. HCMever, if nainstreaming is going to work, a
concerted effort by the school district and teachers must be nade to
explore ways of naking the underlying organizational structure of the
schools more flexible and ac:::cxJllU'lPdating. '!he objectives inherent in the
nainstreaming movement nay never be fully realized until special and
regular educators become willing to pool their expertise and resources
to develop a strong, flexible regular education structure that
ac:::cxJllU'lPdates for individual differences. As Gilhool (1976) has noted:
Mainstreaming should not bnply an integration of students
defined as special into the Imltual sameness of traditional
regular education, but rather the nainstream itself should be
designed to appreciate differences, celebrate differences and
ac:::cxJllU'lPdate for differences. (p. 10)
Misconceptions and negative attitudes on the part of any of the
people involved in the nainstreaming process nay jeoPardize the success
of the exceptional child in the nainstream. Educators must take into
account "that too often the disabled are more handicapped by the
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attitudes arrl misbeliefs of the nonharrlicafPErl than they are by their
~ corrlition" (Stewart, 1983). Also, when people are faced with more
work, tboo demands arrl more challenJes, in an already filled
occupation, one easily develops a negative attitude. In a study of
calgary mainstreamin:::J, the nost mentioned factor that would cause
difficulty in prorroting successful integration was a negative teacher
attitude (canadian Institute for Research, 1978). '!hus, the
administration must the tead1er of adequate s~rt arrl
assistance. It must offer alternatives in cases of unsuccessful
placements. '!he administration must pruvide for tead1ers' aides, relief
tboo (for planning arrl atterrling conferences), inservice training arrl
other pre-requisites deemed necessary by the tead1ers involved. Only
if the administration <JUara.I1tees its supp::>rt in these ways, can it hope
to foster a positive teacher attitude (Keesmaat, 1985).
Another consideration essential to the iIrplementation of
mainstreamin:::J is the need for classroom rrodifications. '!here is a need
for a leMered p1pil-tead1er ratio. '!his is desirable at any tboo in
education, rot it is absolutely crucial in mainstreamiTX:J. The Hamilton
Board of Education (1981) believes that the p1pil-tead1er ratio must be
adjusted so that the harrlicap of the integrated student must be taken
into ac:camt or there will be a progtClllUToE! breakd~ arrl the
integration will fail. Also, there should be guidelines for a limit on
the rn.nnber of disabled d1ildren in one class. HCMarth (1982) believes,
"it is unfair to all the children in the classroan to place more than
three exceptional d1ildren in the classroom. II
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One problem facing school boards is the financial burden of
nainstreaming. In tilres of budget restraints ani multiple cutbacks,
school boards nay fim. it difficult to properly fulfill the bUdgetary
requirement for nainstreaming.
Research has not yet produced conclusive evidence about the nerits
of nainstreaming, but it has demonstrated that there are many variables
detennining the success or failure of a nainstreaming progranune. All
too frequently inportant variables are being neglected when schools
begin to nainstrearn. As a result, there are many reports of exceptional
children not being able to handle education in the regular classroom,
because the PrograIl'll'lES set up for them failed to take into account one
or more of the complexities of the nainstreaming process. Very few
researchers are willing to conclude from these failures that
nainstreaming is not worthwhile. While SOJre professionals have
questioned the workability ani success of current nainstreaming
practices (Johnson, 1983; Gottlieb; ani Heller, 1983), few question the
underlying philosophical value inherent in the nainstreaming movement.
As pointed out by one prominent researcher, Bogdan (1983) believes
nainstreaming as a concept is positive ani a worthwhile goal. '!he
difficulty of nainstreaming successfully is the c:onuni.tment schools must
make to ensure that integration PrograIl'll'lES are allotted the time,
resources, ani attention that they need to work well.
Clearly the message that emerges is that a philosophical
conunitment to the concepts of nainstreaming on the part of educators
must be sufficient enough to assure success. Efforts must be nade to
identify key issues or obstacles before any atteITpt at nainstreaming.
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If not, failure to do so may subject many teachers and children to a
painful educational experience.
Integratin:J into Ihysical Etlucaticn
If the premise 'that education is for all' is correct, and
educators believe that it is, it should follow that we must give
everyone the opportunity to develop skills (Wiseman, 1982). Education
should not only strive for the academic development of a child, but for
the physical development as well. '!he am of physical education must
have its base in the framework of general education. Williams (1964)
has described the classic am of physical education as:
fhysical Education should am to provide skilled leadership
and adequate facilities which will afford an opportunity for
the individual or group to act in situations which are
physically wholesome, mentally stilnulating and satisfying and
socially sound.
,Adaptive fhysical Education' is a phrase used to describe the
participation of individuals who require support to engage in
culturally nonnative physical activity. According to silnard and Wall
(1980), the domain of adapted physical activity extends to the work
done by medical professionals, rehabilitation specialists,
psychologists, educators and social workers, by providing opportunities
for the disabled to benefit from participation in physical activities.
A large body of research exists stating that physical education is
not only extremely ilrportant to a child's physical developrrent, but may
also be instn1rnental in a child's cognitive development (carlson, 1982;
stein, 1973; Pangraze, 1982; Hauabenstricker, 1982). '!his evidence
should indicate that adaptive physical education must became a part of
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the mainstreaming movement, if physical educators are to fulfill
responsibilities and achieve goals to help all children reach their
full potential of self-sufficiency. '!his would make it possible for
I special needs children' to enter into and become productive members of
society, as happy self-confident people.
Ihysical education, as a discipline, is not limited to the
physical aspects of hl.llllan developrrent. It is concerned with the total
development, utilizing unique opportunities through a medium of
movement. '!he development of an individual takes place through three
learning domains: cognitive, affective, and psychomotor. '!hese domains
include four traditional development objectives in physical education:
intellectual, emotiOnal, neuromuscular, and organic.
'!he cognitive domain involves development in intellectual
capabilities, thinking, gaining knowledge, fonning ideas, making
jUdgments, forming concepts, solving problems, analyzing and
synthesizing. '!he affective domain involves the development of
emotions, expression of attitude, values, interest, ideals, and
appreciation of movement. '!he psychomotor domain involves neuromuscular
and organic developrrent of skill, strength and endurance. A person who
en::Jages in physical activity involves all three domains. '!hese domains
of learning and development may help to reaffinn physical education
goals and philosophy, establish specific objectives, select appropriate
programmes and evaluate outcomes.
Ihysical fitness is vital to all aspects of every child's
developrrent. Kirchner (1981) describes physical fitness as:
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sufficient energy to carry out daily tasks with enough energy
left over for extra curricular activities, arrl to meet
emergencies. (p. 81).
Researchers have also revealed the iltp:>rtance of regular exercise
in the development of a child's bones, muscles, arrl all other bodily
systems and organs (carlson, 1982). !hysical educators need to take
avnership for the physical education of handicapped students. It is
their responsibility to work in conjunction with the rehabilitation
professionals to expand programme offerings beyond therapeutic exercise
(Winnick, 1986). In addition, bone width and mineralization are
increased by exercise; whereas, inactivity decreases mineralization and
functional growth. Adult health problems may also be linked to
sedentary childhood activity patterns.
Bailey (1983), published a paper on the necessity for young
children to engage in physical activity. '!his paper which was based on
extensive research concluded that:
a) physical activity is necessary to support nonnal growth in
children;
b) inactivity as a child can have a bearing on the functional
capacity of a mature adult, and may be directly related to a
mnnber of adult health problems;
c) motivation towards activity should be developed at an early
age to ensure future adult participation in physical
activity, and;
d) learning in the classroom may be enhanced and supported by
participation in activities outside the classroom.
Activity and vigorous participation in physical education,
recreation and sport also helps individuals develop socially,
emotionally and psychologically (carlson, 1982). '!he gymnasitnn-
playground site is perhaps the most efficient social learning
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laboratory at the teacher's disposal. Meanirgful experiences nay be
designed in the areas of ethical corrluct, self-discipline, and group
interaction. Dickenson and Perkins (1985) believe that the school
plays a significant role in encouraging harxlicapped students to be
involved in physical activity. '!he physical education progranune offers
the opportunity to experience the inherent pleasure of being physically
active. It is this inherent quality that provides the intrinsic
motivation to continue involvement in physical activities.
Integration will help provide the exceptional child with access to
a broader range of experiences. In non-segregated settings,
expectations are assumed to be higher and instructors and coaches are
assumed to be more knowledgeable about their sport or activity
(Watkinson & Titus, 1986). '!he opportunity for the harxlicapped student
to obsEllve and interact with skilled Peers is believed to lead to
higher levels of achievement in the cognitive, social, emotional and
motor domains. Also, exposure to handicapPed children nay reduce the
unfavorable attitudes and iIrpressions held by nonhandicapPed Peers,
Parents, and teachers. Favorable attitudes, nourished by contact with
the harxlicapped student, will be reflected in the increased sensitivity
to a wide range of individual differences. Social acceptance, tolerance
and understanding are presumed to lead, in turn, to enhanced self-
concept of the handicapPed child (Watkinson & Titus, 1986). These self-
concept ingredients are largely based on social interaction
experiences, and no other area of the curriculum deals with these
experiences more than physical education.
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'!he adjustments which are necessary for the harrlicapped students
are similar to changes a physical educator would make intuitively for
the differing needs of individuals in any physical education class.
Adaptations for the harrlicapped differ only in degree. However, the
physical educator must understand the nature of the disability before
attempting to adjust to it. A good COImlIUl1i.cation between the teacher,
administration, pupil, parents, and other COImlIUl1i.ty agencies is vital.
'!he potential benefits to be gained by the exceptional child
through physical education are diversified. Fhysical education can
provide educators with an excellent avenue for the development of the
total child. By becoming infonned and making use of sound teaching
techniques, educators need not fear the mainstreaming of exceptional
children into the physical education classroom. Instead, educators can
lCXJk toward the contributions available to these children.
Mizen and Liton (1980, p. 63-65) have suggested some ideas useful
in designing a healthy physical education progranune for exceptional
children in a mainstreaming progranune.
a) Prepare an envirornnent in which individual differences are
respected. Differences must not be ignored or prejudiced, or
misunderstandings and fear will prevail. Confront differences by
encouraging students to ask questions in behaviorally stated
tenns. simulate handicapping conditions to help students
understand what their disabled peers experience. Discuss why
people mock others. Help children understand why the disabled
child has limitations and to see that he is more like other
children than different from them.
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b) Eliminate established practices which unwitti.ngly contribute to
ernbarrassrrent am failure. Fhysical activities should be flexible
enough to allow students to perfonn at their own level. Avoid
havi.ng students select their own teams in front of the class.
Elimination games, in which unskilled children are frequently
sidelined, must also be avoided.
c) auld self-esteem or ego st.rergth. It is iInportant to help a child
develop self-esteem within a realistic framework of abilities.
Help disabled children build self-acceptance by making them aware
of their personal effectiveness. Teach the child not to fear
mistakes but to see them as an opportunity to learn. Help the
child see am believe in personal s'trergths. Assist the child in
making an assessment of personal traits am abilities in physical
education class. Provide as many opportunities for success as
possible by teachi.ng at the child I S level of perfonnance. Set
realistic expectations for the exceptional child. Use positive
reinforcement.
d) Provide individual assistance am keep children active. Peer
tutori.ng through the use of the buddy system, can help develop
both children. Provide supplementary services when possible by
breaking down motor skills in a developmental, sequential,
problem-solvi.ng manner. Use fitness am motor ability stations to
keep all children active while providi.ng individual assistance.
e) Group the children accorcli.rg to ability to allow for mastery
teachi.ng. It is essential to provide time for the harrlicapped
child am other with similar abilities to successfully perfonn a
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skill before movirg on to the next. Allow the more able students
to participate in more advanced drills or to begin the actual game
while less-abled students inprove at their own pace. Sound
teachirg techniques in any physical education programrre inply
adaptirg the curriculum to meet the needs of all children.
f) Alter and adapt. Modify the rules and equipment. If an atmosphere
of respect for individual differences has been established,
students will accept modifications for handicapped peers.
Encourage class members to discuss the best, fairest way to alter
activities and equipment. Mainstreaming children with handicapped
conditions is c:orrplex. '!he teacher must atte:rrpt to explore ways to
overcome obstacles. Help students accept their handicapped peers.
Assist the child with a handicap in buildirg self-acceptance and
greater confidence. Incorporate teachi.rg techniques which help
meet the individual needs of the handicapped child.
Guidelines for Iblicy on Integration
In the Special Education Iblicy Manual published by the Government
of Newfoundland and Labrador, section 2.A.1. states:
Each school board should assign direct responsibility for the
support and delivery of Special Education services at the
superintendency level.
'!he co-ordinator of special services and the superintendent
(assistant) responsible for Special services are responsible for the
preparation of a policy manual. '!he school board is responsible for
approvirg the policy. Any changes to the policy manual should be
approved by the board not later than March 31st. of each year. Once
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approved, each school in the district should receive at least one copy.
A copy of each board I s policy manual should be sent to the Division of
Special Education services by April 15th. of each year. section 2 .A. 2
in the Special Education Policy Manual states:
Each school district should prePare a manual of policies and
procedures which... a) states the current philosophy and
policies of the board regarding the education of exceptional
children; b) outlines the nature and extent of existing
programmes; and c) clearly defines a projected conunibnent of
the provision of services to exceptional students, in keeping
with the intent of provincial policies. '!his manual should be
revised annually.
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Policy statement on Integration
utopian SChool Board
'!he Utopian SChool Board supports fully the concept of mainstreami.ng
and integrating students into the re:JUlar avenues of the school
whenever such integration is to the benefit of the student I s
intellectual, psycho-social, physical and errotional development.
'!he philosophy of this SChool Board is that all children are equal.
'!hus, every abled or disabled child, should have an equal opportunity
in receiving a quality education in the IOOSt enhancing envirorunent.
'!he Board believes that a team approach is vital in the assessment,
progranuneming and placement of children with special needs. '!he Board
feels that the special education team, including school system and
Board personnel, should direct attention to providing individualized
personal plans for each child being assessed as having 'special needs'.
'!his should involve: proper referrals, assessments, development of
individual prograrnrre plan, pre and post testing for diagnostic and
master purposes, a variety of teaching techniques, and adequate record-
keeping.
'!he Board believes that the ~is in the primary grades should be
put on the diagnostic and preventive aspects of learning problems in
the academic, social, cultural, and errotional areas.
'!he Board believes that teachers appointed to teach special needs
children, should not only be adequately trained in academics, but
display a deep urrlerstanding and desire to work with these children.
'!he Board believes that all teachers should make every attempt to keep
abreast of current trends, prograrnrres, and recorrnnended teaching
techniques in dealing with special needs children, to ensure that the
needs of these students are being met.
'!he Board believes that a valuable conununication system must exist
between the school, the special needs team, the parents, students and
other community agencies, for all to provide the "most enhanced"
educational envirorunent for the special needs child.
'!he Board feels that it is their duty to provide ' in-service' to
teachers assigned to special needs children. Topics covered will
reflect teachers' needs in dealing with these children.
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Fhysical Education Iblicy statement
section 12 (f) of the SChools I Act (1970), states:
All school boards must...organize and carry out a properly
supervised progranune of Fhysical Education.
Thus, the Province legislates the authority and responsibility for
carrying out physical education to all school boards. '!he General Aims
of Education en<::X:lll'paSS the development of the child I s physical and
recreational needs. These two specific aims state:
We believe that one who has achieved his fullest and best
development as an individual, is one who, to the best of his
ability:
(f) has learned to occupy his leisure hours in keeping with his
personal interests and capacities, and in a manner which is
consistent with his moral and social duties;
(g) is possessed of physical health, and a kn<:Mledge of, and
respect for, his physical body i as well as a desire and a
kn<:Mledge of how to take care of it and its functions.
Higgs, Anderson, Shelley, Quick, Noseworthy, OlUrchill, Ilmdrigan,
Tobin, and Drover (1987) reported that seventy percent of schools at
the primary, elementary and junior high levels of the province, fully
integrate their I special needs I students. At the senior high level,
there is more of a move towards having these students in separate
classes for physical education (Appendix A) .
The SChool Board believes physical education is an integral part of a
student I s total educational progranune. It is a body of knowledge which
encorrpasses development in the social, emotional, physical and fitness
domains of each and every child.
'!he SChool Board believes that ALL children should have the opportunity
to experiment with and discover new movements within an environment
that recognizes individual differences. '!he physical education
progranune should mirror the same goals and objectives of the normal
physical education progranune, but yet remain flexible in perfomance
expectations, methodology, and evaluative techniques.
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'!he SChool Board believes that when the exceptional child is integrated
into the mainstreamed Fhysical education programme, it will help
fulfill the individual needs of the child to the greatest possible
extent.
'!he School Board believes that because of the increased number of
exceptional children in our schools, Fhysical educators must modify or
adapt programmes so that every child has the opportunity to become
educated in Rlysical Education.
Goals of Integration into Fhysical Etiucatian
'!he involvement of 'special needs' students in physical education
classes will provide opportunities for:
1) '!he development and maintenance of physical fitness.
'Ihrough regular exercise, children can develop and maintain
bcxlies that resist illness and carry out daily activities without
fatigue. An understanding of the balance between exercise and dietary
intake is particularly important for a disabled student, who may be
more prone to a sedentary lifestyle.
2) '!he development of motor skills and their application in a variety
of Fhysical activities.
I Special needs' students require practice in learning how
their bcdies Il'OVe in space and what c::orrqJenSatory techniques may be
needed to ac:corrplish certain tasks. For exanple, students who have
lost the functional use of their legs and use crutches need to learn
how to Il'OVe in different directions, at different levels, and at
varying speeds. '!hey also need to experience losing their balance and
recovering. '!he Fhysical education programme should provide an
opportunity for students to learn and understand their Il'OVement
limitation and to work within them.
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3) '!he development of knowledge an:l urrlerstan:tin:J related to
physical activity.
,Special needs' students need to urrlerstarrl rules,
strategies, movement principles, training techniques, an:l the level of
skill an:l practice required to become a proficient perfonner in
relation to their special needs.
4) The development of social skills.
'!he physical education setting provides an opportunity for
students to interact spontaneously with one another, an opportunity
that may not be as prevalent in other subject areas. I Special needs'
students who feel comfortable in a physical activity setting will
develop social skills that will facilitate their entry into many other
social activities with peers.
5) Develop IXJSitive attitudes an:l appreciation
'!he 'special needs' student should recognize the brportance
of fitness an:l physical activity for a healthy lifestyle. Disability
need not dictate a sedentary lifestyle. Students need to have
successful experiences in physical education in order to develop
IXJSitive attitudes towards activity. (Alberta Education, 1985).
SUccessful mainstreaming of disabled students into the regular
physical education prograIlllOO will not occur automatically. The
'special needs' student who is involved in the mainstreaming process
must be successfully integrated rather than merely included in physical
education (Winnick, 1978). However, too much enphasis has been placed
on the concept an:l not enough on the process. Too often, mainstreaming
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is unsuccessful because of the inadequate planni.n] by all professionals
who should be involved. Many professionals believe that physical
education is the most obvious am. appropriate arena to host initial
student mainstreaming atteIrpts (Iavay am. DePaepe, 1987). Teaching
children in a mainstreamed physical education programme requires a
great deal of planni.n], co-operation, am. conununication. several
factors need to be considered before placing a 'special needs I child in
the regular school setting. An assessment of the individual's abilities
is ParalllOunt before a decision can be justly administered. The
considerations for appropriate placement in physical education may
outweigh the considerations in any other discipline. '!he student, not
only has to display a minimal competency level am. appropriate
affective behaviour, but also has to display some psychomotor ability.
Motor ability, motor fitness, physical fitness, am. perceptual-motor
development are all additional factors which complicate the placement
decision in physical education.
A quality educational programme should be based on an assessment
of the student I s abilities am. potential rather than upon a diagnostic
label or a listing of deficiencies. labelling may lead to the
conclusion that all students who have a Particular disability have
similar needs. Each child is unique am. the learning needs am.
potential of that child must be assessed on an individual basis. The
goal of the assessment is to establish an educational plan compatible
with the needs, interests am. abilities of that person.
Assessment should include self-concept, confidence, social
relationships as well as the creative, affective, cognitive am.
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physical development of the student. A variety of fornal and infornal
methods and sources can be used to collect infornation concerning the
child. '!hese tools would include infornal and standardized tests,
interviews, home visits, checklists, a.nnulative records, vision and
hearing tests, fornal individual psychological tests, physical
examinations by medical specialists, observations, etc. '!hese
assessments may be completed within the school and with other
professionals in outside organizations. HOINever , specially trained
individuals should carry out this assessment.
A team approach to mainstreaming students in physical education is
crucial in detennining the educational needs of an exceptional child.
'!his "physical education decision-rraking team" can analyze the
assessment report and decide the best course of action to take
concerning the child. Each school's physical education decision-rraking
team should consist of: the principal, the physical education
ordinator (chairperson) , the school co-ordinator responsible for
assessment, the physical education teacher, resource specialists, any
special education teachers specifically concerned with the student, the
parent, student (where appropriate), and any other professionals whose
expertise is deemed necessary. '!he exact composition of the team is
flexible and will vary according to the child whose needs are being
considered.
Interpretation of the assessment results will assist the teacher
in establishing goals for the student I s progranune. '!he infornation
gathered from an assessment should include:
1) proficiency in using assistive devices (wheelchair, crutches);
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2) hesitancy to participate (fears, dislike of physical activity);
3) degree of body control (extra time needed to initiate a movement,
muscle tone, balance, reaction time, efficiency of movement) ;
4) fatigue factors (fitness level);
5) maneuverability (ability to ~e direction, speed of mobility) ;
6) past involvement in physical activity;
7) level of fundamental motor skills;
8) medical restrictions placed on rhysical activity;
9) social interaction with peers, and;
10) communication skills.
To guarantee mainstreaming success in physical education, the team
must act as a manager for setting the stage long before the handicapPed
student enters physical education. ProPer psychomotor assessment of
students to be mainstreamed is parammmt. Without it, systerratic
individualized programming is lost. student strengths and needs must
be determined first before a decision can be made regarding placement
in the least restrictive envirornnent. Without a proper physical
education assessment, the team will be unaware of the student's present
level of functioning and unable to convey a realistic profile of the
student.
'!he committee should consider every factor related to placement
such as age, interest, capacity, peer acceptability, available
resources, contra-indicated exercises, and the physical constraints of
the school. '!he placement of a student should reflect hisjher academic,
vocational, psychosocial, emotional and physical needs, and be
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cognizant of irrlividual interests an:i special talents that the child
has.
'!he intent of the arnlUal assessment prograrmre is to help in
designing an irrlividual prograrmre plan (IPP) for every exceptional
child. The information gained from the assessment of the student's
performance is used to:
a) establish objectives for the student;
b) establish expectations for performance based on the disabling
condition;
c) select appropriate activities for integration;
d) Irodify the environment an:i equipnent;
e) select criteria for monitoring progress; an:i
f) establish teaching style(s) that would be effective.
In making the decision on the prograrmre for a particular child, a
mnnber of options in tenns of operation can be considered. '!he cascade
Model may be used (Appendix B). '!his cascade Model can be placed in a
hierarchy of levels. '!he options are regular class with support
services, regular class with additional instructional services, part-
tbne special class, full-tbne special class, special schools,
instruction at home, an:i instruction in an institutional setting.
Whichever method of mainstreaming is chosen, enphasis must be upon
the principle of irrlividualized learning. Each child's irrlividual
prograrmre plan must be carefully planned an:i monitored continuously,
for without this the most well-intended integration can become nothing
more than educational wirrlaw-dressing (Nesbit an:i Karagianis, 1982).
This means irrlividual assessment, irrlividual goal-setting, individual
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progrcnrnnes am continual appraisal am adjustment must be made
according to individual progress.
The infonna.tion collected am the outcome of the assessment must
be confidential to the !hysical Education Decision-making Team, school
administrators am teachers. Record-keeping should be organiZed so that
the infonna.tion is acx::essible at both the school (child's ctnnulative
records), am also at the SChool Board office. Only school PersOnnel
directly concerned with the child should have acx::ess to this
infonna.tion. '!he confidentially of these records is of ubnost
iInportance.
A data base can be effectively used for collecting am assessing
files on these exceptional children, but in times of fiscal restraint,
limited resources am geographical location, this may not be feasible.
Many teachers would rather see money used in the practical setting than
to have a data base that may only be utiliZed a few times a year.
Updating the data bank will use up a lot of co-ordinator' s time in
writing up the appraisal am then duplicating the appraisal into the
computer. '!he !hysical Education Co-ordinator would also have to
compete with other subject co-ordinators in using the data base.
A data base also tends to label children into classification,
which educators are trying to de-emphasize. '!here are so many variables
affecting each child's disability, that to label the child, may not, in
effect, help the child to reach hisjher full potential.
'!hus, the administrative process used within the Utopian School
District utilizes the exPerts in the field of physical education am
SPeCial education. '!he !hysical Education Co-ordinator would act as an
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infomation expert. through direct individual contact, report writing
and inservicing. '!he Fhysical Education Co-ordinator can add authority
to decisions of funding, resource allocations and programmeming. C0-
ordination of services is a key role as many people from within and
outside the school system may share a conunon interest in the student's
progress (parents, health professionals, special education teacher,
consultant for a particular disability, etc.). '!he Co-ordinator must
evaluate both the student's progranune and teacher I s perfomance to
ensure effectiveness. In consultation with the Special Education C0-
ordinator, the Fhysical Education Co-ordinator can help in the
assessment of the exceptional child in physical education. Both c0-
ordinators would be responsible for collecting all relevant and
necessary infomation of exceptional children mainstreamed into
physical education. '!he infomation received from the physical
education decision-making team and the assessment would be accessible
in both the school and school board office. '!he record file kept on
each child would consist of testing, reports relating to progress,
contra-indicated exercises, medical records, individual progranune plan,
periodic evaluation of progranune, and review of placement in school
system. caution must be taken in compiling each child I S report to
ensure that educators do not asSlllTle that all students who have a
particular disability have similar needs. Each child will have specific
needs and abilities that must be distinguished. '!he Fhysical Education
Co-ordinator or the Special Education Co-ordinator would be able to
assist teachers in planning the educational path the child will take.
'!he Fhysical Education Co-ordinator should participate directly and
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actively in designing the diagnostic-prescriptive approach to the
child I s physical education progranune. As chairperson of the R1ysical
Education Decision-making Team, the Co-ordinator may be the contact
person for arranging meetings whenever the need arises. Also the
R1ysical Education Co-ordinator may act as a liaison between the
R1ysical Education Teacher ani outside professionals working with the
exceptional child. Many t:ilnes, the R1ysical Educator may need to
obtain a health history of the child to assure accurate knowledge of
the child's illnesses, dysfunctions ani disabilities. Using the
liaison person, the infonnation may be gathered effectively ani
efficiently. Awareness of the services available ani the teacher's
willingness to ask for assistance are prerequisites to the success of
the R1ysical Education Co-ordinator' s role.
'!he following page exhibits a flow chart of the systenatic
procedures for integrating exceptional children into the physical
education progranune. Appendix C shows a decision model for diagnostic
teaching.
P.E.
P.E.
Provide input
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Systematic Procedures for Integrating
Exceptional arildren into Ihysical Education
Co-ordinator
!
Teacher
Gather all existing infonnation ~.-------~+
Assessment of student
.1. .. .
IhySlcal rcatlon Declslon-making Team
Ihysical Education Co-ordinator
Principal
Ihysical Educator
School Assessment Co-ordinator
Special Education Teachers
Parents
student (where appropriate)
o.>tside lfe5SionalS
Options for Ihysical Education Integration~1 / R=ros~,o= am
Individual Progranune Plan ~
(IPP) designed and contra-indicated
exercises [ inlividual disability
Progranune Delivery
Adaptive Ihysical Education
SUpport STices
Progranune Evaluation Every tri-semester
On-going evaluation in the fonn of ----.. or when need arises
supervision and consultation with
Ihysical Educator
SUrnmative evaluation by the Ihysical
Education Decision-making Team
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Inservioe for Ihysical .Etlucation Teadlers
'!he Department of Education Special Education Policy Manual,
section 2.C.6 states:
Each school district is responsible for the continuing
inservioe education of its special education personnel and
support personnel.
Educating students with exoeptional needs has become the focus of
much concern within the Newfoundland school system. '!he clilnate
setting, positive attitudes and professional skills of the teacher, all
play an important role in meeting the needs of the special learner.
Research indicates that practicing teachers generally do not feel
adequately prepared to iIrplerrent a mainstreamed physical education
prograrmne (Marston and Leslie, 1983). Professional physical educators
may lack both the competence and the confidence to adequately meet the
needs of exoeptional children placed into the mainstream physical
education prograrmne.
When exceptional children are placed in physical education, the
physical educators become lost in the anxiety and frustration of not
knowing haw to adjust. Many teachers raise questions regarding the
nature of the handicapping condition, restrictions on participation,
expectations of perfonnance, benefits of involverrent, preparation time,
equipment need, curricuhnn resources and available support services.
Unfortunately, direct and practical answers are often not available
from within the resources of the school district.
'!he peroeived degree of preparedness of teachers also appears to
be related to the nature of the student they will be teaching. As a
student moves along the continuum toward inclusion in the regular
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physical education prograrmne, the need for a trained generalist in
physical education with some backgrourrl in adaptive physical education
increases (Evans, 1986). Higgs, et al. (1987) reported that 76.5
percent of Newfourrlland teachers surveyed, did not believe that they
were adequately prepared in practical ways, to integrate children with
special needs.
Fbysical educators require campetencies in adaptive physical
education including assessment, prescriptive prograrmne planning,
instru.ctional techniques, curricultnn knowledge and disability awareness
that are difficult to obtain through traditional teacher training. A
cross-canada study completed by Walkinson and Bentz (1985) found that
of educators who taught physical education to the physically disabled
students, only two percent felt they were well prepared to do so. Sixty
percent felt they were inadequately prepared. Higgs, et al. (1987)
reported that 65 percent of physical education teachers surveyed in
Newfoundland, believed that their training in university courses
dealing with integration, were inadequate. Training received as a
volunteer or through cormnunity groups was perceived as inadequate by
46.1 percent and 33.3 percent respectively. A study by Larrivee (1981)
of inservice training supports the iItp:>rtance of increased experience
and contact with exceptional children in conjunction with the knowledge
attairnnent and specific skill acquisition in fonnation of more positive
attitudes. Higgs et al. (1987), found that 94.3 percent of physical
education teachers surveyed in Newfourrlland, perceived a need for
inservice for integrating students with special needs.
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Poor teacher training is often named as the number one negative
aspect of mainstreaming. University courses dealing with mainstreaming
should be part of the fhysical Education Degree Progranune. '!hese
courses should be designed to provide more direct contact with
exceptional children and help potential teachers work with a variety of
disabilities and with the available educational resources.
Inservice training provides the best results when presented on an
on-going basis to keep physical education teachers abreast of the
latest developments. '!his training may be in the fonn of a workshop,
course, lecture or clinic. Reinforcement of these inservice sessions is
vital to the irrplementation of integration. All professional staff must
share the same philosophy if integration is to be successful. '!his
training should include teachers, teacher aides, volunteers from
outside agencies, experts in the field, and administrators so that a
co-ordinated effort among those concerned with the educational process
will yield optimal results. '!hese inservice sessions should be held in
conjunction with several other agencies dealing with SPeCial needs
children. Topics for such inservice training might be class
organization, teaching methods, physical fitness activities, sports
skills, evaluation of motor skill, posture progranunes, swinuning
instruction and water safety, coping with individual differences among
class members, seasonal activities, music and rhythms, Perceptual-motor
training, psychological adjustment of the exceptional child, and
rehabilitation. Teacher input into the inservice may stimulate other
areas of concern that may need to be dealt with. staff bulletins and
audiovisual materials dealing with infonnation on SPeCial events,
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reading references, and news, may also be quite informative and
valuable to the physical educator. Teachers should also be encouraged
to associate with professional associations such as the canadian
Association for Health, Ihysical Education and Recreation (CAHPER) and
the Ihysical Education Special Interest Council (PESIC). Encouragement
of staff to individually and collectively visit and observe similar
prog:ranunes in other schools, residential facilities, day care centers
and playgrounds may benefit both the physical educator and the
exceptional child.
~lusion
Ihysical education is and should be an essential ingredient to
successful integration. To achieve this, a good conununication system
must exist between parents, teachers, school board personnel, doctors
and all other support staff. '!he information about a child should be
readily accessible and adequate facilities and equipment must also be
made available to educators. A lower pupil-teacher ratio must be
considered when integrating special needs students into the physical
education progranune. Teacher training and inservicing must be developed
to meet the new demands of educational services to the handicapped.
Integration cannot work without adequate resources. However, through
all of the integration processes, caution must be taken to ensure that
the progress of the nonhandicapped child is not being neglected or
hindered in any way.
An effective support system is critical to the successful
implementation of all mainstreamed prog:ranunes. Effective mainstreaming
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deperrls upon acceptance and cooperation among teachers, administrators,
parents, and children, as well as the availability of organizational
and resource supports (Appendix D) for inplementation of the programme
(Wendel, 1977). '!he success of integration, can only be detennined by
administrators and teachers dealing with the exceptional child.
Continued and expanded efforts need to cx::cur within the Province's
educational system so that teachers may become Irore effective in the
classroom setting, thus striving to create a Irore humanizing
envirornnent for all.
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Review and Personal Analysis
of Internship Precess
A new internship option for the Graduate studies Prograrmre in the
SChool of Fhysical Education and Athletics at Memorial University was
iIrplemented in 1988. '!his Progranune offered Fhysical Education Graduate
Students the opportunity to study and gain selected practical
experience in both the Newfoundland and English school systems. '!he
candidate accepted this challenge and focused on the areas of: a)
administration with regards to the responsibilities of a Fhysical
Education Co-ordinator; b) special needs children with regards to the
integration process; c) teacher evaluation processes, and d) general
teaching practice. within this internship progranune, the candidate
completed four tasks which dealt with administrative decision-naking in
respect to evaluation, teacher selection prcx::edure, inter-school sports
programmes, and integration of 'special needs students' into physical
education.
With an opportunity to view both school systems, the candidate was
receptive to new ideas, and thus became more resourceful and wiser as a
result of this experience. '!he English experience has allowed the
candidate the experience of seeing education and life in a culture
somewhat different from her own. Both educational experiences gave
insight into other approaches of teaching and
administrative responsibilities and strategies.
Within the areas of concentration, the candidate felt that many of
the Newfoundland experiences were different from the English
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experiences. '!his Iray be due to the different cultures and the system
used in each country. Sone backgrourrl to the control of education for
each of the countries Iray in fact, explain the difference in
approaches. '!he Secretary of state for Education and science is
responsible for all aspects of education in England. &lilt into the
Education Act 1944, was a carefully balanced system involving the
Secretary of state, the Local Education Authorities (lEA), the Iranaging
and governing bodies of the school, head teachers, teachers and
parents. 'Ibrough this flexible system, schools are accountable to the
elected representatives of the conununity and parents. The governing
body of each school is subordinate to the Local Education Authority
because its existence and status are controlled by the Local Education
Authority. '!he forIral function of school governing bodies is specified
by the lEA in the Articles of Government. '!he lEA can amend these
functions if the Department of Education and science approves them.
Each publicly Iraintained school has a governing body which includes
governors appointed by the local education authority. '!here is
statutory provision for the representation of parents and teachers on
school governing bodies; it is intended that all schools should have at
least two parent and two teacher governors norIrally elected by parents
and teachers.
Schools supported from public funds are of two Irain kinds in
England and Wales: county schools and voluntary schools. County schools
are provided and Iraintained by local education authorities wholly out
of public funds. Voluntary schools, IOC>Stly established by religious
denominations, are wholly Iraintained from public funds but the
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governors of some categories of voluntaJ:y schools contribute to capital
costs.
In England and Wales, the secular curricultnn in ma.intained schools
is the responsibility of the local education authority, and of the
schools' governors. In practice, responsibility is largely devolved
upon head teachers and their staff because England does not have a
national curricultnn. However, a national curricultnn is soon to become a
reality.
'!he canadian Constitution gives the provinces of canada the
responsibility for educating their people. '!he structure of the
educational system in Newfoundland begins with the Department of
Education which gives guidance to the School Boards in running the
schools. All Newfoundland schools fall under the jurisdiction of one
of the thirty-five school boards. However, all school boards receive
the same directives from the Department of Education in the
Newfoundland Schools' Act, 1970. Each school board is responsible for
maintaining and :implementing a province-wide approved curricultnn from
the Department of Education.
Denominational schools are prevalent in the Newfoundland school
system. '!he Schools' Act defines a Denomination as:
a religious denomination or one of a group of religious
denominations for which educational districts are established
by or under, or are continued by, this act and for which
School Boards are appointed by or under, or are continued by,
this Act.
'!hese schools are protected by the canadian Constitution, and
financed by the Government of Newfoundland. '!here are three
Denominational Education Committees in this province: Integrated, Roman
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catholic, and Pentecostal. The thirty-five school districts
composed of twenty-one Integrated Districts (for a group composed of
Anglican Church of canada, United Church and salvation Anny religious
denominations) , twelve Roman catholic Districts, one Pentecostal
Assemblies of Newfoundland District, one seventh D3.y Adventists
District, and one Presbyterian District.
Every school board in the province of Newfoundland has elected
community members within the school board I s jurisdiction acting as a
governing body to that school board. However, there are no teacher
representatives allowed to be elected to this School Board committee.
The duties of this committee are also outlined in the Schools' Act,
which is too comprehensive to discuss in this report.
The teaching styles in both countries are different because of the
differences within the educational domains. In England, the candidate
experienced teaching methods which were directed towards a self-
discovery approach. This approach trains students to think for
themselves, learn personal and self-evaluation, be able to make
independent and valid decisions and be autonomous of their teachers. In
doing so, they learn how to study, evaluate and assess, move into new
areas of experience and how to take advantage of the natural forces for
change and development in their classes and social situations. This
self-discovery approach demonstrates how freedom of mind and spirit can
be obtained and how people can become truly responsible for their own
learning and more able to help others in their learning environment.
The objective of this approach was to sensitize students to the dynamic
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prcx::ess of the class (the learning situation) and provide them with the
skill to facilitate the discovery and corrq:>letion of work.
Newfoundland is rrore structured in tenns of teaching practice than
England. England's school system allows for the use of a student
discovery approach, while this style is rarely used in Newfoundland.
'!he Newfoundland system is rrore didactic in its instructional
objectives, even though the objectives of education are similar. '!he
Department of Education allows for some flexibility in teaching style,
however, the course content and the time allotment does not.
Newfoundland I s educational system seems to be caught up on achievement
of marks, while England uses a Pass/fail grading system.
within both the English and Newfoundland school system, physical
education is a vital Part of the child's educational growth and
development. There exists a distinction between these two countries in
the delivery of physical education. First of all, the variation of
sporting activities that make up the curriculrnn are culturally
different. Another key element in choosing these activities, may be the
result of the physical education teacher I s awn sports preference. Most
physical education progranunes in England include organized games
(rounders) , outdoor activities (soccer, cricket, field hockey),
gymnastics, swimning, and rrovement. In Newfoundland, the basic sports
taught in the schools are organized games, team sports (softball,
volleyball, basketball), and individual sports (badminton, archery
cross-country skiing).
In England, infant and junior schools I physical education
progranunes become the responsibility of the homeroom teacher. '!here are
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no physical education specialists hired in these schools. '!hese schools
do have access to a physical education specialist at the Local
Education Area office, who may be used as a resource person. The
candidate had the opportunity to work with this resource person. His
main objective was to help teachers, in the infant and junior schools,
become more confident in teaching in the physical education
envirornnent. One of the teaching objectives in physical education in
England is to help children explore and interpret the best personal
ways of movement in relation to oneself and hisjher envirornnent.
O1ildren are not taught a specific skill such as how to kick a soccer
ball. 'Ihrough the self discovery approach, the child learns a variety
of ways to move the soccer ball in relation to hisjher body, and
selects hisjher own personal way of moving the soccer ball. '!hus, the
skills learned may not pertain to one specific sport, but can be used
over a variety of sporting activities.
The secondary schools (high school) in England do enploy physical
education specialists. '!he candidate felt more confident at this level,
because the physical education curricuhnn was more structured. Even
though some of the sporting activities were culturally different, the
teaching strategies were silnilar. Most secondary school physical
education progranunes had segregated classes. Ihysical education
teachers felt that Participation by both groups (boys and girls)
ilnproved because of these segregated classes. Also, the sporting
activities offered to boys were different than those offered to the
girls.
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In Newfoundland, most schools errploy physical education
specialists. '!he Department of Education has devised a programme guide
in physical education for each grade level, which gives structure to
the physical education programme. However, the programme must be
flexible because some Newfoundland schools do not have the facilities
or the equiprrent to teach specific sports. '!hus, in this situation,
physical education teachers must adapt their progranunes to the
equiprrent that is available. Also, because of the increase in
litigation in the area of physical education, most physical educators
will avoid doing sporting activities in which they have no expertise.
Usually, gymnastic progranunes are the first to be dropped from the
curriculwn.
In Newfoundland, litigation has becorre a threat to Newfoundland
teachers. Teachers are acting 'in loco Parentis' when dealing with
children in the school setting. '!his means teachers must act in place
of parents. Increased pressure is placed on teachers when dealing with
supervision, handicapped children, and even sexual abuse charges. since
each teaching situation has so many extraneous variables, teachers may
find it difficult to define what a 'reasonable and prudent person'
would do in the same situation. Only the courts may decide if the
teacher acted as a 'reasonable and prudent parent' would. In England,
this activist position is not a threat to teachers; however, they are
becoming aware of the increase in teacher litigation.
'!here are 10.4 million children who attend Britain's 35,000
schools. '!here are more than 500, 000 teachers in publicly maintained
and assisted schools in Britain. '!hese astronomical numbers are a far
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cry from Newfoundland's 136,288 students who attend 566 public schools.
'!here are only 8,013 teachers employed in the Newfmmdland schools. '!he
differences in populations of these two islands, appear to be at
opposite ends of the spect:n.nn. England and Newfoundland have about the
saYre geographical area. However, England is over-crc:Jltrled and
Newfoundland is sparsely populated. Both extrerres place added strain on
school boards and local education authorities in providing adequate
educational opportunities for all students.
Presently, the West Essex district is experiencing difficulty in
being able to fill all the teacher allocations needed for each school.
'!his may be due to the fact that housing costs in this area of England
are very high, while teacher salaries are very low. However, there is
an abundance of qualified teachers in Newfoundland, who are unable to
fin::l employment within the educational system.
Teacher evaluation has become known as a very useful tool in
dealing with teacher effectiveness. However, evaluation procedures are
still in the infancy stages in England, while in Newfoundland,
evaluation has become very prominent within each school district. One
marked difference that was fourrl in dealing with evaluation was that
the English system did not place an enphasis on appraisal of teachers.
Another marked difference from the Newfoundland system was that
probationary teachers were not being evaluated. In Newfoundland, there
are two fonns of evaluation, summative and formative. However, in
England, only formative evaluation has been piloted in two of the
schools in the West Essex district. For obvious reasons, summative
evaluation has not become an issue within the West Essex district.
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In the last decade, Special Education has became an integral part
of ordinary education arrl has begun its m:we away fram being defined as
a separate service for a small minority of children. '!he Education Act
in Newfoundlarrl arrl Englarrl have addressed the need for all children to
be educated in the 'IrDSt enhanced envirornnent'. In Newfoundland, IrDSt
special needs children have a right to receive their education in an
ordinary school, providing the child's needs can be met. '!his
UJrler-lying theme also applies to the English school system.
Most exceptional children are integrated into the Newfoundland
schools in some capacity, depending on the child's needs. School boards
were given the responsibility to ensure that the schools were
accessible to these children. Englarrl' s 1981 Education Act encourages
integration of disabled children in ordinary schools wherever possible.
'!he IDeal Education Authorities believe integration should be an
objective of the school district. However, to meet this objective,
certain conditions must be met. '!hese conditions are: that an account
has been taken of the views of the child's parents; that educating the
child in an ordinary school is compatible with his receiving the
special education he requires; that there is the provision of efficient
education of the children with whom he will be educated; and IrDSt
importantly, that there is the availability arrl efficient use of
resources. Because of the financial strain of adapting schools to meet
the needs of exceptional children, the lEA is leaning towards adapting
certain schools to house these exceptional children. Presently, special
schools for exceptional children are still prominent in the West Essex
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Both educational systems have been given duties to arrange
professional assessment of special needs children. '!his assessment
should include educational, psychological, medical and any further
information or advice that may be relevant to the child I s needs. A
formal assessment of the child's needs as well as the provision to meet
those needs (sufficient resources) becomes a duty of the school
district. '!he difference in the assessment procedure lies within the
organizational structure of both systems. '!he lEA's responsibility
rests with the Education Officer. '!hat position has the authority to
decide whether a child should be assessed or not, based on the
psychologist's report about the child. In Newfoundland, the assessment
procedure is mandated by the Department of Education and the Department
of Health. These departments, in corroboration with outside
organizations, help in the plaeem:mt of the child into the school
system. '!he process of change in Special Education will go on for some
years. Developments may be slow, but given a positive attitude, there
is considerable flexibility in both educational systems.
England I s Education Junior Minister has called on all local
education authorities to ensure that a greater use of school sports
facilities provide benefits both for pupils and the wider community.
Government feels that 'dual use' of school facilities can serve three
pmposes: a) the community has access to good sports facilities that
would lie fallow for long parts of the day and for llIOSt of the school
holidays; b) it would help reduce the ov~ed sports facilities now
in use; and c) it would bring opportunities for tuition and practice to
many youngsters. 'I:lliU use of school facilities' must be managed
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properly in order for both parties to benefit. If management tecimiques
are absent, then the dual use of facilities will fail. SChool boards in
Newfourrlland do not believe that the dual use of school facilities is
viable. However, on occasion, cammunity groups are able to rent the
sports facilities at a pre-detennined cost. SChool Boards realize the
problems that can arise from cammunity use, and if possible, it is
avoided.
Each irrlividual COill1try has its own system of achieving
objectives. Even though differences exist within the educational
systems of Newfourrlland and England, both systems accomplish similar
goals. The culture and its influences on the educational system is what
makes each system unique. The management tecimiques may be altered from
COill1try to COill1try, but the basic concepts of management must be
present. 'Ihrough the experiences of a different culture, people are
~ to new practices and procedures that may be adapted in their
own culture.
The experiences that the candidate was~ to during this
internship helped develop self-confidence. It has also given the
candidate the opportunity to become rrore familiar with a different
culture. These experiences not only enhanced personal development for
the candidate, but also for those people who had the opportunity to
work along with the Newfoundland student. The candidate had the
opportunity to view, study and analyze the English school system and
its use of management strategies and administrative tecimiques. The
transplanting of educational techniques and practices from one cultural
setting to another has helped in the professional development of the
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candidate. '!he individualization of the school systems has led to the
adoption of this teclmique in the candidate's own teaching methods. '!he
experiences gained during this internship could not have been obtained
through studying a prescribed text. First hand experience helped
develop an urrlerstanding and knc:Mledge of the different cultures, in
relation to the specific areas of concentration of the internship.
As the first candidate to avail of this option in the graduate
programme, many rules and regulations needed to be finalized. '!he 'set'
tasks given to the candidate should directly relate to the field
experience. '!he candidate felt that an injustice was done to the
'on-site experiences' because of the lack of time devoted to each. '!he
candidate realizes that the time factor is one of the major weaknesses
of this programme. One solution to this problem would be to limit the
on-site experience to one specific area instead of three. '!hus, six
weeks would help get the maximum benefit out of the exchange. '!he
candidate also realizes that limiting oneself to one area, can in
itself, end up being an injustice. Probably the answer to this may be
to lengthen the time to a full semester in an organizational structure
different from the Newfoundland system.
'!he candidate felt that a lot of time was lost on learning
necessary, but trivial, info:mation about the English school system
instead of getting into the educational theories and practices of the
system. '!his problem could be solved by having classroom sessions to
review how the English education system is organiZed and the basic
structure of the school system, before the students leave for England.
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'!his background about the school system would enhance the experiences
and save embarrassment.
A corresporrlent working in England for the SChool of Physical
Education and Athletics could enhance the learning experiences of the
internship carrlidates. '!his resource person would act as a liaison
between the illliversity and the English school system in organizing the
specific content areas and also supplying information about particular
aspects of the educational system before the internship begins. Once
the carrlidates arrive in England, the corresporrlent could help the
carrlidates adjust to the new culture. Educational tours or field trips
could be arranged by this resource person so that the carrlidates may be
able to widen their educational experiences.
'!he carrlidate felt that the amount of written work required for
the internship report was extensive. '!he 'set tasks' within the
internship should have a major urrlerlying theme. '!he carrlidate felt
that each task required a different :mode of thinking, which disrupted
the continuity or flow of thinking. Also the tasks were very broad, and
much had to be assumed by the carrlidate, which created frustration
because of the variations in the interpretations of the tasks.
SUpplying guidelines for each of the tasks would help the carrlidate get
a clear urrlerstarrling of what is expected. '!he carrlidate has opted to
write this report in the third person, instead of the first, which
resulted in the extensive use of the word 'carrlidate I •
'!he practical experience should play an equal role in the
assessment of the internship, as does the internship report. However ,
the carrlidate felt that the internship report would be weighed more
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heavily than the practical experience, even though both required a
grade mark...pass or fail. '!he candidate also suggests that the amount
of work (both practical and written) required for the internship takes
more time and effort than that required for the other options in the
Master's programme.
'!he candidate felt that this internship option was effective in
dealing with administrative concepts. It may be hard to coordinate the
assigned tasks with the intern placements because of the time Period.
'!he candidate felt that completing the intern placement at the end of
the school year was not as effective as it would be in the middle of
the school year. '!he candidate found that the SChool Board was
preParing for the following school year. '!he schools the candidate
visited were also gearing down and many of the programmes had been
completed.
'!he candidate does feel that the internship option can be
beneficial to graduate students. However, the candidate does recorrnnend
that the internship concentrate on one specific area. '!his would help
strengthen the link between the practical experiences and the theory
component of the internship.
'!he candidate was also required to submit a daily journal of her
practical experiences in the Newfoundland and English educational
systems. However, the candidate felt that this j oumal did not have any
relevance to the Internship Report or assigned tasks. '!he candidate
felt that the journal should not have been considered as an integral
component of the report (see Appendix A) .
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'!he candidate felt that guidelines dealing with the new prograrmne
option and the evaluation procedures for assessing both the Report and
the internship experiences should be fully understood by candidates and
examiners.
'!he following recommendations are put forward to improve the
internship process for future candidates.
1. Basic infonnation on the organizational structure of the
erlucational system should be made available before the candidate
enters into the alternate culture.
2. candidates should select only one basic option if the time
allotment is six-weeks. '!his will give the candidate a better
understanding and analysis of the concepts used in both
erlucational systems.
3. Guidelines should be given to internship candidates so that they
will know what is expected of them during their internship
placement and the evaluation procerlures for the report.
4. '!he Internship Report should have one underlying theme so that
candidates will be able to focus on and become more knowledgeable
in, one specific area.
5. Field trips should be available to the candidates on a bi-weekly
basis. A communication system between other departments in
arranging field trips may help in budget costs.
6. Transportation costs should be subsidized by the School of
Ihysical Education and the School of Graduate studies for the
internship co-ordinator and the internship candidates.
APPENDIX A
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WEEK I: Monday, May 2, 1988 to '!bursday, May 5,1988
OBJECTIVES: a) To outline the course of study for the
internship arx:l special topics rourses 6612 arx:l
6613.
b) To give input into the student teaching
evaluation of physical Education 31lB
students.
c) To understarrl how teacher evaluation
increase teacher effectiveness.
Meeting with Dr. Ross
A meeting was held on Monday, May 2 concerning the programme that
the graduate carx:lidate had selected for the corning term. '!be Internship
SUpervisor outlined the course of study. A discussion was held on how
the evaluation process would be conducted by the graduate student in
evaluating Fhysical Education 31lB students during their two-week
block.
Teacher evaluation comes under attack by many educators. However,
'ideal' set of criteria has yet been found for effectively
evaluating teachers. '!here has been a profusion of studies completed
in this area, but the teaching profession is influenced by too many
extraneous variables for a single system to adequately fit all teaching
situations. A presentation on PerCeptions of Teacher Evaluation was to
be completed one week from today' s date.
'I\lesday May 3 1988 to '!bursday May 5 1988
Objectives: a) To analyze different styles of teaching.
b) To give feedback to student teachers arx:l offer
guidance in the various approaches to methodology.
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c) To become familiar with various types of evaluation
criteria used in teacher evaluation.
'!he candidate evaluated student teachers in relation to their
personal qualifications, their teaching effectiveness and their
professional qualifications. '!he School of Fhysical Education and
Athletics had a student teacher rating scale which was used to evaluate
Fhysical Education 31lB students. After the observation period was
over, the evaluator spoke briefly with each of the student teachers.
'!he objective of the discussion was to help prorrote professional growth
of these student teachers by helping them to feel comfortable and to
offer solutions to their problems or variations to their teaching
methods. Good teaching methods were also reinforced. Fonnative
evaluation used, hence there were no judgments made by the
evaluator.
'!he candidate had the opportunity to evaluate the following
student teachers:
Time Name Grade
Tuesday, May 3 Student teacher 1 1, 5
Tuesday, May 3 Student teacher 2 4, 5
Tuesday, May 3 Student teacher 3 3, 3
Wednesday, May 4 Student teacher 4 1, 6, 6
Wednesday, May 4 Student teacher 5
Wednesday, May 4 Student teacher 6 4,5
Wednesday, May 4 Student teacher 7 IEP programme
'!hursday, May 5 Student teacher 7
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WEEK II: Monday, May 9, 1988 to '!hursday, May 12, 1988
Objectives: a) To become familiar with the operation of a school
board in Newfoundland.
b) To provide "on-site" opportunities for 'hands on'
experience with a Newfoundland school board.
c) To become aware of and sensitive to the many
variables present in the administrative and
curricular decision-making process.
d) To understand and experience the role of the
Ibysical Education Co-ordinator.
e) To become aware of the evaluation processes that a
school board should follow in accordance with the
Newfoundland Teachers I Collective Agreement.
f) To become familiar with a school board's hiring
practices.
Monday May 9 1988
'!he candidate and the internship supervisor visited the
Newfoundland school board office to introduce the candidate to her on-
site co-ordinator and to ensure that preparations for the internship
had been made with that School Board.
'!he candidate was introduced to the staff at the Newfoundland
school board. '!he on-site co-ordinator had assigned three weeks of his
time to help the candidate learn the duties of the Ibysical Education
Co-ordinator. Other resource persons were also available to the
candidate during this three week block.
Tuesday May 10 1988
'!he candidate began the task of learning how to prepare budgets
for a school board's physical activities (hockey and skating). '!he
process of having to predict the amount of money needed to run the
programs, to balance the revenues and expenditures, and to estimate the
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cost for the following year, is not as sinple as it may seem. When this
task is completed, the budget nn.lSt then be approved by the Hockey and
Skating CoImnittee. '!his gave the carx:lidate the opportunity to
experience the bureaucracy of such a vcx:al committee and their
influences upon the School Board decisions.
Another fruitful experience for the carx:lidate was attending a
principals' meeting. '!his included all principals within the school
district. Many basic problems were addressed such as: school staffing,
budgets, and fund raising. '!he Business Manager gave his annual report
which included the budget for the following school year. '!hese meetings
give the principals an opportunity to discuss any problems their
schools may have and to get some feedback on how other schools may
approach SPecific problems.
Wednesday May 11 1988
'!he candidate worked with the on-site co-ordinator in redrafting
the School Board I s Nutrition Policy. '!he inplernentation of this policy
should encourage students to eat good nutritious food. Many schools may
find this Nutrition Policy difficult to accept because many schools
(eSPecially high schools) sell 'junk food' for fund-raising drives.
'!hese fund-raising drives help finance school activities. If such items
are not allowed to be sold by the schools, many school programs may be
curtailed.
'!he carx:lidate and the on-site co-ordinator delivered some of the
drafted nutrition policies to the Nutrition CoImnittee members. '!his
committee consists of teachers and achninistrators from various schools
under this School Board I s jurisdiction. '!his gave the candidate the
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experience of seeing heM the schools operate. A collegial climate was
evident in all schools am a receptive wel<Xll're was received by the
carrlidate am the on-site supervisor. When SChool Board personnel are
active in the various schools, a better relationship exists between the
board office am the teaching staff.
'!hursday May 12 1988
'!he carrlidate am the on-site co-ordinator received feedback from
the Nutrition Corrnnittee am once again, the policy was revised. '!he
next phase, before ilrplementing this draft policy, was to receive
feedback from the principals of the various schools. '!his may lead to
many rePerCUSSions in regards to financial cuts in school programs am
extra-curricular activities.
'!he carrlidate atterrled a SChool Safety Cornmittee meeting with the
on-site co-ordinator. '!he conunittee was set up by the SChool Board to
find out what safety problems exist in schools within the district.
Once this was done (questionnaire), the conunittee wanted to kneM what
other steps were to be taken when they gave their recommendations to
the Board. At this tillie, there were no future plans for this conunittee
or for the recommendations that were in place. '!he conunittee felt that
they should disband if no action resulted from their recommendations.
'!he on-site co-ordinator stated that he would find out what this
conunittee's function was am that the recommendations would be adopted
by the Board.
Monday May 16 1988
'!he carrlidate am the on-site co-ordinator visited one of the
district's schools to receive feedback from one of the Smoking
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Conunittee members regarding the newly drafted policy which resulted
from the discussion at '!hursday's meeting. '!he on-site co-ordinator
also checked to see if it was possible to have the school's skipping
team perfonn for the superintendent and Assistant Superintendent on
Wednesday. '!he on-site co-ordinator felt that some aspect of physical
education should be ProIOClted during this dinner meeting. However, the
Principal of the school did not want this perfonnance to take place in
this particular time frame.
'!he candidate reviewed the School Board's Jtmior Sports Policy and
It'ade corrections where necessary. '!his policy had to be sent to all
jtmior high schools tmder the School Board's jurisdiction. '!hus a lot
of paper work had to be completed to put this Policy together.
'!he afternoon was spent in meetings with the School Board C0-
ordinators. '!hey each reported on what was happening in their
respective areas. In this meeting, It'any policies were brought forward
for connnent which helped the co-ordinators stay abreast of the input
into the specific subject areas within the school system.
Tuesday May 17 1988
'!he candidate worked with an Assistant Superintendent in his
administrative field of teacher evaluation. '!his Assistant
Superintendent helped the candidate tmderstand the components of
teacher evaluation and its relationship to the Newfotmdland Teachers I
Collective Agreement. He reviewed a few cases that had been to
art>itration, and which he, as administrator, had experienced. He
explained the problems that could arise because of various
interpretations of some articles in the Collective Agreement. '!hese
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problems could lead to a harsh court battle. '!his Newfoundland School
Board presently does not have any policy on evaluation.
Wednesday May 18 1988
The School Nutrition ~licy was revised by the camidate and the
on-site co-ordinator. '!he policy had gone to the SUperintendent before
it receiVed feedback from the principals. However, this was duly noted
and the SUperintendent asked that it be sent to the principals for
approval. '!his was done :irmnediately because this policy is to be
implemented by the beginning of the school year for september, 1988.
D-le to the fact that there was not much time left in this present
school year and that the policy conunittee wanted feedback from the
principals before the school year ended, the policy needed to be sent
out inunediately.
'!he camidate met with an Assistant Superintendent in charge of
staffing for this Newfoundland school board district. He spoke about
his duties and responsibilities to schools to ensure that they are
infonned about the teacher allocations for the following school year.
He also spoke about the job of relocating any teachers who had become
redundant in their school district. He briefly spoke on hiring
practices within the school district. At this point, an invitation was
given to the camidate to attend serre of the physical education job
interviews.
'!hursday May 19 1988
Today, the camidate was to visit Bell Island. However, the ferry
crossing was delayed for two hours which made the time allotment
inadequate to successfully visit the schools on Bell Island. A lot of
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time was lost because of this delay; however, the on-site co-ordinator
decided to make the best use of time by visiting schools in the
~rtugal Cove area. Problems concerning the sharing of a physical
education teacher with two schools arose during this visit, and the on-
site co-ordinator was approached to help solve these problems.
In the afternoon, the Assistant SUPerintendent for Evaluation and
the internship candidate reviewed some evaluation procedures. '!he
candidate was also given the opportunity to view some of the evaluation
processes that were utilized by the board. Some problems arising at
the Board office regarding the probationary teachers also had to be
given consideration. '!he School Board was very concerned about due
process (the rights of teachers) and the process that a school board
must follow when dismissing a teacher. Problems must be very well
docurrented, time must be given for teachers to improve, and help must
be given to these teachers so they may improve. '!he Assistant
Superintendent for Evaluation also reviewed fonnative and S\lIlUT\ative
evaluation and the when, why and how of each type of evaluation.
'I\1esday May 24 1988
'!he candidate reviewed some evaluation files and proof-read the
evaluations that had been conpleted. '!he Assistant SUPerintendent for
Evaluation explained the importance of docurrentation when trying to
dismiss a teacher who has displayed inconpetence. Trying to prove
inconpetence is a very difficult task, especially for a tenured teacher
(teacher who has taught with the same school board for Irore than two
years). A probationary teacher (teacher who has taught less than two
years with the same school board) has little protection if deemed
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i.nc:c:JrI"petent. '!he tenured/probationary teacher's behaviour should be
documented when there is concern about the teacher bein:] i.nc:c:JrI"petent.
The Collective Agreement must also be followed when givin:] notice of
dismissal for the probationary and tenured teachers.
'!he carxlidate attended a meetin:] of the School Smoking Committee.
Every school urrler the jurisdiction of this Newfourxlland school board
has become a smoke-free school. one question left unanswered was in
relation to whether the boundary of this smoke-free school included the
school groun::ls. Bigger problems may arise for neighborin:] businesses
and homeowners, if students and teachers have to go outside the school
grounds to smoke.
Wednesday May 25 1988
'!he carxlidate and the on-site co-ordinator visited the Bell Island
schools. '!he on-site co-ordinator felt that because of the distance and
tbne required to visit the schools on Bell Island, co-ordinators find
it difficult to visit Bell Island schools as often as they do the city
schools. '!hus geographic location of the schools is a deterrent
especially durin:] the winter months. Also the school day tbnetable
presents a problem for co-ordinators because of the tbne taken for the
ferry crossin:]. When we arriVed on Bell Island, we only had twenty
minutes left to the mornin:] session. '!his created problems because the
on-site co-ordinator had made commibnents to visit other schools in the
city before the end of the school day.
'!hursday May 26 1988
'!he carxlidate discussed with the on-site co-ordinator and the
Ehysical Education Co-ordinator from a second Newfourxlland school
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board, how they shortlist applicants for interviews. '!he discussion led.
to specific questions that may be asked during interviews and the
answers that co-ordinators look for when doing the interview. '!he
!hysical Education Co-ordinator for the second Newfourrlland school
board is resPOnsible for selecting and interviewing applicants for
physical education positions with that board. One of the co-ordinators
felt that this should not be included. as one of the resPQnsibilities of
this position. '!here should be another school board person hired. for
evaluation and staffing for the district. '!he on-site co-ordinator felt
that his school board had a very adequate organizational structure for
dealing with interviewing and hiring practices.
'!he candidate reviewed. and proof-read evaluation reports with the
Assistant SUperintendent in charge of evaluation. He updated. the
candidate on the problems arising from different evaluations that had
been completed..
'!he Assistant SUperintendent in charge of staffing invited. the
candidate to actively Participate in interviews for physical education
positions on Monday and Tuesday of the following week. He asked. if the
candidate would devise some questions that could be asked. at these
interviews.
'!he interview team consisted. of Assistant SUperintendent in charge
of staffing (chairman), !hysical Education Co-ordinator, two principals
for whom the successful applicant would work, and the internship
candidate. Each of the team members was given the opportunity to ask
questions in various aspects of physical education. When the
interviews were over, a discussion was held on how each candidate
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performed in the interview. A brief recap on the nature of the job was
given, and all team members gave feedback to the chainnan. '!his
feedback may be used to help other team members Irodify their opinions.
A final decision was reached within the hour.
Monday May 30 1988 to '!hursday June 9 1988
'!he carrlidate set the follCMing objectives to be accomplished
during the two-week internship at a Centre for 'special needs '
children.
1. To understand the organizational structure of the
Rehabilitation Centre in relation to special needs children.
2. To experience, along with a special needs child, the process
the child must go through for assessment of the disability.
3. To understand the positive and negative effects of
integrating special needs children into the regular school
setting.
4. To become aware of the specific needs of these special
children.
5. To understand the importance of individualiZed educational
programs for children with special needs.
6. To became aware of the many areas of expertise that the
Children's Rehabilitation Centre offers schools that have
mainstreamed special needs children into the regular school
setting.
7. To become aware of the important services that the Children's
Rehabilitation Centre can offer physical education teachers
so they can better understand the necessity of physical
activity to meet the needs of children with disabilities.
Monday May 30 1988
'!he candidate was introduced to the on-site co-ordinator at the
Centre for 'special needs' children, who was the contact person for the
two-week internship at the Centre. '!he basic procedures follCMed at
this Centre were explained. Although physical education is not part of
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the progranune at this centre, it is perceived as an inp:>rtant aspect in
the psycho-social developrrent of the 'special' child. A good rapport
with schools is essential for mainstrearning to work in our Newfoundland
schools.
Tuesday· May 31 1988
'!he carrlidate met with one of her SUpervisors to discuss the
centre I s organizational structure. A tour was also corrlucted through
the centre, and introductions to the different departments was
appropriate. An introductory film about the facility and its different
responsibilities and functions was viewed by the candidate. This helped
explain the necessity for each department.
A film on the different degrees of cerebral palsy was also viewed.
'!his gave a perspective on the specific physical and mental abilities
of children with this type of disability. Society tends to categorize
children with this type of disability, as one and the same, but there
exists a vast difference in abilities. Fhysical education teachers
should be made aware of these differences, so that an appropriate
Irrlividualized Educational Progranune (IEP) can be designed for the
specific needs and abilities of each child.
'!he SUpervisor in consultation with the candidate, COIl'piled an
itinerary for the two-week stay at the centre. The direction of the
itinerary was towards the objectives that had been set by the candidate
before this two-week internship.
'!he centre for I special needs' children was in the process of
being evaluated, and the carrlidate did not have access to any of the
departments for the afternoon session. Plans were made for the
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candidate to attend the physical education interview sessions held at
the Newfoundland school board.
Wednesday June 1 1988
'!he candidate was given the opportunity to work with another
supervisor whose job at the centre was to work with the integration of
special needs children into a Newfoundland school. '!his SUpervisor
introduced the candidate to all the special needs children and
explained the variety of disabilities that these children have. A
discussion was held about the specific physical needs of each child and
the objectives of the physical education progranune in addressing these
specific physical needs was of major interest. Some children were
mainstreamed into the regular physical education class while others had
to be segregated into a special physical education class. '!he candidate
also had the opportunity to discuss the viability of mainstreaming with
each of the teachers responsible for physical education. It gave the
candidate many insights into both the positive and negative aspects of
mainstreaming in physical education.
In the afternoon, the candidate spent time learning the process
that is used in the assessment of special needs children. Any person
concerned about a child may recommend that the child be assessed by the
centre. Deperrling on the severity of the child's disability, the child
may need to visit the clinic every six months. Usually most children
are assessed annually. '!he process involves the child being assessed
by a number of professionals. At the centre for ' special needs '
children , a child will be assessed by the following:
social Worker
Ihysiotherapist
Psychologist
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Medical Authority Neurologist
OCCUpational '!herapist Pediatrician
Orthopedic SUrgeon E d u cat ion a 1
Authority
'!hursday June 2 1988
'!he candidate completed the clinic session by observing the
procedure that children being assessed had to go through. '!he process
was completed over a two-day period which involved Wednesday and
'!hursday. Once all the professionals had assessed the child, a
conference was held with all authorities involved in the assessment
procedure. '!he corrnnittee discussed the assessment records and
reconunended possible solutions for the child. When some decisions have
been reached, the panel reviews the results of the assessment with the
parents. '!he child's inunediate future is planned with utmost
consideration of all necessary infonnation given by the panel and
parents.
On Thursday afternoon, the candidate interviewed another
department in the Centre. This person was hired as an Educational
Consultant for a Newfoundland hospital and the Centre. '!he interviewer
raised questions about such concepts as integration and mainstreaming
in relation to physical education. '!he Educational Consultant was only
able to give his personal opinion about these concepts in relation to
his work experience with I special needs' children. Both the candidate
and the Consultant agreed that mainstreaming could be a positive move,
if the school structure and curriculum are appropriate and if the right
approach is taken by teachers, and 'nonnal' children.
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!hysical education can play an brportant role in developing the
I special child'. However, the physical education teacher should be
given the opportunity for inservice training in this area, before
teaching 'special needs' children. '!he lack of knowledge in dealing
with 'special needs' children is why many physical educators do not
wish to have these children thrust upon them. '!he 'special needs' of
the child, the legal liability factors, the lack of university courses
COIl'pleted in this area, the general lack of knowledge, all add up to
poor administration and management in the process of mainstreaming.
'!he degree of mainstreaming must be optimal for the child I s special
needs, and specific objectives and curricultnn (Individualized
Educational Progranune (IEP) ) should be devised before the 'special
needs' child enters the world of physical activity.
Tuesday June 7 1988
An interview was held with the candidate's on-site co-ordinator at
the centre for 'special needs' children. '!he candidate inquired about
the type of relationship that exists between the centre and the
Newfoundland school system. It was found that the centre for 'special
needs' children does have a mandate from the Department of Health to
assist any schools in the st. John's area in providing the best
programs for 'special needs I children. However, the centre does not
have a mandate for schools outside the st. John's area. '!hat is not to
say that 'special needs' children in other parts of the province are
not taken care of by the centre. '!he centre will tJ:y to acconunodate any
requests for help, but because of limited budgets and staffing
problems, this task has become almost brpossible.
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'!he on-site co-ordinator also set up a meeting with the Assessment
Committee so that the candidate could beccJIre more aware of the process
the child goes through with each professional. '!he Committee's input
gave the candidate the opportunity to understand the inportance and the
responsibilities of every specialist.
'!he rest of the morning was spent with a teacher at the centre,
and two of his inpatient pupils. '!he candidate discussed with these
children such areas as school work, attitudes toward mainstrearning,
physical education, and their outside interests. From this discussion,
the candidate was made aware of the special needs for each child's
disability. '!he children felt that physical education was very
inportant to them; however, they spent a lot of tilne doing very little
during this class. They also felt that they should participate in a
variety of ways during the physical education class, whether it be
participating in the activity or being a scorekeeper. Too often,
physical educators do not realize that the 'special needs' child should
be given the opportunity to interact with others. '!he child's psycho-
social development is the main purpose of mainstrearning and this can be
aCCOIl'plished through interaction with other children. Lack of
understanding and training in this area can defeat the purpose of
mainstrearning.
In the afternoon, the candidate discussed with the Educational
Consultant, the inportance of Individualized Educational Programs
(IEP's) for 'special needs' children. Individualized Educational
Prcgrarns take tilne and effort to COlTpile, and the long process that
teachers and the school boards must follow, is ovenvhe1lning. Because of
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these problems, very few IEP' s exist in Newfoundland at the present
time.
Individualized Educational Programs are designed by all teachers
and administrators who have contact with the 'special needs' child.
'!he programme should be designed with professional input into each
program. Each child I s programme must pertain to the 'special needs' of
that child. An IEP should include the followin::] eight steps:
1. A statement of the child's present levels of educational
perfonnance.
2. A statement of long-tenn educational perfonnance goals to be
achieved by the child at year end.
3. A statement of short-tenn instructional objectives for each
monthly goal, which represents measurable intennediate steps
between the child's present level of perfonnance and the
desired level.
4. A statement of special education and related services to be
provided, includin::] the type of physical education programme
in which the child will participate and any special media or
materials required to iIrplement the child's IEP.
5. Initiation date and anticipated duration of special education
and related services.
6. Descriptions of the extent to which the child will
participate in regular educational programs.
7. Justification for the child's educational placement.
8. Objective criteria, evaluation prcx::edures, and schedules for
detennining on an annual basis whether short-tenn instructional
objectives have been achieved.
Wednesday June 8 1988
'!he candidate visited with a SUpel:visor from the Recreation
Deparbnent. '!his Deparbnent integrates many recreational activities
with enphasis on the scope of the child's special needs. If a child is
lacking perceptual skills, this Deparbnent helps the child become more
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aware of shapes and sizes. '!hus, work in this area can lead to better
development of the child.
'!he candidate also visited with a SUpervisor from the Social Work
Department. '!his Department's view of integration is a positive one.
However, the Department realizes both the positive and negative effects
of having mainstreamed children in the schools. Integration into
physical education will take hard work from all groups. '!he physical
education teacher must be prePared and adequate inservice supplied; the
class must be able to accept a child's 'special needs'; and the
'special needs' child must accept responsibility of his llwolvement
with other students. If these three adjusbnents cannot be made, then
mainstreaming will fail. At present, mainstreaming is failing many
children. Many physical education teachers regard themselves as having
been 'dumped upon' with these 'special needs' children.
In the afternoon, the candidate visited the Medical Records
Department, to find out how easy it was to access the infonnation on a
'special needs' child. Any school may request infonnation from the
centre, if and only if pennission is granted by the Parents/guardians.
However, only 'relevant' material is sent to those schools that request
it. At present, there have not been any inquiries by physical educators
to this Department. However, a new recording system is now being
tested, which may allow other professionals who deal with the 'special
needs' child to access necessary infonnation.
'!he rest of the afternoon was spent in the centre's educational
system. Many problems were alluded to pertaining to integration. One of
the main reasons for integrating 'special needs' children is to develop
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scx::ialization skills. Educators must not become narrow-mimed when
dealing with 'special needs' children. Pity is not what they need.
'!hursday June 9 1988
'!he carrlidate visited with the OCCUpational '!herapy Deparbnent. It
here that the candidate began realizing the iIrportance of the
centre. Rlysical education teachers did make contact with this
Deparbnent requesting information am guidance in dealing with I special
needs' children. OCCUpational therapists are not only needed in
organizations such as the centre, but also in schools that house
'special needs' children. A good raPPJrt between the occupational
therapist am the physical education teacher is vital when a child with
'special needs' is 'dumped I in the rnainstreamed physical education
class. '!he information that can be supplied by the occupational
therapist am the physiotherapist to the physical educator can help
relieve the tension that physical education teachers are feeling.
Movement of the child by innovative means or mechanical apparatus
also help in the physical development of the child. Sirrple
adjusbnents such as back am seat supports in a wheelchair can help
irrprove the child's ability to take Part in a physical education class.
Motor skill development can be enhanced by knowledge of the child 's
special abilities or adaptations of the equipment being used.
'!he afternoon was spent with the centre's Rlysiotherapy
Department. Rlysiotherapy is a necessary link for the physical
education teacher to relate to the I special needs' child. '!he
physiotherapist can help the teacher to understand what the child can
am cannot do. Rlysiotherapists can assist the teacher in selecting
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specific activities or exercise that will enhance the child's physical
abilities. '!he inportance of avoiding contra-indicated exercises should
be discussed with physical education teachers. '!he Fhysiotherapist can
also help teachers understand the lmted rang-e of Irotion that may be
associated with various physical disabilities.
'!he centre for 'special needs' children plays an inportant part in
the development of these children. Any person can refer a child to the
centre for assessment. Hopefully, the outcome of the assessment will
benefit the Newfoundland school system in helping it to deal with the
special needs of mentally or physically disabled children. Section 12
(a) (1) of the Newfoundland Schools' Act states that:
Every School Board shall ...organize the means of instructing
children who for any physical or mental cause require special
classes either by the establishment of special classes in its
school or by making arrang-ements with another school board or
with any educational body or authority within canada for the
education of such children.
'!hus, such expertise is a must in order to develop the 'special needs'
child to hisjher potential, which is one of the aims of education in
the Province of Newfoundland.
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Harlow, En]land
Monday June 13 1988
'!he candidate arrived in Harlow, En]land to complete the second
phase of the Internship. Here, the candidate I s experience will be
enhanced by learning how the En]lish educational system works in
relation to administration and supervision. '!he areas to be explored
will be the organizational structure and administration of a County
Council Educational Office, an Area Educational Office, and the school
system. '!he educational development of I special needs' children in the
En]lish system will also be studied.
'!he objectives that the candidate set forth were as follows:
1. To become aware of the similarities and differences that
exist within the En]lish educational system and the
Newfoundland educational system.
2. To experience the different styles of teaching used in
physical education classes within the En]lish system.
3. To understand the function and organizational structure of
the Area Education Office, and the County Council Educational
Office.
4. To become familiar with the role and responsibilities of the
Fhysical Education Inspector for the County Council Education
Office.
5. To become familiar with the curriculrnn and facilities used within
the En]lish educational system.
6. To understand the system used for the integration of 'special
needs' children into the En]lish school system.
7. To gain knowledge and understanding of the En]lish system by
using a 'hands on' approach to management, administration and
authority within the En]lish school system.
Tuesday June 14 1988
A brief overview of the En]lish educational system was given to
the candidate by the School of Fhysical Education and Athletics Co-
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ordinating Supervisor. '!he organizational stnIcture of the British
schools has several differences when c:arrpared to the Newfoundland
system. '!hese differences will become evident as the candidate
explores the English school system in relation to its managerial,
administrative and organizational stnIcture.
In the afternoon, the candidate visited one of England I s
Educational Offices to meet with a Supervisor for Ihysical Education.
His najor responsibility was to help prinary teachers teach physical
education. '!he candidate !ret with the on-site co-ordinator in the
English educational system and also an Inspector in the County Council
Educational Office, in which the Area Education Office is one of its
six educational branches. '!he purpose of this visit was to discuss the
candidate I S nain focal points and to set up a schedule for the
following six weeks.
Wednesday June 15 1988
'!he candidate had little knowledge about the English school
system, so IOC>St of the lOClrning was devoted to the task of understanding
some basic concepts of how the system was organized, and the
educational processes that were the focus in lOClst schools. '!he English
system holds nany idiosyncracies such as the different programs offered
in the schools (no national curriculum); the delegation of authority to
headteachers; and the selection process of integrating children with
special needs.
'!he afternoon was spent in the Area Educational Office with an
Administration Officer for one of England's Area Education Offices. '!he
candidate tried to understand the administrative stnIcture of the
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Educational office. However, this Area Education Office is only a
subsidiary of a County Council Educational Office. A brief intrc:duction
and delegation of authority for each department within the
administrative structure was given by the Administration Officer.
'!he carrlidate attended a Ihysical Education Workshop at one of the
schools in Harlow. '!he objective of the workshop was to explain the
game of rounders to infant and junior teachers (prilnary and
elerrentary), and how it could be mcxlified so that it would meet the
needs of the children in the lower grades. Rounders is an English game
which is sbnilar to softball played in Newfoundland.
'!hursday June 16 and Friday June 17 1988
'!he SUpervisor for Ihysical Education and the carrlidate visited
some schools in the Essex County area on Thursday IlIOrning and all day
Friday. Most of the schools had an open area concept. '!he main focus in
the schools dealt with the children's artistic and envirornnental
expression about nature. There is no national curriculum used in these
schools. Teachers and administrators of the school are responsible for
making up the curriculum. '!hus, each school's curriculum may vary.
There are no physical education specialists in the infant
junior schools. '!he only physical education training that IlIOSt of the
prilnary teachers have receiVed is one Education course dealing with
physical education in the prilnary grades. The role of the Supervisor
for Ihysical Education at the Area Education Office is to help teachers
in the infant and junior schools discover various methods of teaching
physical education. '!he physical education classes are designed to
bring out the artistic expression of moverrent through the teaching of
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gymnastics. '!he main objective is to have the child gain a gocrl sense
of spacial awareness and body awareness. Using movement education in
the primary grades (infant and junior) can help develop (stiInulate) the
child's cognitive domain as well as the affective and psychomotor
domains. '!he children also receive a games period where they learn to
deVelop skills through a range of activities. '!here is little enphasis
on structured teaching. However, there is a lot of emphasis on
cognitive stimulation of the child to explore and discover for oneself,
the best method of catching, throwing, etc. '!he teachers use a
subjective assessment of the children's development in physical
education. '!here is no grading system like that used in Newfoundland
schools. '!he teacher only states what the child can do, not what he
should be able to do at a certain age level.
'!he candidate visited a public secondary school in lDugton which
was known for its allegiance to arristianity. '!his school had excellent
facilities and its administrative process within physical education
seemed to be well structured. A short meeting with the physical
education mistress was held, and a one week teaching block was made
available to the candidate during the internship.
In the afternoon, the candidate attended a Workshop on Teacher
Appraisal. '!he Workshop was held for the West Essex area primary
headteachers (principals). '!he purpose of this seminar was to raise
awareness of teacher appraisal and consider the issues in preparation
for the development of a scheme for ilrplementing the process. '!here has
been very little teacher assessment in the English system, even for
probationary (one year) teachers. '!he points being discussed at this
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seminar were very basic, thus displaying that teacher evaluation
processes are in the infancy stage.
Many of the headteachers were opposed to the idea of having
another resPOnsibility placed on their shoulders. Headteachers have
been given a lot of power for the running of their schools. Many of the
policies and regulations within each school may vary because
headmasters can iIrplement what they feel are in the best interests of
the school.
Tuesday June 21 1988
The candidate visited a primary school and observed another
physical education class. In this school, they have a system called
vertical grouping. '!his means that in each class, there may be an age
range of three and one-half years between the oldest and youngest
children. The reasoning behind this is that the older students will in
effect help the younger students in all asPects of school life. The
older students are PerCeived as big brothers and sisters to the younger
students. '!his vertical grouping is sometimes a necessity for
acconunodating small numbers of children into a school. vertical
grouping can work very well. It can help build relationships between
students, thus leading to considerable social advantages. A wide range
of physical and mental ability exists in every classroom whether the
age is the same or not. Thus, teachers do not PerCeive this variety of
ability as a major problem.
In the afternoon, the candidate visited another primary school.
The Supervisor for !hysical Education demonstrated how to accomplish
specific skills, without having to structure the skill itself. He
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believes that basic physical skills should have a can:y-over effect. By
guiding the students through IOClVeIrent activities that will help develop
skills, children should be able to use these skills over a wide
spectn.nn of activities. His main errphasis is to get the children to
think for themselves, arrl be able to perfonn skills with others by
using all three domains to encourage learning.
Wednesday June 22 1988
'!he candidate was introduced to a headmaster of an infant and
junior school. A tour of the school was given and the candidate had
time to interact with the children. A schedule was drawn up for the
candidate to attend the school for the follCMing week. Fhysical
education will be the main focal point; hCMever, the candidate will
also be given the opportunity to attend classes in other specific
subject areas. '!he candidate was interested in understanding the
organizational structure of the school, arrl also the managerial duties
of the headmaster.
In the afternoon, the candidate visited a primary school in
Epping. '!he basic aim of this school was to provide a broad curricultnn
through the use of integrated studies arrl where possible "learning by
doing" . '!his integrated approach included the child I s first hand
experiences, backed by books, television arrl other resource materials.
'!his way of working encourages children to be more efficient in the
organization of their CMn work.
'!he candidate had an opportunity to teach some physical education
classes at this school in Epping. within the class, a wide range of
ability was apparent. HCMever, the teaching methods used catered to
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each child's individual ability, needs ani interest. A child learns by
'doing' ani physical activity should consist of interaction of the
child with hisjher environment.
'!hursday June 23 1988
'!he can::lidate visited a CClIlprehensive school. '!his school received
its noney from the state ani through a private tI:ustee's fourrlation.
Even though it is classified as a state school, the school governors
have control over student admissions. It is known as a five fonn entry
school. '!his means that each year, only one hundred ani fifty students
enter each of the levels. At age 11, the student would enter Year I,
ani would advance by age to Year V. At age 16, students would have
CClIlpleted the legal requirements of schooling. However, if students are
intelligent, they may enter higher education by CClIlpleting Lower Sixth,
ani the following year, Upper sixth.
'!his Foundation School, because of its religious affiliation, was
very fonnal in its discipline and unifonned students. Four physical
education teachers were employed at the school. The can::lidate was given
the opportunity to tour the school and its facilities. '!he candidate
had the opportunity to spend a week at this school with the physical
education teachers as part of the internship.
'!he afternoon was spent at an infant school in Waltham Abbey. '!he
SUpervisor for Fhysical Education had arranged some instructional
physical education classes for the prbnary teachers. MOVeIreJ1t education
is utilized quite heavily in Essex County, and the SUpervisor for
Fhysical Education provides an inservice to these prbnary teachers.
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Friday June 24 1988
'!he can:lidate attended a Workshop on Student Assessment. '!he
County Educational Council of Essex had expressed the hope of
:iltplementing a policy on student assessment by the year 1995. A Record
of Achievement would provide a framework of principles for bringing
together a wide range of student achievements arrl successes, in arrl out
of school. '!his workshop outlined guidelines on how to set up the
process of recording progress arrl activities based upon regular
dialogue between pupils arrl their teachers.
'!he purpose of the Record of Achievement should be:
1. To r~ze arrl give credit to students for what they have
achieved.
2. To give encouragement to students arrl develop personal
qualities arrl skills.
3. To help the schools review the effectiveness of their
curriculum, teaching arrl organization.
4. To provide a student record of achievements upon leaving
school or college which would give a rounded picture of
abilities arrl strengths.
Each school arrl college would have a distinctive starting point
for development. '!he Record of Achievement system will be unique to
each institution. However, there was concern about :iltplementing this
Record of Assessment because of the following factors: t:illle allobnent,
quality of process, children's capabilities for producing good
assessment, expense of :iltp1ementing process, arrl specific objectives
for each subject area. A follow-up workshop will be held on July 7,
1988.
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Monday June 27 1988
'!he candidate visited one of England's well kn<:M1 universities to
become familiar with the organizational structure of teacher
certification. '!he candidate was met by two senior lecturers in the
Fhysical Education Department of the University.
'!he organizational structure of the Fhysical Education Department
in this University was outlined, and the administrative processes used
in teacher certification were explained. With a view of the physical
education facilities, the candidate realiZed that good managerial and
administrative skills are required to adequately run such a facility.
Tuesday June 28 to Thursday June 30 1988
'!he candidate was able to spend a week's internship at a junior
school. '!he objective of the stay was to explore the organizational
structure of the school, and try to understand how the curriculum was
being administered. There were no physical education specialists in the
junior schools. The classroom teachers were responsible for physical
education and all other subject areas. '!he only training that the
classroom teacher receiVed in physical education was an Education
course which touched on the basics of physical education.
'!his school's enphasis was on the artistic developnent of the
child throughout the curriculum. Development of the whole child is
stressed, such that physical education has become a necessary part of
the child's lifestyle. '!here is a lot of time devoted to physical
education. '!he children receive at least three periods of physical
activity per week. '!hese activities focus on lTIOVement education, games,
and swinuning. '!here are sporting activities before and after school,
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such as dance clubs, country dancing clubs, gymnastics, and schCXJI
teams which compete in fCXJtball, netball, athletics, etc. '!he Prilnary
SchCXJls' Sporting Asscx:::iation organizes the schCXJI competitions, and
each sporting activity has its own secretary. Hence, the extra-
curricular activities in the prilnary schCXJls are very strong.
'!he organizational structure of this junior schCXJI begins with the
Governors. '!hese Governors can be elected, nominated, or appointed to
this position. '!hey work in an advisory capacity to the schCXJl. Each
schCXJI has its own Board of Governors. '!he headmaster has the control
over the administrational and managerial tasks within hisjher own
schCXJl. Guidelines on policy making are given as directives, but the
interpretations of these guidelines may vary, to suit the needs of each
schCXJI, as perceiVed by the headmaster and staff personnel. '!he
headmaster of this junior schCXJI has divided his organizational
structure into two tiers: management and administration. '!he
management tier is composed of the Headmaster, the Deputy Head, and one
Assistant Teacher (given financial allowance). '!his cannnittee meets
every week to detennine short and long tenn policies, (e.g. record-
keeping). '!he administrative tier included both the management tier
and the staff. '!his cannnittee would meet every IrOnth to discuss and
devise schCXJI policies. Here, the staff may have input into the policy
making procedures and the development of curricultnn matters. Inservice
is also an ilnportant function within this schCXJl. If there are any
inservice sessions, a few teachers would attend and then report back to
the schCXJI for further inservice for all teachers.
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'!he financial support given to this school was obtained from
different sources. '!he main source of lOClney was fram capitation grants.
'!he Lcx::al Education Authority gives an annual school budget of
£14/pupil. other sources of income were fram personal contributions,
fund-raising drives and community relations (Parent-Teacher
Associations). '!he headmaster is accountable for all the lOClney being
spent. '!he other source may come fram the promotion of a new curriculum
idea which would be covered by the Lcx::al Education Authority. Some
schools are chosen as pilot projects, and some financial assistance may
be given to these pilot schools.
'!he candidate had the privilege of teaching some physical
education classes at this junior school. The school promotes self-
discipline concepts which, to the observer, worked very well.
Monday July 4 1988 to '!hursday July 7 1988
D.1e to the scheduling of various activities in schools during the
last two weeks of classes, the candidate's scheduled time was altered
during this week. Monday, Wednesday and '!hursday was spent at a
comprehensive school. However, this school is not a typical
comprehensive school in England. At this school, parents must apply for
their children to be accepted. In considering applications from parents
seeking admission for their children, specific criteria must be met
before admission is granted. '!he major criteria is parental involvement
in the work and worship of any Olristian congregation served by the
school.
'!he aims of this school are to offer children an education based
Olristian principles in accordance with the Trust Deeds of the
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schex>l. To prom::>te the cause of arristian unity by giving preference to
the admission of pupils whose parents are conunitted to the ideals of a
arristian Ecumenical SChex>l. To offer children an orderly and
structured framework in which they may develop as members of a
carnmunity, and to seek the active encourageroont and support of parents
in maintaining these en:1s.
In this comprehensive schex>l there were 930 students, with a
teaching staff of 55 full-time teachers. '!hese teachers must also be an
active member of a arristian community. '!he organizational structure of
this schex>l is similar to other schex>ls, but on a larger scale. '!here
are thirty-eight teachers who receive an allowance bonus because of
additional administrative or managerial duties. '!he amount of increment
the teacher receives depen:1s on how the headmaster designates the
duties. Even the headmaster is confined to a specific number of special
allowances. on his staff, he may only have two deputy head allowances,
two senior teachers on Allowance E, eight on Allowance D, eight on
Allowance C, eight on Allowance B, and nine on Allowance A. '!he other
teachers are paid depending on their professional grade.
'!he candidate spent some time with the physical education teachers
and had the opportunity to teach some classes. In the comprehensive
schex>ls, the curriculum is more structured than in the infant or junior
schex>ls. All physical education classes are scheduled for double
periods, thus, each class receives seventy minutes. '!he physical
education classes are heterogeneous. '!he teachers feel that this type
of classification works much better. All pupils are required to
participate in physical education.
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'!he sports facilities in this school include an indoor heated
swimming pool, a gcxxi gymnasium, a dance hall, spacious playing fields,
four hard tennis courts am two netball pitches. With four physical
education teachers am gcxxi sports facilities, a variety of activities
can be offered during the school year. '!he school year is broken down
into three tenns. '!he first tenn is september to December, second tenn
is January to March am the third tenn is from April to July. For the
first, second, am third year students, gymnastics am swimming are
offered for two tenns, tennis am swimming are offered for one tenn,
games such as hockey, netball, dance (for female) am rugby, football,
am cricket are offered for two tenns. Athletics am rounders are also
offered for one tenn. Students may choose the activities that are
offered during a Particular tenn, however, they must do one tenn of
games. Students may specialize in one or two activities during the
school year.
In year four, am up, the physical education activities that are
offered during one tenn are tranp:>lining, badminton, basketball, am
volleyball. I)rring a second tenn hockey, netball, tennis, am longball
are offered. In a third tenn, the concentration is on health related
fitness which includes working in the weightroom, aerobics, yoga,
circuit training, am a theory section dealing with diet am exercise.
Intramurals were offered as an Inter-fom competition, involving
substantial mnnbers of pupils in competitive sports. In the Essex area,
school teams also competed with each other in all the major sports. If
the pupils achieved Area or County recognition in their sport, they
would then compete at the national level.
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On Wednesday, the candidate atterrled the West Essex Schools
District Athletic Cllanl:>ionships. It was held at Ashton Playing Fields,
which is considered to be one of Erqlani I s best athletic grounds.
However, due to inclenent weather, the c:ha:rr{lionships were cancelled in
the afternoon. '!he candidate was surprised that the c:ha:rr{lionships would
not be scheduled for another day which may have been due to the
inability to get the athletic fields. In order to use Ashton Playing
Fields, the school must book a year in advance. '!he students also
surprised the caniidate because there did not seem to be any
displeasure shown in the cancellation of the c:ha:rr{lionships. The
discipline of the students involved was exceptional.
'I\lesday afternoon was spent at a junior school. Because of the
candidate's personal interest in country dancing, 'I\lesday afternoon had
been set aside for the school club to display its dancing talents. The
caniidate also helped in the preparation of awards for Sports Day.
After the regular school day was over, the dance (drama) club
participated in creative IOClVenent to music. Guided by the teacher's
creative thought ani the intensity of the music, the end result was a
dramatized storytale.
Monday July 11 1988
'!he caniidate met with two advisory teachers for physically
impaired children. A brief outline of their responsibilities and
relationship to the schools was given to the candidate. '!heir duties
were: a) to help foster positive attitudes towards schools and
communities; b) to give inservice to teachers who deal with special
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needs children; c) to act as a consultation service to the Essex Area,
and, d) to give courses in deali.n:J with impaired children.
The advisory teachers' Il'ain emphasis was on Il'ainstreaming children
in the Essex area. However, these advisors also dealt with mentally
handicapped children, even though it was not in their job description.
Neither of these advisory teachers had received any fonnal traini.n:J in
special education. Most appoinbnents are detennined by the teacher's
interest in this particular area. To a certain degree, experience
becomes more valuable than course work.
Elizabeth II Education Act 1981, Il'akes educational provisions for
children with special educational needs. It is the duty of the
educational authority to identify, detennine, and provide for any child
that has special educational needs. The Area Education Officer will
detennine if the child will be assessed. The assessment or statementi.n:J
prcx:::edure Il'ay involve the followi.n:J professionals: Social Worker ,
PsycholCXJist, Pediatrician, Speech Therapist, OCCUpational Therapist,
Fhysical Therapist, Health Visitor, and Education Officer. Once the
assessment has been completed, the outcome is discussed with the
parents.
The educational assessment of a child begins at two years of age
(Section 10 of England's Education Act). Section 5 of the Education Act
states that the child should be reassessed at school age, and then,
annually. However, it is the Area Education Officer in consultation
with a psycholCXJist who will detennine if the child has special
educational needs. Medical personnel are not allowed to reconunend
educational provisions for a child who is, or is in the process of
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being statemented. There are also voluntary support groups such as the
0-2-5 Service and the Children's Development centre which helps the
family deal with the special needs of the child.
Even though 'statementing' a child (assessing a child's special
needs) is a national policy, the resources that each county has will
detenn.ine the type of statementing for a 'special needs' child. Thus,
if a child moves to another county that does not have the same
resources to fit that child with special needs, then that child may be
restatemented to fit the resources of the new county.
Education for special populations in England is handled
differently than in Newfoundland. England has special schools for
special needs children and if the child is statemented (assessed) to
need special help, then the child will usually attend a special school.
They do have some integration of special needs children into the
regular stream, but there are very few. There are ninety-three
statemented children in mainstreamed schools in the Essex County area.
The candidate had the opportunity to visit a special comprehensive
school and watch how one boy with spina bifida interacted with the
other children in physical education class. It was enlightening to see
how well the boy was active within the class. His handicap did not
prevent him from having full participation in the class. He did not use
his wheelchair as a mobile. The boy has superb upper body strength, and
this strength enhanced his movement.
The candidate believes that the personality of a 'child with
special needs I has a lot to do with how successful that child will be
in the approach to living to hisjher potential. At this comprehensive
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schCXJl, the boy did not feel that his harrlicap should prevent him from
growirg up as a 'normal' child does. '!he acx::eptance of the handicap,
helps develop positive self-esteem arrl future growth of the individual.
In the afternCXJn, the candidate visited an infant schCXJl to
observe a boy who was diagnosed as havirg muscular dystrophy. The
candidate was able to interview the I\X)ther of the child so as to
understarrl the process that the parent had undertaken to get her child
statemented. To get a child statemented at an early age, is a very
difficult task, especially if there is no physical defect at birth. In
this particular case, the parent felt that if it had not been for her
constant contact with Officials, her child would not 'have been
statemented. It is very difficult for the parent to kn<JV.l that a child
is not developirg normally, and then it is possible that the diagnosis
of the physician may be that some environmental factors are causirg the
child's developnent to be delayed.
'!his particular child has been statemented as havirg muscular
dystrophy. He is only five years of age, and his disability has not yet
reached the crucial point at which the child will need to be placed in
a special schCXJl. '!he child I s educational needs are beirg met through
the integration of the child into regular classes.
Tuesday July 12 1988
The candidate had the opportunity to visit two 'special needs I
schCXJls in the West Essex area. In the I\X)rnirg, a corrprehensive school
was the candidate's first stop. At this school, there were ten teachers
employed for sixty-three students. '!here were also two full-time and
two part-time welfare assistants. other professionals that dealt with
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this school were: a speech therapist, a part-time physiotherapist, and
a psycholOJist. '!he school had a wide ranJe of children with
difficulties such as epilepsy, cerebral palsy, lean1ing problems,
behavioral problems, and speech problems.
'!he philosophy of this school was to meet the needs of students
who could not cope with the normal educational system. '!he school
believed mainstreaming could be beneficial to a point, but that the
'special needs' of some children could only be met through the use of
special schools.
A physical education specialist at the school gave the candidate a
tour of the school. '!here did not seem to be any severely physically
handicapped children at this school. However, the physical education
teacher explained that every child did have
dysfunction. '!he candidate arranged to spend
type of brain
time with the
physical education specialist on Friday, July 22, 1988.
The afternoon was spent in a primary special school. This school
was the feeder school for a c::orrprehensive special school. '!his school
housed nine teachers and fifty children. Most of these children had
moderate lean1ing difficulties. Each child that attended this school
was either statemented or in the process of being statemented.
'!he candidate had a tour through the school and met with many of
the teachers and students. ArranJements were made for the candidate to
visit the school on '!hursday, July 14, 1988.
Wednesday July 13 1988
The candidate visited an infant school. Even though the government
is not responsible for the education of children younger than five
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years of age, this school housed a nursery. sixty children attendErl
this nursery. The nursery had twenty-five children in the morning group
and twenty-five children in the afternoon, and in addition, the nursery
has a special unit that acconunodatErl ten physically handicappej
children. An amalgamation of the handicappej unit with the nursery unit
helpej children develop positive attitudes towards children with
'special neErls'. The criteria used for selecting children for this
nursery school were: a) oldest on waiting list; b) special problems;
c) and emphasis on health input. The school triErl to get a balance
from their criteria so that children could develop positive attitudes
towards each other.
A brief visit to the nursery showErl how teachers integratErl
handicappej children with 'nomal' children and how all children
benefitErl from this positive climate. '!he candidate arrangErl to return
to the school and speak with the headmistress on Friday afternoon, July
15, 1988.
Thursday July 14 1988
The candidate visitErl a primary special school which caterErl to
children with moderate learning difficulties. This school servErl the
special neErls of children in Harlow and surrounding districts. It was
the only primary school in Essex for children with moderate learning
difficulties. All children who attend this school are either in the
process of being statemented or have been statementErl.
The candidate had the opportunity to peruse the multi-
disciplinary statement of a child who had been assessErl. Every
statement containErl the child's infomation relating to the following
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learrtirg difficulties, special educational provisions,
appropriate educational arrargements, and additional non-educational
provisions. '!he statement also contained parental feedback about the
development of the child. Advice from the Educational I:JepartIrent, the
Medical Team, and Psychological 5eJ:vices was also given in the
statement. Input was received from the Social services Deparbnent,
Health Authority, Speech Therapist, Director of Nursing,
Ihysiotherapist, and OCX:upational '!herapist.
'!he school was divided into three areas: Assessment Unit, Infant
School and Junior School. '!he Assessment unit catered to pupils of pre-
school age, up to about six years old. '!he Infant School had two class
groups and was staffed and organized to meet the needs of younger
children. '!he Junior School had two classes which helped meet the needs
of the older children. '!here were children in both the Infant and
Junior School who require both a developmental and modified curriculum.
'!he curriculum within this school was very open in regards to
physical education, music, and arts and craft. However, an
Individualized Educational Progranune (IEP) for language and nurneracy
was c::orrpleted every tri-semester. At this point, there was a rnidtenn-
report to parents and charges were made if necessary. Every IEP and
statement of each child must be reviewed annually with parental input.
'!he Headmaster explained that the 1981 Education Act gives parents
the decision of whether the 'special child' should attend a
mainstreamed school or a special school. '!he Headmaster believed that
mainstrearnirg I special needs I children into regular schools is the
ideal. For this to work well, resources must be readily available;
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there must be plenty of inservice for teachers arxi welfare assistants;
am. there must be expert knowledge in the field. He also believed that
all special schools should be used as a resource base (outreach
program) for mainstreamed children who have special educational needs.
In the afternoon, the candidate had the opportunity to watch a
display of gymnastics that involved students at this special school.
'!his display was part of a gymnastics competition that involved many
infant arxi junior schools in the Essex area. Even though these children
had I special needs', they like to compete with 'nonnal' children. '!he
physical education teacher felt that this competition enhanced the
psycho-social development of all children involved.
Friday July 15 1988
'!he candidate spent the morning at a secondary 'special needs I
school. '!he physical education specialist showed the candidate through
the school. '!he candidate also had the opportunity to watch a c0-
educational physical education class. '!his class demonstrated the
variety of different needs that these 'special needs' children have.
Many of the children lacked co-ordination am. balance which resulted in
a very modified, yet diversified curriculum. '!he climate within the
class was very pleasant arxi the students were able to conununicate well
with each other. '!he students were aware of their physical limitations
arxi respected the capabilities of the other students. '!he encouragement
that these children displayed to each other was very heart-wanning. It
was an enjoyable experience.
In the afternoon, the candidate retm:ned to the primary school
that housed a nursery. '!he Headnaster discussed why this school was
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given the nursery unit. As stated before, the government does not have
an educational responsibility for children who are not of school age.
However, this school was given a nursery unit because of its low
enrollment. If the nursery unit was not available, the school would
have had to close its doors. '!he envirornnent dictates a lot of what
happens to a school. '!he school depends on the mnnber of children in a
particular catchment area, and the space available for students in the
school.
A discussion on the assessment of a child was also conducted. When
a child needs to be assessed, the headmaster has to contact the
psychological deparbnent within the Area Education Office. '!he
psychologist will then detennine if the child has any special needs.
If so, the Educational Officer will be notified and will make a
decision whether or not the child shall be further assessed or
statemented. '!he Warnock Report published in 1978, estiInated that
approximately twenty Percent of the country's school population had
special educational needs at some stage during their education. It was
also estiInated that only two Percent are actually statemented.
At this school, any child being statemented was alloted two and
one-half hours of extra help Per week, which in reality did not fulfill
the special educational needs of that child. '!he school received help
from two physiotherapists and a SPeech therapist, but only on a part-
time basis. However, the Headmistress felt that some changes must occur
in order for mainstreaming to work. '!he most iInportant was that
resources be readily available to the schools. If these resources were
not available, then mainstreaming would not be attainable.
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Monday July 18 1988
'!he can:lidate met with the Administrative Assistant for Special
Education. '!his was the person who helped put the infonnation that the
candidate had gathered into perspective. At this meeting, various
sections of the 1981 Education Act were discussed. Each section had its
own iITplications and considerations in relation to the various
organizations and groups involved with special education. However, the
ultiJrate responsibility for assessing what provision was required to
meet a child I s educational needs rests with the Local Education
Authority.
'!he Special Needs Infonnation Package (SNIP) had been designed to
provide practical advice to teachers of children with special
educational needs. '!his package also provided Pertinent infonnation
about various disabilities as a means to increase awareness. Teachers
were able to use this infonnation as a guide in identifying and dealing
with 'special needs' children. It helped schools meet their
responsibilities under the Education Act, 198!.
'!he Area Education Office was planning to adapt one secondary
school so that they could send all I special needs' children to this one
school. '!he County had limited resources, and could not afford to
modify every school to enable it to house 'special needs' children. '!he
county did provide an 'outreach Program' where specialists visit
schools and help support I special needs I children who
mainstreamed. '!here may be small scale adaptations to schools and their
programs, dePending on the resources that the school has. Some schools
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provided inservice on 'special needs' children related to their
particular school situation.
The Special Education Department believed that the attitude of the
school and teachers must be positive for mainstreaIllinJ to work. Also,
integration depends on the needs of the child. Some children may be
totally integrated, while others may only be partially integrated.
OUldren with severe physical and mental handicaps were not considered
to be candidates for mainstrearning, and were housed in special schools
for the severely handicapped.
Each school designates a 'responsible person' on staff to tell
other teachers about the 'special needs' of each child. This
'responsible person' must be agreed upon by the school's governing
body. However, the head teacher has the responsibility to ensure that
every child's needs are met.
The candidate met with the person who heads the Special
Educational Needs SUpport Team. This team helps various schools in the
Essex area deal with 'special needs' children. They have also developed
an assessment plan for 'special needs' children. This plan helps
identify the problem areas for the child. This resulted because the
internal assessment that the Educational Psychologist was suppose to
complete, took too long before any child was assessed. The 1981
Education Act has allowed for a five stage assessment procedure. This
has resulted in a child's special educational needs to be met during
the first two school-based stages.
There are many different approaches and styles of ilnplernenting
educational programs for various societies. The culture, ethnic
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backgrounds and the envirol1l'lelt often dictate what direction the
COillltry I s educational system will follow. No matter what direction it
takes, there will always be positive and negative factors that will or
will not justify the programs. One quote that comes to mind fram my
experience with this internship is "that the first sign of becoming
educated is realizing how ignorant one really is".


